LP News Interview With Dave
L.P

Presidential

candidate

David

working to get rid of government's limita¬

two-hour record¬

tions and interferences. The tax protest

ed interview with LP News Editor Mike

movement, the home schooling people,
people who want to get rid of mari juana
laws, gun control law's, alternative
medicine, people who w'ant to do their
own self
medicating. It's the peace move¬
ment in particular. More and more of
these groups are forming and organizing.

Bergland conducted
Holmes
Houston.

daring

a

his Jane

The interview

was

7 visit

to

sandwich¬

ed in between

Berglands day-long round
of newspaper and radio interviews which
began for David with a 5 a.m. fight from
El Paso and ended with

an

evening recep¬

tion for

the candidate attended by several
hundred supporters. Part / of this inter¬
view, which dealt with the campaign, ap¬
peared in the August LP News.

There

are

Bergland

nationwide networks of them

and

they are beginning to see that the
Libertarian Party is the party they have

to

support in the political system.

PART II: THE ISSUES

LPN: It's been said that you need a real

“fire in the belly” to endure the rigors
of constant campaigning. Do you agree?
How is your “fire" holding up?
Bergland: Well, apparently my “fire” is
holding up, but I’m not really sure what
that

means.

I have

a

commitment based

desire to help the Libertarian party
create a free society in this country
because I want to live in a free society.
I know that if I'm going to have freedom
for me and the people with whom I'm
concerned, everyone's going to have it.
on

my

LPN: How would you characterize the
media reaction and coverage of your

news

campaign so far? Have you noticed any
improvement in awareness of the LP?
Have most stories been fair and accurate?
Bergland: I would say that the news
media reaction of the campaign is almost
uniformly receptive and objective. They
are interested in the Libertarian
Party.
Depending on where you are. some know
more

about

it than others. The Clark

campaigning so far?
Bergland: I would say that it is the
discovery of a great many groups and
organizations of people working for
freedom throughout the country on
specific issues. I think we're really see¬
ing a change from the old idea of special
interests, which were people who were
going to the government for favors, for
handouts, for laws restricting other peo¬
ple's freedom. Now we're seeing more
and more groups that are organizing and
your

ing

us

hasn't

reasonable,
this

seen

around.

point,

or at

up

fit yet to start chas¬

But

I

think

that's

least understandable. At

to

now.

it's only the

campaign in 1980 and the activities of

Democratic

local libertarians in the last

couple of
have opened up the media in many
places. The Libertarian Party is viewed
as credible. I think,
primarily because we
have just simply continued to exist and

primary and that's the news story as far
they're concerned. I hope that we can
all do whatever is necessary to induce the

continued

the electorate what

years

LPN: What have been the highlights of

course,

to

work in

a

consistent fashion.

Perhaps one of the changes that
is that few' media interviewers

I've

seen

seem

to

be

trying to find a way to trip you up and
see
if you will give an inconsistent
answer.
They're now just more interested
in finding out what we really have to say
and how things are going. The coverage
is always good, certainly, on the local
level. The national network television, of

race

Democrats and

Republicans". But they
Party and the
reporting has been pretty accurate. Very,
very rarely do you get cheap shots.
know about the Libertarian

that's been the contested

as

national media, after the Democratic and

Republican conventions, to start giving
they want, which is

information about alternatives

to

the old

traditional

parties. There has certainly
been an improvement in the awareness of
the Libertarian Party. People in the media
know abut it. You

never find any that
say
"gee. we hever heard of the Libertarian

Party here before". They frequently say
a presidential can¬
didate here for a long time, including
that "we haven't had

LPN:So///<'

people have argued that the
of the potential for success
of any organization is the quality of
leadership and activists. How would you
characterize the caliber ofLP candidates
this year? How does it contrast with what
you saw in I9B0 or when you ran for VP
best

measure

in 1976?

Bergland: From what I’ve seen so far,
people who are going to run as
LP candidates and comparing that to the
past, actually we have a much higher
percentage of people w ho have the more
traditional "pillar of the community”
of those

Continued page 36
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VP Profile: Jim Lewis
by Eloise Roberts Hedbor
Eloise Roberts Hedbor is

a

Vermont-

based free

lance journalist and is married
to Jim Hedbor, 1984 LP candidate for
Vermont’s lone congressional seat. In ad¬
dition to managing her husband's cam¬
paign and raising their four children, she
also edits the Vermont LP tabloid. Free
Vermont. She

notes

that it

was

Jim

Lewis, together with former LP Chair
Alicia Clark, who came to Vermont in
1982 and

challenged a small group of ac¬

tivists to put a party together and recruit
candidates. She notes, “we’ve been off

and

running

ever

since, thanks to Alicia

and Jim. ”

Party in 1976,” Lewis recalled. That
in the course of his work as a sales
representative for a library book binder,
he was visiting Rutgers University just
before Roger MacBride was scheduled to
speak there.
“I read a story about him in the cam¬
pus newspaper and thought, ‘Oh, my
God! My party already exists!’ ” But
business commitments in Philadelphia
prevented him from staying to see MacBride, and it was another four years later,
in another presidential election year,
before he again spotted something about
year,

Libertarians.
In

April of 1980, Lewis

was home for
picked up a
and happened to read about

Jim Lewis, Libertarian candidate for
Vice President, is a salesman, an eloquent

newspaper
the chairman of the Connecticut Liber¬

spokesman for the ideas of individual
liberty, an enthusiastic advocate and par¬
ticipant in grassroots political develop¬
ment, and a practicing tax resister.
Like so many other Americans, Lewis
has probably been a libertarian from
birth, but it was not until 1980 that he ac¬
tually found the Libertarian Party.
“For 30 years I had stewed about
government issues,” said the 50-year-old
resident of Old Saybrook, Conn. “I
knew the whole system was a mess,” and
he was looking for an alternative to the

tarian Party

same

that

old

Jim Lewis interviewed

by Eloise Hedbor.

the weekend when he

“politics

offered

as

more

usual,” something

than the restrictive,

two-dimensional liberal/conservative

spectrum.
“I should have found the Libertarian

Filing suit against the IRS.
jumped off the page at me.” Lewis
said. “I didn’t want to lose them again. I
copied down the name and made plans to
see them the next week. On Monday I
was at SUNY (State University of New
York) at Albany and 1 looked up ‘Liber¬
tarians’ in the library.” He found a copy
of Roger MacBride’s book A New Dawn
“It

for

America, and read it from cover to
cover. “1 was converted,” he notes.
For the rest of the week, he took time
at each stop to search university and col¬
lege libraries for material on individual
liberty and the free market. At Rutgers
library he found a reference to the Foun¬
dation for Economic Education (FEE),
at

week, he managed to stop by FEE
books by Bastiat and
Ludwig Von Mises, among others.

same

where he got some

“When I took those back to the hotel

and started

room

couldn’t believe it. I
I know

a

reading them, I
thought, ‘How come

Marx but not

Galbraith but

not

Although he’s

never

much of

a

a

Bastiat,

a

Von Mises?’ ”

a

considered himself

reader, Lewis said he

discovered that “I

really could read if
something was worth reading,” and he
was quickly devouring volume after
volume of Libertarian literature (and has
written

even

one

himself for the

cam¬

paign - Liberty Reclaimed, reviewed in
the August LP News.)

Within the next ten

days, he attended

Libertarian Party events in both Connec¬
ticut and Massachusetts and was already

applying his skills in sales to developing
Libertarian politics.
Lewis continued his business

As

travels, “I

found that every city I
out-of-print book dealers.
I was interested in the development of the
U.S. Constitution, the protections built
into it, Supreme Court decisions,
economics. Today I have about a
1,000-volume library, and I’ve read
maybe 250 of them.”
Amost before he knew it, the 1980elec¬
tion was past, and not long after that he
went

soon

into had

Continued page 3

Irvington-on-Hudson. Still within that

Hudak Debates In NY
Binghamton, NY - Libertarian candidate
for Broome County Executive, Wanda
Hudak, “captured” her opponents in
their September 20 debate sponsored by
the League of Women Voters, held in the
Binghamton City Council Chambers.
Hudak’s presence dominated the news
coverage of the debates and yielded one
headline which read “County candidate
tries to recruit her opposition.” One of
the main issues of the campaign is sup¬
port for a proposed $47 million garbage
plant which Hudak argues should be
built and funded by private enterprise.
In one of the stories, the followng ex¬
change was printed:

“was enlivened

by the inclusion of a
third-party candidate, Wanda Hudak,”
and noted that both challengers were on
the attack for the incumbent’s support
for a tax-financed facility and for

overstaffing his county office.
The first 90 minutes of the debate

was

broadcast live, and was repeated twice
the following day by a local cable service

“No,” she replied, “I’m going to
make into a deputy county ad¬

operated by the Gannett Group
newspaper chain. Immediately after the
debate a Democratic county legislator
seeking re-election in the district nearby
stunned many political observers when he
enthusiastically congratulated Hudak
and totally ignored his own party’s can¬
didate. Later that evening Wanda receiv¬
ed a message that her own Democratic
county legislator (also seeking reelection) was offering her congratulations
and wanted to discuss, as soon as possi¬
ble, some of her debate comment^ 'bout
his shortcomings on a specific issu
The next day, the Hudak campaign
received an invitation to address, along
with her previously invited opponents,
the CSEA (county employee union reprsenting most of the 2,700 employees)

ministrator.”

board dinner in October.

“For

whether

us

to wait

16 months to find

afford

a garbage plant is
ridiculous,” (Democratic challenger)
Hogan said at the tail end of the debate.
“It will be a privately Financed facility.”
“I think I’ve got a convert here,”
Hudak said, smiling at Hogan.
“Does it make you nervous?” (incum¬
bent Republican) Carl Young asked
we can

Hudak.

In another

news

account, the first

paragraph noted that the public debate

The issue of including Hudak in
debates has become a major campaign

Wanda Hudak at League

of Women Voters debate.

issue, particularly since an early October
sponsored by the Broome County
Chamber of Commerce excluded her,
despite requests that she be included. The
debate

local

news

media

were

informed and not

only was a news story issued, but the
Binghamton Sunday Press ran a Sunday
editorial lambasting the Chamber for ex¬
cluding her and chastising it for the exclu¬
sion “just because she represents a
philosophy” rather than being a typical
political hack. The radio anouncements
about the debate also specifically men¬
tioned that Hudak

was

“not invited” to

the debate. No doubt this

titude

on

Hudak

pig-headed at¬
the part of the Chamber won

good deal of sympathy, par¬
ticularly since those who have heard her
have been impressed with her ideas.
Hudak, a registered nurse, is making
her first

a

run

for elective office but has

ended up running the most active of the

campaigns for the Free Libertarian Party
of New York is holding this year. Her
campaign manager, Linda Jowett,
reports that Hudak has recieved a
number of debate and speaking invita¬
tions recently and is nearly “booked up”
for the remainder of the campaign.
This campaign is also being looked
upon by local LP activists as a
demonstration project for building a
stronger base of Libertarian support
within the state and

across

the nation.

One way

of multiplying the effect is by
offering a 60 minute video tape of the
Sept. 20 debate to interested libertarians.
If a blank tape is provided, the only cost
involved will be shipping charges.
For

Hudak

more

information about the

campaign,

or to

order the tape,

contact: Friends to Elect Wanda

P.O. Box 1114,

Hudak,

Binghamton, NY 13902,

(607) 724-5602. ■
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Tryon Continues Libertarian Heritage
Angels Camp, CA

-

Calaveras Coun¬

ty, California has long been immortaliz¬
ed in the famous Mark Twain short

story, “The Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County”, a tale of an unusual contest set
in the early mining days of that area. Yet
LP member Tom Tryon, running in the
non-partisan race for Calaveras County
Supervisor District 4, can trace his roots
back to the Mark Twain era, when his
great-grandfather George Clifton Tyron
came to the area in 1848 seeking gold.
And while the pioneer Tryon went on
the become sheriff of Calaveras and

Alpine counties (1863) and Calaveras
County Assessor, Tom Tryon is follow¬
ing in those historic footsteps with his ac¬
tive race for the Supervisor’s post.
Tryon, 39, placed second in a four-way
contest in early June for the Supervisor
slot, receiving 36.9% of the. With the aid
of sympathetic friends and neighbors, as
well as a long and distinguished family
presence in the area, Tryon’s chances
look fairly good in the two-way contest
this November. His opponent, a member
of the Democratic Central Committee,

lost in

a recount

outcome

hinge
the

on

two

the last

election, and the

of November’s contest will
can pick up the votes from
losing candidates in the June

who

primary.
Tryon, married to Denise Tryon and
father of daughter Elizabeth, has an im¬
pressive personal background, beginning
with

a

B.A.

in economics from UC

Berkeley and an MBA from the Universi¬
ty of Chicago. A two year Army veteran,
Tryon has a background in the securities
industry and banking, and currently
manages family interests based in Angels
Camp, itself the site of several Mark
Twain mining camp stories.
Tryon became aware of the LP shortly
after Jimmy Carter’s election, and initial¬
ly became familiar with the party as a
result of newspaper stories about the
1978 Clark campaign for governor in

California. Formerly a Republican,

Tryon has been

member of LP since

a

1978.
Because the

non-partisan race centers
around community matters, Tryon
reports that “the county budget, roads,
public health, and particularly, a restric¬
tive ‘historical district’ government plan
for the small town of Murphys, are the
main issues.” Tryon is particularly sen¬
sitive to the dangers of bureaucratic
government planning, since he currently
is a member of the Calaveras County
Planning Commission. “Government

one

of his customers,

and decided

to take

advantage of the opportunity to look up
the famous economist Murray Rothbard.
Lewis, who calls Rothbard “a jolly little
guy,” said he introduced himself and
asked Rothbard’s opinion of the cam¬
paign. “He told me in no uncertain
terms.” Lewis believes one of the keys to

his

development

as a

Libertarian

from that encounter and

stems

subsequent

meetings with Rothbard.
“From him I

came to

Lewis said he told Rothbard he would be

careful to stick to

didn’t

‘party of principle’ means just that,” said
Lewis. (Last fall, after winning the
party’s Vice Presidential nomination,
LP Vice Presidential candidate Jim Lewis

principles. “I told him I

even

wanted the press to print anything I
have said that would cause him to say

drive.”

that I had waffled

didates and

His next

on

the

issues.”)

“big thing” was LP 10, the
convention, and it

“I had 18

but

big thrill. “I hadn’t been there 20
minutes when I bumped into Ed Clark in
the lobby.” That night he ended
up at

joke

was a

dinner with

of the

leading lights in
Libertarian Party, including Ed and
some

Alicia Clark and 1972 LP VP candidate
Toni Nathan. He left the convention as

regional representative for New England.
Back to Connecticut, he tackled the

have people for the ballot
names
we

of prospects

ended up

for
with 15

can¬

can¬

didates. We had

1981 national party

the

realize that the

history of life in the early Califor¬
mining camps is an interesting insight
into the practical workings of voluntary
social organizations in the absence of

big
splash, lots of candidates. I expected they
would really be just paper candidates. We

never

forgotten the essential message of the
proto-libertarian heritage of his pioneer
ancestors in Calaveras County. And to
his credit, through his campaign, Tryon
is spreading the truth of that message
nearly 140 years later.
More information about the Tryon
Campaign, and Financial assistance, can
be directed to: Tom Tyron for Super¬
visor, P.O. Box 1177, Angels Camp, CA

The

we

we

our slate of candidates
didn’t expect to campaign. The

was on us. We ended up with 13!/2
hours of television time in debates.”

Lewis, who

ran for the U.S. Senate seat,
found himself in 6Vi hours of televised

debates and 17 hours

on

radio talk shows

during the course of the campaign. All six
congressional candidates took advantage
of the unexpected chance to debate their
opponents.

Meanwhile, his activities on NatCom
involved meeting dozens of local liber¬
tarians around the nation, and he was ac¬
tive in

helping other New England parties

field credible candidates for the 1982
election.

Through these activities, “I suppose I
met some of the leading people in the
par¬
ty. That contributed to this year’s Vice
Presidential nomination,” a nomination
which

Lewis

never

could have

an¬

ticipated. He went to last year’s conven¬
tion as a delegate and member of Nat¬
Com, and left with second spot on the
ticket. Although he had already convinc¬
ed his company that “Libertarianism is a
good thing,” Lewis said he certainly
would have laid

little groundwork with
his employers before the convention if
he’d had any inkling of the nomination.
a

“I think it was something of a shock to
them,” he said, ‘‘and I may be
understating that just a bit.”

Tryon

government, and Tom Tryon hasn’t

nia

them in the ballot for 1982. “I knew
had to make something happen. A

From page 2

Tom

message.

job of recruiting candidates and getting

VP Profile: Jim Lewis
happened to be at Brooklyn Polytechnic,

planning is the imposition by force of a
predetermined general land use plan
prepared by a select few individuals.
Government planning severely inhibits
the free market process by restricting the
discovery process and thereby destroying
the resultant diversity of benefits.
Government planning infringes upon the
Constitutionally guaranteed rights to life,
liberty, and property by discriminating
between citizens, particularly against new
entrants. Government planning destroys
the right of dissent, i.e. the right of the in¬
dividual to live his or her life by his or her
own goals or standards, so long as he or
she does not infringe upon the equal
rights of another,” Tryon points out in
his campaign material.
The issue of the Murphys historical
district plan is a central one to Tryon’s
campaign, and he notes that “what is
proposed to be saved in Murphys is not
Murphys’ historical character, but rather
the character of Murphys in 1984.” The
effectiveness of market forces in the plan¬
ning process is a key element to Tryon’s

95222. ■
But having broke
the news to his
employers, Lewis quickly turned his at¬
tention to the challenge of the campaign,
which he describes as marketing
challenge “with 50 sales offices, compet¬
ing with two huge companies that are
marketing defective products.”
Paraphrasing Thoreau, Lewis said,
“Everyone’s hacking away at the bran¬
ches, but not one (of the major parties) is
attacking the roots. Libertarians are go¬
ing at the root of the problem, Big
Government”. He has designed his cam¬
paign in much the same way as he would
plan a sales campaign.
“A professional salesman has his sales
prospects’ needs as his primary
interest,’’Lewis explained. Liberty is a
“great product” and although no can¬
didate can have all the answers, Lewis
said he thinks the goals of the Libertarian
Party have been “way too low,” focusing
on making
philosophical conversions
which are often time consuming and de¬
pend on a lot of one-on-one discussions.

“There’s

a

marketing saying, ‘You

don’t sell the steak. You sell the sizzle.’ It
can take 10 years or more to understand
the

philosophical and moral underpin¬
nings to Libertarian ideas. We have to
answer real problems
right now — jobs,
gay rights, peace. Target on one issue that
your

audience is interested in. We don’t

why they vote Libertarian. Give
them the product they want and deliver
that product. We can’t expect that voters
care

going to understand the principles of
the free market and individual liberty all

are

at

once,” said Lewis, any more than most

Libertarian activists today did. “Event¬
ually we will be able to privatize the

schools, and then people will have the
Continued page 35
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Alabama
Candidates

feel Lowe
a

Quo
Birmingham. AL

Desta Monachelli may

of

Alabama Liber¬
waging active cam¬
paigns, buoyant from getting past the
1982 ballot law roadblock by filing peti¬
tions with more than enough signatures
to qualify the ticket for the November
—

are

getting elected.
has

Monachelli

Challenge Status
tarian candidates

chance

or

been

have
Desta
in

active

neighborhood association meetings in her
Southside precinct, calling for private re¬
development efforts in contrast to pro¬
posals by others for tax-funded re¬
development schemes.
Finally, State Chair S. D. Yana Davis
was nominated by the Alabama LP Con¬
vention for U.S. Senate. He has been in¬
terviewed

number of times

candidate

by daily
newspapers and most recently surprised
a reporter from the Ailvertiser Journal
She asked Davis how' he felt about alleged
PAC funds pouring into the state for one
of the statist party candidates for U.S.
Senator. “My position is,” Davis told her.

for the Alabama Public Service Commis¬

“that the office of U.S. Senator should

sion

have

ballot.
At this writing, the Alabama LP is
fielding at least six candidates for the

U.S. House seats in Alabama,

seven

U.S. Senate Candidate, and

a

a

presidency. On the statewide ballot,
the Alabama LP will be one of only three
parties listed. (Guess which the other two
are?)
Already drawing media and communi¬
ty group interest are, especially, the Con¬
gressional candidates. Chuck Ewing of
Altadena Forest, LP nominee in the 7th

Congressional District, is the only op¬
ponent for an incumbent Democrat, and
has already spoken to civic groups and
participated in a “newspaper debate”
with his statist opponent in the daily
Tuscaloosa News, arranged by the
Tuscaloosa League of Women Voters.
Thornton

Mark

of

Auburn,

an

care

a

In addition to Jahelka, Fitzgerald and
Lloyd, four other Libertarian candidates
had already established themselves as
ballot-qualified for the November elec¬
tion. They include Dwight Filley, 38 of
Denver, who is challenging incumbent
Democrat Pat Schroeder for the First

Congressional District seat; Jerry Van
Sic de, 53, of Boulder, who is opposing
incumbent Democrat Tim Wirth for the
Second

Congressional District Seat;
Craig Green, 38, of Littleton, who is run¬
ning against incumbent Republican Bill
Armstrong for the U.S. Senate; and Jim
Phelps, 60, of Evergreen, who is seeking
the District 53 seat in the Colorado

Legislature.

Craig Green

little power, the PACs wouldn’t
who held it, or any other office.
so

Then those millions could be used
vest

Regional Transportation District’s Board
of Directors in RTD District A.

in

new

and

to

ing from the University of Denver.
Phelps, a licensed real estate broker
and a non-practicing attorney, ran for
Colorado Secretary of State as a Liber¬
tarian in 1982 and petitioned to run for

in¬

expanded business.”

Alabama LP candidates welcome

out¬

side support.
will raise and

Although some candidates
spend money independent¬
ly through their own committeess, the
state Party plans a “Whole ticket” push
around the theme of “Repeal the Federal
Income Tax,” and appreciates any con¬

the U.S. Senate

tributions from Libertarians to that end.

Contributions should go to Alabama
Libertarian Party, PO Box 11514, Bir¬

mingham, Alabama 35202. Memo your
or MO to “1984 Campaign.”■

check

economics

graduate student at Auburn
University, home to a heavily laissez-faire
faculty, is also in the position of being
the only opposition for an incumbent
Democrat

in

the

3rd

Congressional
busy with

Dwight Filley

Seven Run

District. Thornton has been
media interviews and
events

for his

lining
campaign.

civic

up

Congressional District (metro Birm¬
ingham) has attracted attention at large
conventions held at the Civic Center by
distributing his “Gold and Guns” flyer,
linking individual liberty to the right to
sound money and self-defense. Smith will
an

incumbent

Republican

in

a

and

Democrat

three-way

race

a

in

November.

Tim Gatewood, nominee for the Public

Service Commission post, immediately
attracted media attention by naming his

campaign committee “The Gatewood
Against the PSC Committee.” The PSC
is the state regulatory body that controls
state-granted monoply utilities and semi¬
monopoly bus, train and taxicab com¬
panies. Gatewood’s main plank is, of
course,

abolition

of the

PSC

and

government-created monopolies.
Other candidates include Bob Chapuis,
recently moved to Alabama from Ten¬
nessee where he was a past Chair of the
LP, who is nominee for the post of Jef¬
ferson County (Metro Birmingham)
Treasurer. Along with Chapuis on the Jef¬
ferson County ticket are Frank
Monachelli, running for County Tax
Assessor on a pledge of assessing pro¬
perty at a few pennies in value (if possi¬
ble) for tax purposes; and for constables,
local court positions, Ross Lowe and
Desta

Monachelli.

The

last

precinct-wide elections, and

two

some

are

LPers

by Ron Bain
Ron Bain is a Denver, Colorado based
journalist who assists with the Colorado
LP state party newspaper. He worked in
the mid- West after receiving his degree in
journalism from the Unversity of Kansas

and became interested in the libertarian

viewpoint after interviewing LP can¬
didates in Oklahoma in 1980. He has

recently become active in the LP after
moving to Denver. He and his wife work
as volunteers for Colorado Liberty, the
state LP paper, where this article first
appeared.
Recent Libertarian victories in Califor¬

nia have

elected Chairman of the Col¬
Party during the party
convention held in May.
Filley considers getting the United
States out of N.A.T.O. and stopping the
was

subsidization of

special interest groups
corporations within this country to
be key issues in his campaign.
This campaign is a first as a Liber¬
tarian candidate for Filley, a former
Democrat who has managed a couple of
non-Libertarian campaigns in the past.
Issues should be kept simple, accord¬
ing to Filley, who has a Bachelor of Arts
degree in sociology from the University
of Colorado, to avoid unnecessarily con¬
fusing voters.
Green, a self-employed water re¬
sources engineer, is a veteran of the 1982
Libertarian Congressional campaign,
and

delegate to the national Libertarian

election.

vention in 1981.

Since

July, three new candidates have
qualified to join the CLP’s four other
ballot-qualified candidates on
Colorado’s November ballot roster.

Newcoming candidates for the CLP
included Bob Jahelka, of Colorado
Springs, who is seeking election to Col¬
orado’s Third Congressional District;
James Randall “Randy” Fitzgerald, 30,
of Fort Collins, who is running for the
Fourth Congressional District Seat held
by Hank Brown; and Geoffrey Lloyd,
29, of Denver, who is running for the

Phelps received his law degree from the
University of Denver and was admitted
to the Colorado Bar in 1951, but has been
on inactive status in recent years, he said.

orado Libertarian

sparked renewed enthusiasm
the Colorado Libertarian Party’s
candidates for a variety of state and local
races in Colorado’s November general
among

Libertarian in 1980

was

government or other individuals.

Filley, a self-employed investor-car¬
penter who buys, refurbishes and sells old
houses,

Steve Smith. LP candidate in the 6th

face

In Colorado

as a

prevented from appearing on the
ballot due to a campaign law technicality.
In 1984, Phelps said, his campaign will
concentrate on the excessive growth of
government and the passage of too many
laws and regulations as prime issues.
“The growth of government is too
great and regulations need to be repealed,
instead of added to,” he said.
Phelps also said he was interested in a
proposed amendment to the U.S. Con¬
stitution which would protect individual
citizens against the use of force by
but

and

was

CLP Finance director and

a

Green also said he believed

Armstrong’s
fiscal policies were wrongly perceived as
favoring a free market, a perception con¬
tradicted by Armstrong’s support of sub¬
sidies to the shale oil industry and of
water projects subsidizing local farmers.
“People who think conservatives and
Libertarians think alike

on

economics

are

entirely wrong,” Green said.
Green’s

education

Jim

con¬

includes

i

Phelps

Van

Sickle, a self-employed architect
builder, has run twice before for
public office: in a non-partisan race for a

and

seat on

seat on

as a

declared Libertarian for a
City Council in 1983.

the Boulder

Van Sickle has also served

on

various

boards and committees within the CLP’s

internal
a

the RTD Board of Directors in

1982, and

organization.

Van Sickle said he believed it

was

im¬

bachelor’s degree in civil engineering
from the University of New Mexico as

legislative

well

ment, and increase reliance on the

as a

master’s

degree in civil engineer -

portant to diminish the influence of the
process

in American

govern¬
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judicial

A former worker for the 1982 Grant

process.

“Politics has led

us

away

from the
increasing

‘Rule-of-Law,’ into the ever
‘Rule-of-Men’: politicans, bureaucrats,
regulators, and special interests,” he
said.

for Governor

been

campaign, Jahelka has

Libertarian for four years. He has
also held “Principles of Liberty” courses
a

in his home

during the last two years.
campaign will focus on infla¬
tion as an issue, examining in detail the
goverment-caused phenomena and its
Libertarian solution. Despite media

Givot Gets
Conservative Endorsements

Jahelka’s

Van

Sickle, who attended Harvard’s

Graduate School of Architecture and
earlier earned

political science degree
from Haverford College in Philadelphia,
and his wife, Marty, are 24-year residents
of Boulder and have a son and daughter.
a

Chicago, IL

Jahelka said he also planned to offer
some anti-inflation self-protection tips in

Endorsements given to LP
by five
prominent conservative leaders in his Il¬
linois race generated considerable na¬
tional publicity for his campaign. The en¬
dorsements, given in a September 21
news conference at Chicago’s Drake
Hotel, were picked up by national wire
services and appeared in stories around
the country, as well as in numerous

his brochures and speeches

stories within the state.

assessments of

inflation

as

“under

con¬

trol,” Jahelka said he viewed “the infla¬
tion problem as a cancer under tem¬
porary remission and therapy shouldn’t
wait for

a

flair-up.”

during the
campaign. Libertarians, might get more
votes next time if self-protection tips this
time pay off for voters, he said.

-

Senate candidate Steven Givot

Endorsing Givot

the best alternative
Republican Charles
Percy, (who is opposed by many conser¬
to

as

the incumbent

vatives who would like to

take

see

Jesse Helms

the

Fitzgerald, a pharmaceutical sales
representative and a graduate of Col¬
orado State University has tossed his hat
into the political ring for the First time.
Taxes—“we know they’re too high”—
motivated him most to seek public office

Libertarian, Fitzgerald said.
Fitzgerald was active in the 1980 Clark
for President campaign as a petitioner,
and more recently participated in the un¬
successful ballot drive by Coloradans for
Free Enterprise to deregulate transporta¬
as a

tion in Colorado.

included in the sales

tax in

the six counties

served

by RTD, and although 1.7 million
people live in those counties, only five to
ten

percent of them ride RTD buses.

“People like their

cars

better,” Lloyd

said.
A first-time Libertarian

candidate,
Lloyd is also serving as treasurer for the
Filley for Congress campaign this fall.
According to Campaigns Director
Penn Pfiffner, the local Libertarian party
is in a transitional phase, during which
new

members and

new

candidates

are

The RTD bus system should be

coming to the fore while old-line activists

abolished, he said, and should be replac¬
by a leaner, trimmer, privately-owned

and supporters, on some of whom the

ed

bus company.

Fitzgerald also said he objected to
Fourth

District incumbent

Hank

Brown’s support for a subsidized syn¬
thetic fuels corporation, which included a

proposal to inject $7 billion in govern¬
ment funds into the energy
corporation.
Jahelka, a retired computer school
who moved to Colorado 10 years

from New Jersey, is also running for
public office for the first time.
ago

party has relied for more than
are

relaxing the

pace

“We have to look toward

tion of

a

decade,

of their activity.
a new

genera¬

workers,” Pfiffner said.

Now that the CLP has

successfully
placed Libertarian presidential candidate
David Bergland’s name on Colorado’s
November ballot, Pfiffner stated in a re¬
interview that he would concentrate

cent

most of his efforts until the election
volunteer workers recruitment and

fundraising. ■

on

on

over

20 radio stations have

beyond party labels and recogniz¬
we must elect to office
only in¬

are consistent with
the protection of individuals’ personal
and property rights. My Democratic and

Republican

opponents

have long

histories in Congress of support for ex¬
panding the intrusions of government in¬
to all aspects of our lives. 1 am the
only
candidate who supports the opposite

position.”
These endorsements

joined those of
Zecher, former Dean of
the University of Iowa School of
Business, Michael Tobin, President of
the National Taxpayers United of Il¬
linois, (affiliate of the National Tax¬
payers Union), and four-term Repub¬
lican Congressman Ron Paul of Texas.
Howard Phillips of the Conservative
Dr. J. Richard

Caucus announced that “Conservatives

have

a duty to endorse and vote for can¬
didates who will advance their principles

and

policy objectives in key areas. The
long past when it is sufficient to

time is

vote for

the lesser of two evils. Clearly,
Steven Givot is far closer to our views
than either (Democratic) Congressman
Simon

Senator

Givot’s campaign continues to take ad¬
vantage of the interest generated in his
race,

with press conferences and inter¬

views in Carbondale and Rockford, in¬
a joint cocktail party appearance
with LP Vice Presidential cnadidate Jim

hammering away at the issues of taxes
spending, pledging never to support
new taxes. In addition to his pounding of
Sentor Percy, Democratic challenger
Simon has been given his share of atten¬
tion. “Simon is like a junkie, hooked on
a drug called big government,” Givot
recently blasted, “We need a change in
and

leadership.”
Givot’s challenge was again echoed at
his speech at the Chicago Union League
Club, “Percy and Simon are both pro¬
mising a balanced budget in debates.
Since the debates, however, Percy has
been flying around the state dispensing
federal funds right and left. Simon flew
back to Washington D.C. and voted for a
brand new program for the inspection of
amusement park rides
something
already done by many states. We can’t
balance the budget by spending money. It
should be apparent to the voters that Mr.
Percy and Mr. Simon are two old dogs
,

who can’t learn

Requests for

meager.

A few days earlier, Libertarian

candidate Steve Givot had been cheered

tricks.”

more

Street, Suite 538, Chicago, II60604. (312)
663-1964. ■

Becan Wins
NV Primary
Carson

City, NV - Nevada LP Chair Dan
won a decisive
victory over
challenger Ken Cromwell in the Sept. 4
Nevada primary race for the LP can¬
didate in Nevada’s 2nd Congressional
Becan

two

ed in Monmouth’s annual parade was

new

information, and
financial support, can be directed to:
Givot for Senate, 327 South LaSalle

him out of office. National columnists

cy’s troubles in Illinois, observing on
Sept. 17 that “applause as (Percy) march¬

interviewing with
political action

area

Givot’s theme has been consistent,

ticipated in

Evans and Novak have picked up on Per¬

covered his

have aired stories about his effort.

Percy.”
obviously embarassed
by these endorsements, lashed out by de¬
nouncing the endorsers as part of the
“kooky right”, who only wanted to kick
or

Senator Percy,

or

campaign. Over 40 newspapers have
covered his campaign and 15 TV stations

committees.

dividuals who views

percent RTD tax is

the state and

either interviewed him

Populist Conservative Tax Coalition and
well-known conservative mailing list
magnate, Lawrence Pratt, Executive
Director of Gun Owners of America,
John “Terry” Dolan, Chair of the Na¬

looked

one

of the most active in the nation,

heavy schedule planned in Oc¬
tober, including TV commercials. He has
already made several tours throughout

representatives of

ed that

A six-tenths of

a

tee, Richard Viguerie, Chair of the

In accepting these endorsements Givot
said, “These men and organizations have

Randy Fitzgerald

one

Lewis. He is also

Assets, and Jack Abramoff, Chair of the
College Republican National Committee.

Jerry Van Sickle

been

with

vative Caucus Political Action Commit¬

Committee, Donald McAlvany, Chair of

Lloyd will be facing incumbent Jack
McCroskey in the race for the District A
seat of the RTD Board. Lloyd, a quality
control inspector for the Gates Energy
Corporation, said he saw the $149 million
RTD budget—only $20 million of which
is raised through non-tax sources—as
“outrageous”.

Chicago suburb of Schaumburg.”
Givot’s Senate campaign so far has

cluding

the American Committee for Tangible

Bob Jahelka

while marching in the conservative

chairmanship of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee) were
Howard Phillips, Chair of the Conser¬
over

tional Conservative Political Action

owner
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District. Both LP candidates work in
Nevada’s

gaming industry and par¬
a rare primary race between

Libertarian candidates.

Becan, perhaps better known as the
result of his prior races for U.S. Senate
and Governor, as well as Chair of the
state party, won by 56 to 29 votes for
Cromwell, with 80% of the vote counted,
according to available press reports. ■
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“Two For The

Money” In
Pennsylvania
Harrisburg, PA
and much needed
are

Fiscal responsibility
political independence

-

the twin themes of

two

statewide

Keystone state candidates, both running
for offices having to do with government
finances.

Ralph Mullinger, LP State Chair, is
candidate for State Treasurer and began
his campaign by calling for a reduction in

spending. In a press release, Mull¬
inger said that “allegations of job selling,
kickbacks and campaign fund abuses
surrounding my opponents, A1 Benedict
and Budd Dwyer, are the unavoidable
result of funneling huge amounts of tax¬
payers’ money through politicans.”
“The more government you have, the
more waste and fraud you get,’’ he
declared. “In order to keep waste and
fraud to a minimum, it is necessary to
keep government spending to a
state

minimum.”

LP

Mullinger, a business economist who
began his libertarian activism while a stu¬
dent at Rice University, said he considers
his lack of political experience an asset,
noting that “the Treasurer’s office is
badly in need of de-politicization.”
Also running in a race which stresses
financial expertise is David Walter of
Warminster, who also currently serves as
the Libertarian Party national Treasurer
and is

seeking the Auditor General posi¬

tion. Walter works

as

private industry.
In a joint campaign
LP

an

auditor in

appearance

with

Presidential contender David

Bergland in Harrisburg in early
September, Walter noted in an interview
that as a Libertarian, he “can audit the
spending of Pennsylvania better than his
opponents” because his is “independent,
with

no

ties to the Democratic

or

Republican parties.”
Walter went

point out that he is
also well-qualified for the position, hav¬
ing 20 years experience as an accountant
with

an

on to

MBA education.

Walter also entered the editorial fray
when a Pennsylvania paper printed a col¬
from the Baltimore Sun

containing
misleading comparisions between the
Libertarian Party and the Republican
umn

Party.
Walter’s

letter,
captioned
“Republicans are still far from Liber¬
tarians”, went on to set readers straight
and concluded with this thought, “As
Republican Conservatives and Demo¬
cratic liberals steadily march towards the
more

totalitarian extremes of their

ideologies, those people who want to live
their lives free of outside meddlers will in¬

creasingly support the ideas of Liber¬
tarians.” ■

presidential candidate David Bergland (l) and LP candidate for Pennsylvania State
Harrisburg
press interview in early September. Photo by Allied Pix.
Auditor General (and current LP national Treasurer) David Walter, at a

Wyoming
Candidates

Education is a key issue in his cam¬
paign, and he favors elimination of man¬

Michigan

datory education and state accreditation

House Seat

of teachers.
While he is

Outspoken

a newcomer to

politics, “I

feel

strongly that it is necessary for in¬
dividuals to take part and work to change
the system which places a huge tax
burden on our youth,” remarked this
father of four. “I feel that liberty is the
fresh, new idea that offers hope to our
state and the nation. Liberty is the only
hope. Every conceivable form of political
power has been repeatedly tried and has
consistently failed. Despite many
reverses, history is on the side of liberty.
Let’s try liberty this time.”
Finally, in a somewhat unusual twist, a

on some very big toes” as he
carries the LP message across the state.
“I fully believe that 99 out of 100

reportedly tried to convince the
Secretary of State that he should be plac¬
ed on the LP ticket for U.S. Senate,
despite the fact that he lost the
Democratic primary and wasn’t at the
state’s LP convention or nominated by

Jackson, MI - As one of the rather
lengthy list of Michigan candidates run¬
ning as Libertarians, National Commit¬
tee representative James Hudler’s effort
is among the more visible efforts, despite
his rather small budget available.
He addressed the Washtenaw County
LP dinner on Sept. 18 on the topic,
“Aspects of a Libertarian Foreign
Policy”, which is one of the main themes
in his 2nd Congressional District race. An
October 12 fundraising party was also
held near Chelsa, which featured food
and drink along with libertarian videos.
Hudler, a medical technologist at
Chelsea Community Hospital, is a
founding member of the Libertarian Par¬
ty of Michigan and ran in 1976 for the
Univeristy of Michigan Board of
Regents. He also ran for Congress in the

Americans support the

the LP.

2nd District in 1980 and for the 19th

Cheyenne, WY - The Wyoming LP is
running a strong slate of candidates this
year, which is a fitting outcome to the
earlier legal battle which resulted in party
ballot status.
In their

Cune of
state

only statewide race, Craig McCheyenne was selected at the

convention to

run

for the state’s sole

congressional seat. The 30-year-old
railroad engineer is optimistic that he can
win 10% of the vote needed to maintain

the LP’s ballot status, although he
acknowledges that “an awful lot of
money and power” are lined up against
him. He also observes that “he will be

stepping

philosophy of
liberty,” he said, “but it’s hidden from
them. If people are capable of realizing
the country has severe problems, I firmly
believe I

can

make them understand how

those

problems were created.”
Also running this fall are Dick
Mikulski, Elmer Kuball, Dave Dawson
and Jo Ann Hoppe, seeking state House
seats, and former WLP Chair Larry
Gray, who is seeking the state Senate seat
in the Johnson/Campbell County
district.
Mikulski’s

race

has received

some

stories, including a recent one
which drew a flattering profile of the
good

LEGALIZE FREEDOM
VOTE LIBERTARIAN

Hudler Seeks

history.

news

Sheridan businessman which noted his
electrical

engineering and business
background and discussed his LP activist

former Democratic U.S. Senate

can¬

didate

“I demand that my name

be placed on
the Libertarian Party ballot for U.S.
Senate” read his letter to the Secretary of
State, and he said that other Libertarians
has asked for his candidacy to insure that
they recive the 10% vote needed to main¬
tain ballot status. However, State Chair
Jim Blomquist disputed A1 Hamburg’s
contention and was quoted by UPI as
saying that “As far as I know, no one in
the party has requested he run as a Liber¬
tarian.” Blomquist also pointed out that
the LP didn’t nominate anyone at their
convention, as required by law, and that
Hamburg wasn’t even there. Whether
this situation signals a trend for defeated
bipartisan candidates to start hopping the
LP bandwagon remains to be seen.M

District State Senate seat in 1982. His ef¬
forts yielded 6 to 8 percent of the vote in
Washtenaw County and one to three per¬
cent in Jackson County.

While the incumbent Republican has a
chest of about $100,000, Hudler

war

plans

on

spending about $1000, which
expensive campaign he’s

will be the most
run to

date.

While

admitting his chances for
outright victory are “very slim”, he’s
hoping for the “balance of power” per¬
centage and notes that “I have more of a
chance of getting more votes than the
Democrat.”
He is running on a “taxation is theft”
platform and also calls for a return to a
non-interventionist foreign policy. ■
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number of tours throughout the state
talking to groups and the news media.
Also helping his effort is his slick cam¬
paign brochure, perhaps the most detail¬
ed and impressive of any Libertarian can¬
didate running this fall. Labeled “Prin¬
ciples, Not Promises”, the attractive
campaign piece begins with a thoughtful
and insightful essay “Liberty Vs. Power”
and goes on to cover a number of specific
topics under a dozen subheadings. These
mini-essays, laid out in an attractive
fashion, cover a range of subjects from
spending and taxes, education, unem¬
ployment and natural resources to
foreign policy, military spending and

Billings Heads
Idaho Slate
Boise, ID

-

Boise State University

economics professor Don

Billings is sur¬
prising a number of Gem state political
observers with his hard-hitting and
spirited race for U.S. Senate. Along with
five other libertarians, Billings has
definitely raised the profile of the small
but talent-laden Idaho LP with his

straight-forward assault on traditional bi¬
partisan political positions.
Also running in Idaho this year are
four candidates for State House

business subsidies.

or

Senate (Michael Wilson, Jack Dalton,
Martha Janstrom, Richard Price) and

campaign has been
particularly noteworthy for the focus on
the ideas he brings to the campaign, with
the news media fully aware that Billings is

candidate (John Brandt, Sr.) for
County Commission. The legislative canone

The headlines indicate this orientation:
“Libertarian Senate Candidate Billings
Preaches Principles”, “Billings Would

terms of

Settle for

visibly upset, arguing

tarian

while many

Halving State Role”, “Liber¬
Charges McClure Contradictory”,

“Libertarian Attacks McClure’s

Record”, “Libertarian Raps McClure
Rhetoric”, “Candidates Clash on Arms
Race,” “Libertarian Hopeful Cites
Issues”, “Libertarian Candidate Says
Defense Funds Must Be Cut”, “Liber¬
tarian Backs Making Public Lands

Private”, and “Billings Advocates Per¬

over definitions,
people ended up middle-ofthe-road, including a self professed

“anarchist”. Those who scored in the
“libertarian” range usually asked for
more literature and asked to be
put on the

mailing list.
Billings’ efforts will also center around
neighborhood canvassing efforts from
Oct. 6 through election day, organized by
Jack Dalton and Tom Janstrom, which
will distribute

hibit signs of nervousness in September,

Billings literature together
Bergland and local campaign
materials. Billings is also appearing at a
League of Women Voters’ candidates
fair in October, a radio debate with his
opponents, and planned campaign sw¬
ings to Magic Valley, Lewiston-Moscow,

complaining that he

and northern Idaho. Radio ads

scheduled for November 1, to
on public televi¬
sion. Both of his opponents will also be
there, and McClure was beginning to ex¬
be broadcast statewide

was not

“adequately

didates had been advised in mid-June

as

to their

plans and that none of the can¬
didates had responded since then. Billings
blasted McClure for his last-minute waf¬

fling, charging that McClure either wants
exclude him altogether or to change
the format to preclude questioning of his
voting record. At latest report, however,
the debates will proceed as planned.
to

with

on

Bill¬
ings has been “pressing the flesh” in his
campaign, including his visit to the
Idaho State Fair

western

over

Labor

Day. LP booth visitors were able to take
20-question political “quiz” program¬

a

didates have pooled their resources and
budgeted $1,000 for a series of radio ads

promoting their candidacies jointly.
But by far the most visible effort is the
Billings for Senate campaign, which has
resulted in a publicity barrage
rivaling
that received by their neighbors to the
northeast in Montana.
And in fact, the Billings for Senate

campaign has reached parity with the
Democratic challenger, and perhaps ex¬
ceeded it, in terms of coverage and
credibility. Reportedly, the $10,000 Bill¬
ings campaign budget equals that of his
Democratic rival. Both candidates will
have

difficulty unseating the incumbent
Republican, James McClure, a conser¬
vative considered quite popular and who
will undoubtedly benefit from Reagan’s
strong showing in the state.
While terming his race “an incredible
longshot” and primarly an “educational
effort’’ for Idaho voters to help build
party, Billings is making his race for im¬
portant personal reasons.
“I have this ultimate view of

the
election, since shortly thereafter Don
Billings’ new book (co-authored with
Barry Asmus) will be released, entitled
Crossroads: The American Experiment
-The Rise, Decline and Restoration of
Freedom and the Market Economy. This

book will be reviewed in

a

wonder¬

direction of government. We still have
time to turn the corner.”
“I didn’t want to wake up 10-15 years
and realize I didn’t try,” he
pointed out. “I just think the principles
now

matter. We

from

have to prevent government

getting so big it runs roughshod
everyone.”
His campaign has consisted of a large

over

med into Dale Green’s computer, which
when answered produced a diagrammatic

presentation of the answerer’s position in

an

upcoming LP

News.
As

a

result of the Democratic

didate doing virtually

can¬

nothing, and Bill¬

ings’ eloquent defense of libertarianism
throughout the state, this race will clearly
be

one to

who want

watch
more

election

night. Those
information, or who can
on

offer financial support, are
urged to
write:

Billings for U.S. Senate, P.O. Box
205, ID 83701. ■

Oregon Candidates Hit
Legislature
Portland, OR - The Oregon LP is fielding
number of candidates this fall, despite
the fact that the party doesn’t have
a

statewide ballot status. Due to the state’s
unusual ballot access laws, LP candidates
be

recognized on a county or district
by petitioning, although the LP is
also fighting the state’s ballot laws in
can

basis

court.

In addition to 1972 LP Vice Presiden¬
tial candidate Toni Nathan, who is
wag¬

ing a spirited fight for a seat on the Lane
County Commission, including precinct
work, debates and personal appearances,
two

other candidates will be

on

the ballot

in

ful, beautiful libertarian society,” Bill¬
ings said in a recent interview, “but the
name of the game in 1984 is to
change the

from

bringing into this otherwise lackluster
campaign a strong, fresh approach to
public policy issues.

also

are

tap, to be aired the last two weeks of

the campaign throughout the state.
And the efforts won’t stop with

In addition to the media coverage,

Billings welcomes Oregon’s Toni Nathan

libertarian-conservative-liberal-

totalitarian” representation. The
“totalitarians” taking the quiz became

Perhaps even more exciting will be his
League of Women Voters debate ap¬

consulted” about the format before¬
hand. The LWV replied that all can¬

Idaho Senate candidate Don Billings

7

sonal Rights”.

pearance

The coverage of his
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Oregon for State House seats.
Jo deForest McIntyre of Newberg was
nominated by the LP of Yamhill County
to

run

for the District 29 seat in the

Oregon House of Representatives. McIn¬
tyre, who also serves as Oregon Liber¬
tarian editor, was asked to take a leave of
absence from her duties as a correspon¬
dent for the Portland Oregonian for the
duration of her

campaign. It was a choice
running or working for the paper, but
her family urged her to run and when a
neighbor offered a small campaign con¬
tribution, “the decision was made,” she
of

said.
“I will be running against the
legislature,” she notes. “The people need
a legislature that’s less interested in in¬
troducing bills than it is in taking a look
at how the government is
functioning. I
intend to ask a lot of questions.”
Running for the District 19 seat in
Portland, for State Representative, is Ed¬
ward Marihart, a field representatrive in
the Bureau of Licenses, who was chosen
to run in a late August convention in
Portland. He was able to gather 1200
voter signatures to place himself on the
ballot in only a few weeks.
A native Portlander, Marihart decided
to enter

the

tiveness he

race

because of the ineffec¬

in the state

legislature. He
expects the campaign issues to center on
government, taxes, jobs and crime. He
backs Proposition 2, a tax limitation
measure, and is campaigning for elimina¬
tion of the state income tax surcharge and
is fighting against a proposed sales tax.
In addition to these issues, he wants to
offer voters a choice from the “politics as
usual” crowd. “My door-to-door en¬
counters

saw

with voters underscored the

clear need for

an

effective voice in Salem

Jo deForest

McIntyre

from District 19, someone who

in

can

voice

independent position.”
In addition to the candidates

ballot, the OLP also nominated

on

the

several

other candidates for statewide office and
are

challenging the Secretary of State’s
not an
“officially

view that the OLP is

recognized” party. State Chair Paul
Cleveland

was

nominated for U.S.

Senate, Paul Wathen was tapped for
State Treasurer, David Schrader for state
Attorney General, and Martin Brown
was chosen for
Secretary of State. They
will run write-in efforts if
legal action
proves unsuccessful. ■
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THIS COULD BE YOUR AD!
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Waterbury, CT - Libertarians James
Peron, 30, of Meriden, and Donald
Wood, of Groton, are two of the con¬

gressional candidates running active cam¬
paigns in Connecticut this year.
Both candidates had to undergo ar¬
duous petitioning efforts to secure ballot
status, as did the state’s other LP can¬
Peron, who operates the libertarian-

ticut, concentrating on journalism and
philosophy. He previously ran for State
Representative in Indiana. Peron is runn¬
ing in the 5th Congressional District.

Self-employed music teacher Donald
Wood first became exposed to libertarian
ideas by reading Reason Magazine, and
subsequent attendance at a libertarian
picnic meeting “six good people.”
Noting that he had literally worn out a
pair of shoes going door-to-door in his
1982 race for the Second Congressional
district seat, which he is repeating this
year, he attributes his motivation in part
to the “stomach churning hypocrisy” of
current American politics.
If elected, Wood promises to “oppose
intervention in foreign affairs, to oppose
any deployment of weapons, to oppose
protectionism and to try to pull the alarm
on Social Security.”
While he doesn’t expect to win his
race, he notes that the LP is stronger with
each effort and that he is running “to
keep chipping away at the two-party
monopoly.” Of his efforts he concludes,
“we’re offering a genuine commitment
to freedom, and will keep it up until we
put the Republicans and Democrats out
of business.” ■
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Prochnow
Seeks NC
Governor
This article is

reprinted from the Tarheel
newspaper of the North
Carolina Libertarian Party.

Libertarian,

Fritz Prochnow, the Libertarian Party

candidate for Governor of North Caro¬

lina,

born in Germany in 1930, three
before Hitler grabbed the German
Chancellor post. He left East Germany in
May 1947, to avoid being pressed into
working in an uranium mine. He came to
the United States in September 1948 as
part of a program that exchanged Euro¬
pean and U.S. college students. “This
was the year the ‘German Economic
Miracle’ was initiated,” states Mr. Pro¬
chnow. “It was a miracle only in the
sense that the government actually and
for once relinquished controls and super¬
vision of the market place and allowed
was

years

Fritz Prochnow, North Carolina LP
candidate for Governor, and his
Lanelle.

Cheryl and Dino Harrell brought their youngest libertarian,
Heather, to the annual Libertarian Party of North Carolina

wife

state convention.

From then on, I became politically active,
in 1980 being the N.C. Chairman for Ed
Clark for President and in 1982 running

for Congress in the 4th District of N.C.”
For the gubernatorial race in North

he

was a

Libertarian Congressional can¬
was the L.P.N.C.

didate and in 1980 he

nominee in the

race

for Governor.

After studying at David Lipscomb
College in Nashville, Tenn., Fritz return¬
ed to Germany for three years and met
and married his wife, Lanelle. They re¬

is taxation and he opposed “especially
the wage tax on moral, legal and

Bobby has been born and raised in
of his
adult, professional life working for
I.B.M. in Raleigh, as an engineer. Bob¬
by’s knowledge and enjoyment of elec¬

economic

turned to Nashville, where Fritz studied
electronics and was about to go into bus¬

tronics in evident far outside of his work

is unconstitutional, and is economically
counterproductive.” He states that other

for I.B.M. Any

major issues

“true justice, i.e. crime

different home computer systems work¬

victims receive full restitution from the

ing around his home. Each one does
something better and different than the

the Free Market forces to work.”

iness for

himself, when he received the
opportunity to start working for I.B.M.
He has worked for I.B.M. for the last 28

years,first

as

Customer Engineer, then

as

Programming Support Rep., then as
Planner in Endicott, NY, followed by
other programming roles, being transfer¬
red to Raleigh in 1974. He presently is a
Programming Development Manager.
In 1956, Fritz became a naturalized
citizen. Part of that process was learning
the Declaration of Independence, the

Constitution the Bill fo Rights, and
this “confirmed to me,” states Fritz,
“that I had taken the right step.”
Fritz states that he first voted Liber¬
tarian in 1972 and at that time
norant of

“I

the

was

ign-

Party and what it stood for.
Nixon a Fascist, and

considered

McGovern

a

Communist and

hopelessly at odds
discovered

to

my

was

Carolina, Fritz

says

his number

one

issue

grounds; it constitutes theft, it

are:

criminal;

prosperity-relinquish govern¬
ment strangleholds on business and in¬
dustry; and as an absolute requirements
for a step in the right direction, a demand
for

delight the

name

demarkation”. “In 1976”, he continues,

time you meet up with
Bobby, he probably has no less that three

Constitution,

Democracy, which is
a government of the politicians for
spec¬
ial interest groups as we have now.”B

Linda Janca is

a

far-reaching solutions for

and what he believed in. These

Tarheel Libertarian

dividual. It

was not

until two years later

however, when I first made contact with
the Party. Another Libertarian came to
work for the same department where I
was and he had his office walls plastered
with numerous slogans and posters, one
of which really caught my eye—the Bill
of Rights with the red lettering: VOID
WHERE PROHIBITED BY LAW.

$6.95

by
Henry Hazlitt is, simply, the best primer

the

15%

savings.

prob¬

ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON
on

did indeed believe in freedom for the in¬

current

lems. qpb, 338p

appeared in the Autumn issue of the

only sensible political statements I had
heard, ever. I began to understand what
Libertarians were about, and that my
first impression had not been wrong; they

by Albert
Jay Nock analyzes American history in
terms of the growth of the state power
at the expense of individual freedom,
qpb, 109p
$6.95
SPECIAL TO LP NEWS READERS:

Libertarian Party. This article originally

the

OUR ENEMY THE STATE

These four books sell for $28.80. If you
order them before November 16, you
can have all four for ONLY $24.50 — a

“just before the elections, I read a local
newspaper article on Roger McBride
(1976 Libertarian Presidential candidate)
were

Mulberry, Raleigh NC 27606. ■

LIBERTY is the basic statement of his

political philosophy. He discusses the

professional journalist

be reached at 335

Murray Rothbard’s FOR A NEW
historical context of libertarianism,
defines its basic principles, and provides

and also edits the Tarheel Libertarian,
the newspaper of the North Carolina

can

thought are all written in easy-to-underlanguage. They make wonderful gifts to introduce your friends
the literature of liberty.

the struggle of the individual against
authority, and the virtues of freedom,
qpb, 284 p
$8.95

by Linda Janca

Senate

These classics of libertarian

THE DISCOVERY OF FREEDOM by
Rose Wilder Lane is a lyrical tribute to

Helms, Hunt

U.S.

stand
to

Challenges

“Emory Waterbeds’’ in
Raleigh.
Bobby found his way into the Liber¬
tarian Party about the time the Party was
organized in North Carolina-1975. He
had prevously been active in the
Republican Party, but left once he
became aware of the Libertarian Party.
For more information, Emory for
operates

AN INTRODUCTION TO LIBERTARIAN LITERATURE

not a

Emory

“high tech” like Bobby. In addition to
his other pursuits, Bobby owns and

IAISSEZ FAIRE BOOKS H

Constitutional Republic as
guaranteed by Art. IV, Sec. 4 of the U.S.
a

at the polls when I

‘Libertarian’ (must have something to do
with liberty!) with the Liberty Bell as a

North Carolina and has spent most

next, so one is not enough for a man into

Send check

or

money

order payable to:

LAISSEZ FAIRE BOOK SERVICE
206 Mercer St., New York, NY 10012

free market economics. Written for

general reader, qpb, 214

p

.

.

.$5.95

THE DISCOVERY OF FREEDOM

Bobby Yates Emory, 1983-1984 Chair¬
of the Libertarian Party of North
Carolina, is the 1984 Libertarian can¬
man

didate for U.S. Senate from North
Carolina.

Bobby has been

an

active member of

the L.P.N.C. and held various
on

positions

its Executive Committee for almost

a

decade. Prior to being elected Chairman,

Vice Chair, Secretary,
and as a member at large.
Bobby Emory is also no newcomer
when it comes to campaigning. In 1982
Bobby served

FOR A NEW LIBERTY

ECONOMICS IN ONE LESSON
OUR ENEMY THE STATE

SET @ $24.50
SHIPPING: $2.25 US mail

or

$3.50 UPS

Please prepay. Allow 3 weeks for delivery

□

Shipping
TOTAL

Please send FREE CATALOG

Name

as

Address

City/State

Zip
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Wright,

Same Old

Baase Run

Announcer: This year voters have a
choice for Congress: the same old

thing
San

Diego, CA - Libertarians Patrick
Wright and Sara Baase have both been
waging active campaigns for congres¬
sional votes in the San Diego area in re¬
cent

Utah LP Plans
Election Blitz

Thing/Tax

60 Sec.

weeks.

centerpiece of his effort being a slick,
two-color brochure detailing the liber¬
tarian position on nine issues and pro¬
viding a detailed introduction to liber¬
tarian philosophy. His race for the 45th
District seat also takes

the

locally
powerful defense contracting industry,
noting that “jobs in private industry are
destroyed while defense contractors pro¬
sper” under bipartisan defense spending
policies. He is busy distributing 11,000 of
his brochures, in addition to a Bergland
flyer and voter registration card, and
reports that “I started my precinct walk¬
ing in early September, and got a very
favorable response with my material.”
on

Sara Baase.
effort to appease every

an

Salt Lake City, UT

special interest group, Congress has
created nearly 200 billion dollar
deficits. That’s the same old thing but

Patrick Wright is battling incumbent
Duncan Hunter on all fronts, with the

or

Sara: In

even more so.

Announcer: This year we need

a

approach offered by Sara Baase.
Sara: I believe that you should be
free to keep what you earn. If Con¬
gress’s bloated budget were cut back
new

what the government should be

to

spending, the

through

The

fire

Announcer: In their half-hearted

plans to reduce the federal deficit, it
the Democrats raise taxes

seems

Cynthia Sullivan

government wouldn’t

have to take your money
taxes and inflation.

as a

first resort, while Republicans raise
taxes as a last resort.
Sara: The

problem is: they both
are already way,
way too high. I will work to eliminate
the deficit only by cutting federal
spending.
raise taxes. Taxes

Announcer: Vote for Sara Baase.

same

government threatened to

for

running my own campaign
time.”
Sullivan has long been a thorn in the
side of the Post Office management in
Columbia, both as a former union
representative and later as an
outspoken critic of certain policies.
“In the past, I got them to stop requir¬
ing vaginal examinations of women
who applied for letter carrier jobs, and
they once grilled me for seven hours in
the postal inspector’s office after 1 sent
me

in my own spare

letter

to

the

Postmaster

a libertarian will make a dif¬
ference. Paid for by the Sara Baase for

a

Congress Commmittee. ■

just waiting to find

Only

- The Utah LP, run¬
large number of candidates this
year, is implementing an ambitious
strategy to maximize votes and the liber¬
tarian impact in the November election.
Among the elements of this plan are:
expanded circulation for the state party
newspaper, Utah Liberty (perhaps up to
10,000), and door-to-door precinct work
(organized in 22 voting districts in Salt
Lake County, more than any other third
party). This precinct effort will also
utilize candidate campaign literature and
the state LP paper. Voters under 25,
small business entrepreneurs, and
disgruntled cable TV and liquor store
consumers are also being targeted, and a
special issue of Utah Liberty will be aim¬
ed at high school students.

ning

a

General

critical of certain practices. They were
some reason to get

me.”
Sullivan tried

to

obtain

a

temporary

leave of absence
but this

Sullivan Forced
To Resign
Columbia, SC

-

told she would be fired if she didn’t

Cynthia Sullivan, LP

candidate for the South Carolina Se¬
cond Congressional District seat,

reports that she was forced to resign on
Sara Baase

September 15

as a

result of pressure by

the U.S. Postal Service. The
LP activist Sara

Baase, who has been
waging perhaps the most high profile of
the major races in California,launched
her radio ad campaign on September 11,
airing three 60-second commerials on a
variety of subjects.
Baase, seeking the 41st District U.S.
House seat, notes that her opponent, Bill
Lowery, “has been a disaster for both the
41st District and the country.”
“He has been

a

member of the coali¬

tion that has foisted off

a new arms race

this

Post

working

as a

who had been
letter carrier, was notified

that she

was

in violation of the Hatch

Act,

which

forbids

employees from taking
in political activities.
“I

was

never

made

forms” when she

with Russia is worse than at
any time within the last 20 years.”
She also pointedly notes that her oppo¬
nent, a self-proclaimed fiscal conser¬
vative, received only a 56% rating from
the National Taxpayers Union. “I think
it is ridiculous,” she said, “for a can¬
didate to be posturing as a balancedbudget proponent, while voting for all
these enormous new programs.”
Her radio ads focus on job creation
and job destruction by the government,
U.S. military policy and spending, and
the problems of new taxes, higher deficits
weapons race

and renewed inflation. ■

active part

aware

that this

precluded political activity,”
Sullivan said, “but when they told me I
couldn’t even stuff envelopes for
another candidate, much less run my
own campaign, I knew the situation

The result is that

current nuclear

government
an

job

while

our

year

Office veteran,

country-purportedly to make us
safer, but actually making us less safe.

on

seven

was

was

during her campaign,
flatly refused and she was

intolerable.” She observed that
she had to sign “dozens of

originally got her
job, no orientation for new employees
ever
mentioned the prohibition on
political action.
While the Postal Service often brags
about its “quasi-private” status to its
hapless customers, its employees are
still prohibited by law from taking part
in politics. Noting the irony of the
situation, Sullivan charged, “my
Republican opponent, an incumbent,
also works for the government. But ap¬

parently he is not prevented from cam¬
paigning, and in fact, he’s been cam¬
paigning on ‘company time’, at tax¬
payers’ expense, for his re-election.

resign first.
“They even sent one of their spies, a
labor relations employee, to a cam¬
paign rally for myself and SC LP
Senate candidate Steve Davis, held on
Sept. 14. After hearing my comments
about the postal system he told me that
I would be fired, and 1 suspect he was
there to rub salt in my wounds,” she
said.
service. It is not fair that I have had to

“I have worked hard for the

postal

give up my job for my principles and
my conscience. But I have known men
who have given up arms, legs, and
faces. Many people don’t seem to think
in terms of patriotism anymore. They
seem

to

think all the battles have been

fought. If I don’t accomplish anything
else during my campaign except make a
few people aware of what’s being done
to our country, I will consider myself a
winner in this election.”

Although she is currently looking for
work, Cynthia Sullivan notes that her
experience is not without its positive
side. “After dealing with the postal
service for seven years, it’s almost a
relief. I haven’t felt

Willy Marshall
Individual candidates have also been
active. National Committee, State Chair
and 2nd District Congressional candidate

Hugh Butler began

a

series of 2-and-3-

minute political commentaries on KZJO

radio, will air them two or three times a
day during the campaign period.
Willy Marshall, LP candidate for the
1st Congressional District seat, boned up
on foreign policy matters
by attending
the 1984 World Libertarian Convention,
held in England during August.
Evy Tessman, Utah House candidate,
is using her Speakers Bureau project to
good advantage, presenting a talk and
filmstrip before the Salt Lake Exchange
Club. The filmstrip was co-produced by
candidate John Cragle, and Ms. Tessman
is planning on attending several more
speaking enegagements.
Several of the Beehive State candidates
have announced that

they will be signing
binding contracts with any voter who re¬
quests it, pledging to vote against any tax
increases, if elected.

seven

House candidate Jim Baker has been

years.” She will also be picketing local
area post offices to focus attention on
the fairness question, as well as conti¬
nuing other campaign activities, in¬
cluding a four-hour series of lectures at
a local high school.

campaigning door-to-door, and several
candidates are expected to be “pressing
the flesh” during the Utah State Fair at

so

free in

The Sullivan campaign can be

reach¬
Congress, P.O. Box
Columbia, SC 29202. (803)

ed at: Sullivan for

7483,

798-7659. ■

the LP booth.

Capping off the Utah campaign effort
an early October visit by LP
Presidential candidate David Bergland,
who made a campaign tour through Utah
while on a swing through several western
was

states.■
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Indiana LP

campaigned with Indiana gubernatorial

Targets
Congress

Orange counties, speaking to gatherings
near Shoals and West Baden. Later, they
got together with Ninth District can¬
didate Doug Boggs for a cook-out and
reception. Fallahay followed this up with
a visit to Professor Jeffrey Hart’s
political science class at Indiana Universi¬
ty, where he delivered a guest lecture on

Indiana

candidate Jim Ridenour in Martin and

In addition to

running exciting
campaigns for Governor, with Jim
Ridenour leading the charge (see July
1984 LP News), the LPI is fielding can¬
didates for all ten congressional slots, in¬
cluding James Willis for House district
ti1, (profiled in the August LP News).
Cecil Bohannon, an economics pro¬
fessor at Ball State University in Muncie,
is running for the 2nd District seat held
by Rep. Phil Sharp. This district includes
-

these remarks

Mike Dunn:

"SS-20s

our

If you heard about Gene Burns's "SS-20s in nicaragua" position
second-hand, it was because you were not a subscriber to
AMERICAN DEFENSE, the 10-times

Libertarians in November.”

yearly newsletter and forum of

the Libertarian Defense Caucus (LDC).

The

LDC

is

diverse

societies takes

Libertarians

believe

who

defending large

than

personal six-guns. Most LDCers endorse
peace through strength, active defense against nuclear attack
(outer space weapons) and junking "containment" for policies
making tyrants react to the free; not vice versa. They reject
more

All, of

course,

within Libertarain Prin¬

ciples of non-coercion and non-initiation of force.
Jim Ridenour

Being

news

reporter in the movie “Network”, ‘I’m
mad as hell and not going to take it
anymore.’ There is an alternative to the
‘State-ist’ status quo. It’s to vote for

view If...the Soviets (put)

nicaragua?"

unilateral disarmament.

freedom has waned. Like the

its eve?

being...offensive weapons designed to at¬
posture has to be...you will remove the weapons. In a
Burns Presidency ...there would be no
(American controlled) Pershings and cruise missiles (in Europe)...so (the Soviets could not)
say, Well, hell, you're doing the same thing to us/ Take them out.
And if you don't take them out, well take them out."
tack.

doubt about

concluding statement, he noted,
quality of our life has declined and

on

"...what would be your

Gene Burns:

In his

“The

over

foreign policy.

where he stands.

our

1983 LP Presidential Convention? Remember the

Remember the

furor

SS-20s in

County and the city of Columbus.
Joseph Laiacona of Roanoke is seek¬
ing the 4th District seat and recently sent
out to area editors a detailed four-page
statement outlining his reasons for runn¬
ing under the LP banner. Including ex¬
amples ranging from local tax regulations
to foreign policy misadventures,
no

AMERICAN DEFENSE

the libertarian non-interventionist

the northern two-thirds of Bartholomew

Laiacona’s statement left

September/October 1984

a

political

caucus,

the LDC has

a

Steering Committee —the

most eminent member of which is Dr. John

Hospers, the first LP

Presidential Candidate. The

Seeking the 9th District seat is
freelance religious author and minister
Doug Boggs, who has been a libertarian

Steering Committee issues occasional
opinions on major LP candidates. It will do so about the Bergland
candidacy soon. Such stands —for or against—are non-binding on

for about four years. Boggs has both a
business and ministerial background, was

anyone and depend solely upon the respect
its 3 years of existence for effect.

active in the civil rights movement during
the 50’s and 60’s and is a veteran of the

The LDC

Selma civil

•

rights march. He was recently
appointed to the Bloomington Human
Resources Commission.

AMERICAN DEFENSE has

published:

hard-hitting interviews with LP candidates
non-coercive funding proposals for defense

•

•

Key issues in his campaign are
avoidance of nuclear war, reducing the
IRS threat, sound environmental
policies, free immigration of goods and
people across national borders, abolition
of victimless crime laws, and overall
reduction of the size and scope of govern¬

s

the LDC has earned in

analysis of weapon systems, such as MX
digests of defense-related items from other publications
essays on defense-related Moral Philosophy
analysis of foreign threats to Liberty
analysis of "peace" policies and proposals
debunkings of Nuclear Winter" and other pseudo scientific
scaremongering

•

•

•

•

•

ment.

AMERICAN DEFENSE under its Editor,

long-time activist and senior
engineer Mike Dunn, is the Libertarian publication
treating defense-related issues in a credible, accessible way.
aerospace

James Willis

For

a

more

Principles, written by Dr. John Hospers, send the

In the 8th

District, its Mike Fallahay
making his first run for elective office
against Democratic incumbent Frank
McCloskey. Fallahay, a Bloomington
resident, has made a long political
odyssey after starting out as a socialist.
While comfortable with their position on
civil liberties, Fallahay realized socialism
required government control over the
economy and the more he read, the more
he

came

to

understand and believe in

Send to:

the twin themes of non-intervention in

both the economy and in

foreign policy

matters.

In his

early September swing, Fallahay

coupon

below.

Libertarian Defense Caucus
P.O. Box 1064

Colton, CA 92324
Name

Address

Doug Boggs

City, State, Zip

laissez faire economics.

“Basically, I chose to run because I
feel strongly about the Libertarian Party
and I feel strongly about several issues.”
His campaign platform centers around

copy of the pre-election issue of AMERICAN DEFENSE and
information about the LDC, including the LDC Declaration of

_____

Phone

“It’s

either

warfare

with

the

Republicans or welfare with the
Democrats,” he remarked in a recent inverview, “There is bureaucratic mish¬
mash out there in Washington and it was
created by the Democrats and Repub¬
licans.” ■

'

Send information

only

Enclosed is $ 10.00 for

Make

me an

Enclosed is

a

1 -year

subscription to AMERICAN DEFENSE

LDC member; no extra cost
a

contribution of $

11
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Vermont LP
Fields 20

His

eight-page position paper on
agriculture stimulated a number of inter¬
views and was widely covered throughout
the state in late July, and he continued his
round of newspaper, radio and TV inter¬
views during July and August. He cam¬
paigned at county field days in Grand Isle
and Franklin counties, where he dis¬
tributed material on his agricultural pro¬
posals, and met with the Jefferson
Alliance in Raldoph and spoke to the
Rotary and Jaycees in August.
The highlight of his September activities
was touting with LP Presidential can¬
didate David Bergland Sept. 12, 13, and a
repeat performance was in store with VP

Most of the candidate profile material
below is courtesy of the Vermont Liber¬
tarian News.

Burlington, VT - The rapid growth of the
Vermont LP in the past two years has

yielded impressive results. The mailing
list has more than tripled to over 900, and
the State’s LP newspaper, a 12-page
tabloid, has recently been published with
a circulation of more than 25,000,
nearly
5% of the state’s 511,000 population.
And this renewed activism has paid off
in 1984, with one of the most impressive

state

during Sept. 30-Oct. 2.

“Free Markets and Free Trade”

was

slates of state and local candidates filed

the theme of Hedbor’s biggest September

by the LP anywhere.
Leading the ticket is LP activist Jim
Hedbor, a 41 year-old South Hero in¬
surance agent and father of four, who is
making run for the state’s sole congres¬
sional seat. Hedbor, aided by his wife
Eloise, who contributes her journalistic
and campaign management skills, has
been actively campaignng since early

conference, and the candidate was
busy giving speeches and distributing
campaign material throughout the state
during the rest of the month. This heavy
schedule will continue until Election Day.

summer

press

ed

cocky that he abruptly cancell¬

Here Tomorrow
Liberty Coin Service has been

the business of brokering gold and
Twelve years of
competitive prices. Twelve years of fast, reliable service. Twelve years
of guaranteed safe delivery. Twelve years of satisfied clients. Twelve
in

of helping our clients preserve their
inflationary policies of both political parties.
In

businesses, twelve years may not be

most

assets

a

the

against

long time. But the

precious metals business is a young trade, and a trade characterized bv
firms that flee into the night or have their affairs settled in court.
When you deal with Liberty Coin Service, you get more than
simply the lowest prices in the industry. We have shipped over 95% of
all orders on the same day payment is received. We have
promptly and
expertly answered our clients' questions, whether by phone or mail.
We have been ready buyers and sellers, offering reliable efficient
deliverv every trading day since 1971, even during the contractions of
1972, 1975 and 1980,
1980. We

goods

the bull markets of 1971, 1974 and

as

ship via site draft upon request, allowing you to pay for the
receipt. And we've been doing it for twelve years.

vou

invest in

dealing with a
advertised in LP
For

well

upon

When

call

as

gold or silver, isn't it nice to know that you are
firm with twelve vears' experience, a firm that has
periodicals since 1973?

information about the

purchase and sale of gold and silver,
Liberty Coin Service at 206-385-5097 or return the coupon below.
more

Liberty Coin Service
300 Frandor Ave..

01

Lansing. Ml 48912. (800) 321-1542

l

•

!

Please send
and

■

a

copy

me

of

your

your

"Cold/Silver Packet"
most recent newsletter.

experience, that you can’t accomplish
this through the Democrats or
Republicans,” Murray said.
John M. (Jack) Simons, 57, of Shef¬
field, is the LP candidate for Vermont
Secretary of State. A former Sheffield
selectman and long-time school board
member, Simons received his social
science degree from Johnson State Col¬
lege recently and is a Korean War vet.
For many years he operated a riding
stable, and more recently, the Sheffield

busy” the symbolically

a

fair and informed

on

vote”, this would allow

tunity to

and

didates for

former students.

Wicker’s proposal to get the state of

city

“turkey

voters the oppor¬

they think all of the can¬
a particular office are
“turkeys” and none deserve support,
Simon explains.
say

presented at a news conference
August 8, in front of Burlington’s liquor
warehouse, and drew considerable media
attention.
His earlier

news

conference, favoring

initiatives for direct voter input into

lawmaking, also received widespread aK
tention, quoting him as saying, “We need
a

mechanism for the citizen to be heard

clearly in the Capitol.”
Wicker

the guest at a

Middlebury
Sporting Alliance for
Vermont’s Environment dinner in Aug¬
ust. He has also been heard frequently on
BPW

was

forum, and

a

the state’s radio talk shows and interview
programs. Wicker, together with State
Senate candidate George Trask, attended
a

VSEA forum in Brattleboro and

Wicker discussed property tax alter¬
natives with Westford taxpayers, and at a
UP I Forum in

Montpelier.
While it is very difficult to predict ex¬
actly how well the top ticket leaders will
do (there are two leftist “third parties”
on the ballot also), state LP Chair Lynn
Fife has said he expects the party to draw

!

between

'

November.

12-15% of the vote this

in the Williston area and
in the Air Force as a
security officer. He has an MBA from
Trinity College and works in banking.
ray,

zip

office, labeled “none of the

above.” Sometimes called the

was

27,

grew up

served five years

state

each elective

Vermont out of the “booze business”

the LP candidate for Lt. Governor. Mur¬
address

If elected, Simons promises to work to
a new line on the ballot for

professor William Wicker, an articulate
spokesman for the libertarian message

Stephen S. Murray, of Brattleboro, is
name

Market.

introduce

highly regarded by legions of his

Liber¬
reducing

as a

the size and burden of government for
Vermonters. “It’s clear to me, from past

802-864-6819.
The gubernatorial race standardbearer is ably represented by economics

silver to investors since 1971. That’s twelve years.

years

all the interviews and forums that Jef¬
fords is dodging. Wearing a tie which

the issues.” One Hed¬
bor supporter even went to far as to say,
“the way the mood is getting to be here,
with $5,000 more we’d have a fair chance
of upsetting this Jeffords character.”
The Hedbor campaign can be reached at
Hedbor for Congress, Box 37, Burl¬
ington, VT 05402, 802-372-5041,

of time. This arrogant posture

.

tarian because he is interested in

Jeffords values

claiming that the polls show him so far
ahead that public appearances would be a

.

Murray said he is running

Vermont, and challenger Hedbor has
retaliated by constructing a life-like dum¬
my of Jeffords and taking it with him to

public debate

a

waste

.

so

doesn’t go down too well in fair-minded

reads “I’m too

series of public forums to be held
and broadcast with his four opponents,

and has been successful at rais¬

Today

conference

stuffed incumbent “will remind voters
and interviewers just exactly how highly

GOP incumbent Jim Jeffords has

become

ing a number of important issues in the
campaign.

Here

Jim Hedbor at press

candidate Jim Lewis’ second visit to the

Stephen S. Murray

Running for state Auditor of Accounts
is Marla Weiner, 30, who operated a suc¬
cessful accounting business for the past
12 years. Weiner,
for the same

of South Burlington,
position in 1982 and
received nearly 4% of the vote.
ran

Weiner

vows

to

work

to

assist

lawmakers and voters in finding less cost¬

ly options to massive government intru¬
personal and business
lives. She proposes to introduce the con¬
cept of “cost effectiveness” analysis into
state government, and notes that too
many laws and regulations are im¬
plemented in Vermont “with little if any
sion in individuals’

LP NEWS

be entertained

ment of a statewide

Wicker and the Dixiland Band. The Ger¬

process

initiative petition

in Vermont. This will provide

Club, once almost shut down by the.
can be reached at 802-864-9561 on
election night, for those interest in the
IRS,

Meeting while at the same time giving
the opportunity for more direct
participation in the legislative process.”
Len Clark, 62, is seeking a State Senate
seat from Rutland County. Clark owns
Mr. C’s market and seafood speciality
store in Rutland. If elected, Clark says he
will work to reduce the power of state
government to dictate policies to small
towns and school districts, which he
notes are often costly and work to

results of the LP effort. ■

Maryland Fields
Sam Grove
Montgomery Village, MD - Sam Grove,
35-year-old electronics technician, is
making his first political race (and
Maryland’s only LP race other than the
presidential ticket) in his recent run for
the Eighth Congressional District seat
located in the Montgomery County area.
a

diminish local control.

Windham County is home to George
Trask, who is running for that area’s

Ed McGuire

State Senate Seat. Trask was the first
Chair of the LP of Vermont and col¬
lected 1% of the Congressional vote in

his

Grove and other Free State libertarians

had to collect

12,000 signatures to
the ballot, and the
basic message of his campaign, which is
aimed at building the party and educating
voters, is that “big government is bad”

1982 “no

budget” campaign. He
owns a realty firm in
Londonderry. He is
running to promote the concept of in¬
dividual liberty, which he terms the

place his

“basic idea” of the LP.
Ed Pell is one of the four LP can¬
didates for State Assembly, running from
Colchester for a Chittenden 9-1 seat.

He

was

Vermont National Guard. He
opposes
the draft as well as draft registration, and

is also concerning his campaign with the
issues of education privatization and

repeal of occupational licensing laws.

the 1982 LP candidate for gover¬

went on to

As State

Senator, Buttloph

his major priorities will be

of

people immigrated from oppressive

‘‘debase, harass and regiment the poor,
locking them into a permanent
system of poverty.” He prefers to look to
removal of barriers to productive
employment as a solution. Bennett is a
while

senior at the U. of Vermont where he is

studying political science. He also owns
and operates his own business and is a
free-lance writer.

Wiley is seeking one of two State
Senate seats in Addison. Wiley, who
works for Simmons Precision, is a father

keep the fruits of their labor, not for
an

insecure Social

Security system.” he observes.
With these outstanding candidates in
the race, over 71% of Vermonters

can

Libertarian in legislative races.
There would have been at least one more
candidate for State Senate, but as one
vote

news

headline read, it was “Libertarian

Hatch Acted.”
David Atkinson of East Bethel

forced out of his Windsor

because he is

Carl Ellis

County

Assembly seat from the
Orange-1 District is being sought by Carl
Ellis, 29, of Randolph. Ellis is a law clerk
preparing for the state’s bar exam, and if
elected, plans to work for reductions in
every facet of Vermont’s budget. Unlike
the Republicans and Democrats now in
power, I think that there are no areas of
the budget which are above scrutiny, or
which should not be looked at for possi¬
ble spending cuts,” Ellis says.
Chuck Conners, 28, of Charlotte, is

are

to

during his cam¬

paign.
•That Reagan doesn’t live up to his
free market economic rhetoric.
•That (incumbent Congressman)
Barnes doesn’t live up to his non¬
interventionist military rhetoric.
•And that the general principle must
be understood that the government has

right to

no

aggress

against its

own

citizens.
Grove has

alredy received a number of
on his campaign and has
issued his first position paper. In it, he
concludes, “In defiance of the cycle of
fear, corruption and death, the Liber¬
tarian Party was formed by individuals
stories

news

love for

Because the program

three principal messages he

communicate

who have in

operations director of the

cil of Barre.

There

intended

race

receives federal

The State

of the area’s most

over a thousand signatures for his
slot, spent a full week at the Mont¬
gomery County fair campaigning, and
has pledged to campaign as much as
possible until the November election.

was

weatherization program run by the Cen¬
tral Vermont Community Action Coun¬

State Senate seats is the aim of Bob Ben¬

nett, 21, of Shelburne. He is targeting
taxes, privacy and welfare issues in his
race. Welfare programs, Bennett said,

Bruce

became the greatest, most properous na¬
tion in the world, “freedom.” Millions

welfare handouts and

education, which, he notes would ‘‘bene¬
fit greatly from a liberal injection of competion.” He favors tax credits and de¬
regulation to accomplish this.
Kim Colley, 31, of Barre, is seeking the
Washington County State Senate Seat.
His campaign is focused on crime issues,
such as helping victims and alternatives
such as restitution. Colley is a graduate of
Vermont Technical College and works as
an engineer in central Vermont.
One of the six Chittenden County

one

ballot

seeking the Chittenden 5-1 State
Assembly seat in addition to serving as
Jim Hedbor’s campaign manager. An in¬
dependent business man, he notes that
there is only one reason why this country

to

improving

become

lected

George Trask

conditions “for liberty, for the freedom
says one

debate between LP

committed and valuable activists. He col¬

of

nor.

a

representatives and those of the Citizen’s
Party. Persuaded by the pro-market,
pro-peace arguments of the LP, Grove

possbile education for their children.

knowledge of the price Vermonters
would ultimately pay.”
Running for the Lamoille County
State Senate seat is John Buttolph, 42, of
Morrisville. He is a vice president of ConElec. Corp. and holds degrees from Middlebury College and Boston University.

be better

Sam Grove discovered the LP in 1980
when he attended

issue in his effort, noting that

seeking the
Chittenden 8 State Assembly seat.
McGuire is a West Point graduate and
works atIBM as well as
serving in the

can

provided by the private sector.

* ......M

parents should be free to choose the best
Ed McGuire of Winooksi is

over

name on

and that most of its services

Pell, 26, is a graduate student at the U. of
Vermont studying materials science and
cyro-electronics. Education is an impor¬
tant

by “Dr. Jazz”, William-

man

a

voters

Buttolph

13

of two and has called for the establish¬

step toward “protecting the Town

John

September/October 1984

common a

belief in and

a

Liberty. Only Libertarians cor¬
rectly identify the source of social pro¬
blems as a bad case of political power run
amok. The solution has become clear to
us:

restrict the

use

of government power

funds, the U.S. Hatch
Act forbids those working for non-profit
organizations to participate in political

only legitimate function, that of
prohibiting aggression, in an institutional
expression of our inherent right to self-

activities. State officials notified him of

defense.”

this and said he would have

campaign can be reach at Grove
Congress, 4323 Rosedale Avenue,
Bethesda, MD 20814, (31) 951-0539. ■

to

quit to

He chose not to run, but termed the
Hatch Act “oppressive” and questioned
run.

its

to

The

for

the

constitutionality of the regulation.
activity, the
VLP is planning an election night party at
the German Club, 20 Crowley St., in
Burlington, and welcomes any LPer’s in
the area to join the celebration. In addi¬
tion to watching the returns, guests will
With all of this election
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offering

Montana Candidates Seek

off

Upsets

we’re

Helena, MT

The twenty federal, state
sponsored by the
Montana Libertarian Party have created
unprecedented interest in libertarian
-

ideas in this

sparsely populated Rocky
Mountain state. News coverage of LP
candidates is perhaps the best in the na¬
tion, the result of a lot of hard work over
the past several years. Libertarian can¬
didates are being seriously considered as

Missoula stringer for the Spokane,

Washington Spokesman Review even
told me, during a recent interview, that he
estimated I was getting ‘ten times the
coverage’ and had ‘much more name
recognition’ than Republican challenger
Goodover.”

credible alternatives to the incumbents
and their often less-than-inspiring
Democratic

with voters.

Republican opposition.
The results will be interesting to watch on
Election Day.
The Freedom Team: Larry Dodge & Gif¬
-

“At

local Labor Day rodeo, the
Vice-Chair of the state GOP gave me a

long,

our

warm

lining

flyer

up

to attract young

voters,

volunteers to put

a one-

on

be first time voters this November.”

“Freedom Team” co-member econo¬
mist Clifford Thies is also campaigning
as much as time permits, and has been

receiving good coverage with his observa-

And

personal campaigning hasn’t been
neglected either. Dodge has been crisscrosing the state in a sign-laden camper
with friend Mary Hamilton, taking ad¬
vantage of every opportunity to meet

or

effort

basic issues into the campus
mailboxes of some 10,000 college fresh¬
men in the early fall - most of whom will
page

and local candidates

ford Thies

our

brochures as they need
Dodge noted, “Topping

as many

for their classes.

handshake in front of

a

tions

that

Libertarians

“Republicans with
Democrats with

a

a

are

like

heart, and

brain.” He character¬

izes many Republicans as “those who’ve

already made it”, Democrats

as

“those

who haven’t made it but want the govern¬
ment to do it for them” and Libertarians
as

“those who haven’t made it, but just
fair chance.” High on the list of

want a

Governor & Lt. Governor

Perhaps the most high profile of the
Big Sky Country state races is the
campaign of Montana’s “Freedom
Team”, for the top state executive of¬
fices, which by law are run as a
team. This campaign effort has been
pounding away for so long at the in¬
cumbent

Democratic

shadowed

the

news

six weeks, I

stories

was

announced that

a

‘writer’ had

been added to his staff, but it’s now

three weeks

later, and she has had
absolutely nothing published, as far
as I know,” Dodge explains.
The failure of the Republican can¬
didate has left what Dodge calls a
“news vacuum”, which he has been
busily filling with two or three press
releases a week. The subjects
covered have raised quite a stir, with
issues such as using a state lottery to
replace federal fund for highway
construction, (to free the state from
Federal dictates on speed limits and
legal drinking age) editorially endorsed in
the state’s second largest newspaper.
Other issues raised successfully have been
“tourists industry welfare”, financed by
state taxpayers, property tax protests and
greater legal freedom for teenagers, nonlegal freedom for teenagers, noncooperation with the federal govern¬
ment in turning over lists of the state’s
18-year-olds to aid federal enforce¬
ment of the mandatory draft registra¬
tion law.

According

to

Dodge,

“The

no
en¬

vious of the LP candidates.)
With Halprin’s surprisingly effective
appearance earlier at the state AFLCIO convention, many observers are

looking forward

to

Halprin’s further

and speculate that he
may deliver a nasty surprise to his
appearances

Republican opponent
Day.
-

on

Election

Public Service

articulate candidate who is

ning

spirited

run¬

in a twoVoters have
already shown their dissatisfaction
a

race

with the incumbent Public Service

Commission (which regulates gov¬
franchised utilities) by

ernment

ousting the Commission’s Chairman
in the June primary. One informed
observer gives Winter a 40% chance
of outright victory, which is impressive

can count

to

(With Republicans like this, it’s
Republicans are

wonder the state’s

candidate matchup.

weak

Republican candidate Pat Goodover, or even mentioning him, on the
fingers of one hand, without in¬
cluding my thumb. The first of those
four appearances in the news
revealed the resignation of his cam¬
paign manager; the next, a week or
so later, reported that another had
been hired. Two weeks after that, it

Republican

Cozzens later backed down and agreed to
debate with Halprin and the incumbent.

“sleeper” for the LP, since it is fielding

over¬

devoted

all included the Libertarians.

an

ground.

“In the past

the

Invitations from other groups, such as
AFL-CIO, the Chamber of Com¬
merce and other civic groups have
the

This state-level post may be a

Republican candidate.
Helmville postcard tycoon and LP
“point man” Larry Dodge reports that
by early September, the Republican
has barely goten his campaign off
the

generated another storm of

outrage and protest, and prompted
at least one major state paper to
editorialize in favor 3-way debates.

Commission

Governor

seemingly

serious candidate.” This

a

James Alan Winter

(who is favored overwhelmingly) that
the Libertarian ticket has far

“not
stance

Larry Dodge
number of

people, told

Clifford Thies

loudly that
releases, that
‘despite a few differences’ she so wished I
were running on the Republican ticket.”
Dodge recounted recently. “A
Republican ex-Senator, standing next to
her, immediately agreed.”
Dodge also reports that one prominent
Republican has even been spotted wear¬
ing a “Dodge & Thies” button at county
fairs this summer, and at the Eastern
Montana State Fair, a 50ish former
Republican came rushing out of his
booth, shook Larry’s hand, and said he’d
registered to vote for the first time in 16
years, just so he could vote for the
me

she ‘loved’ my press

“Freedom Team.”

The

campaign has also been aided by a
variety of attractive and informative
campaign materials and election para¬
phernalia, ranging from matchbooks,
bumperstickers, yard signs, and buttons
to a full-time campaign brochure which
contains a 100-word “quiz” designed to
help readers discover where they stand on
the libertarian-authoritarian spectrum.

Response to the brochures has been sur¬
prisingly good, particularly from high
school and college teachers. One high
school government teacher is offering
“equal time” to the other candidates, as
required-but will only do so if they also,
agree to take the “quiz” and be judged in
libertarian terms. This response so in¬
trigued the campaign that they have sent
a letter to every civics teacher in the state

upcoming campaign events will be the
widely televised state-wide debates spon¬
sored by the League of Women Voters.
Senate Candidate Neil Halprin
Odds for fiesty LP Senate challeng¬
er Neil Halprin have improved recent¬
ly, in part due to his skillful and effec¬
tive sense of timing on the issues, and
partly due to blunders by the
Republican challenger to incumbent
Democratic Senator Max Baucus.

staff from 55 to 78 members. He also

blasted the Commission for approval
of a partial rate hike for power con¬
sumers,

noting that it

current

inflation rate and

was

above the

observing
rejections of a
due to “election

that the Commission’s

larger rate hike
politics.”

was

year

“One must wonder what will

hap¬
after the election when Mon¬
tana Power will request a rate increase for
Colstrip 4 (a coalpowered electric plant
planned during the Carter ‘war on ener¬
gy’ years)?” Winters charged.
Seeking the northwestern Commission
District seat, Winter was also able to
capitalize on yet another Republican
blunder, when the GOP State Chair John
pen

Republican Chuck Cozzens has
managed to alienate many state
voters with what can only be termed
in incredibly arrogant and stupid
campaign posture. Many voters
were

considering Winter’s shoe-string cam¬
paign budget.
Winter has been keeping up with
the debate by focusing on the Com¬
mission’s performance, noting with
disaproval plans to increase the PSC

“turned off” with Cozzens initial

TV spots

consisting of little more than
repeatedly calling the incumbent
Democratic Senator a “wimp”. In
fact, his whole TV ad spot consisted
of defining the term, “wimp” and
making
to
the
comparisons

Brenden remarked that the LP is

stronger in the western part of the state
because “in the west, they get into their
little mountain valleys and never come

Democrat. This tasteless commercial

out.” The result of this dumb comment

backfired badly, and Cozzens was
forced to apologize and withdraw it.

print and air media coverage of
an apology, which was
grudgingly extracted from the embarassed GOP State Chair, who claimed the

LP candidate

Halprin gained by
comparison, calling for the cam¬
paign to be conducted on the merits
of the issues rather than by personal
attacks.

debates because the Libertarian

included, who he claimed

remark

was

wouldn’t

“out of context” and that he

degrade western Montana.

Other candidates

The Republican followed up this
episode with an arrogant refusal to
participate in the upcoming TV
was

was

Winter’s call for

was

In addition to the better known

can¬

didates, Diane Stokes is running an active
campaign for State House in a two-way
race against what one Montanan termed
“an embarassment for an opponent.”

LP NEWS

Montana LP Senate candidate Neil Halprin (r) answers questions at League

of Women
Voters-sponsored televised debates. Also participating were incumbent Democratic
Senator Max Baucus (center) and Republican challenger Chuck Cozzens (l). Photo
by
Larry Dodge.

Royer Warren is running for western
District U.S. House, and will appear in a

three-way debate with his bi-partisan op¬
ponents. He is targeting diverse elements
of the voting public, including home
schoolers, hard money supporters, peace
activists and concerned Christians.
Willie Dee Morris, running for state

Attorney General, has confounded his bi¬
partisan opponents, who are vying bet¬
ween

themselves about who will be the

most

heavy-handed foe of illegal drugs.

Morris says the only way to solve the pro¬
blem is to remove the drug laws, leaving

only regulations having to do with the
public impact of drug use. Based upon
the ineffectiveness of the prohibition ap¬
proach, along with its increase in crime
and corruption of police, Morris was
quoted as noting that “it’s a whole lot
cheaper to treat the addict that needs help
than it is to attempt to eradicate the entire
underground drug trade in the world.”
Pat Summers has also been able to

QUESTION: HOW CAN I HELP
LARRY AND CLIFF CONVERT

receive moderate coverage for her race
for state Auditor, despite a modest cam¬

A TRADITION OF RUGGED

paign budget.

INDIVIDUALISM IN MONTANA
INTO LIBERTARIAN VOTES

and U.S.

IN 1984?

In addition to the debates for statewide

Congress seats, the televised

debates will also include

two

LP-

supported ballot initiatives, one for milk
price de-control and one for deregulation
of the denture business.

While all of the Libertarian candidates

bucking strong incumbents and
what is expected to be a “Reagan land¬
slide” in the state, straight-ticket voting is
neither mechanically easy or an entrench¬
ed habit in the state, and the persistent ef¬
forts of the energetic LP candidates is ex¬
pected to yield good results in the
November 6 election.

The “Freedom Team”

gubernatorial candidates continue to answer questions at a press conference
immediately following the televised League of Women Voters debates. Participating were
Republican challenger Pat Goodover (I) Libertarian candidate Larry Dodge (center), and
incumbent Democrat Ted Schwinden (r), shaking his fist. Photo by Mary Hamilton.

Sturzenacker Seeks
Commission Post
Scottsdale, AZ - The issue of new
nuclear power plants, underwritten by
government mandated utility rates to
pay for escalating costs, has become the
focal point of Arizona’s most visible
Libertarian
race,
with
Ken
Sturzenacker’s

campaign ad¬

Larry Dodge plants yard sign.

Corporation Commission
position this fall. Sturzenacker, a Scott¬
sdale real estate broker and long time
libertarian activist, has carefully
targeted a number of issues related to
the construction of the Palo Verde
Nuclear plant which will supply power
to several

including Arizona,
require the ACC ap¬
proval for higher rates unless the pro¬
ject is stopped or drastically reduced.
Also running for a Corporation
Commission post is Ronald Tobin, who
is seeking the 6-year term. He is not
running quite as active a campaign as is
states,

Sturzenacker.
The

by

far has been characteriz¬
unusual dominance of the

race so

an

MOMENTUM, AND KNOW
THAT, WHEN IT COMES TO
“BANG FOR THE BUCK”,
YOU’VE INVESTED WISELY.
YES—COUNT ME IN FOR $
Name

issues raised by the Libertarian

City
(Occupation)

To: DODGE FOR

GOVERNOR, BOX 446
HELENA, MONTANA, 59601
THANK YOU!

three-day swing through Tucson,
Phoenix, Flagstaff and Scottsdale, in¬
cluding a joint news conference in Tuc¬
on a

son.

Sturzenacker has

already spoken to

a

number of groups, such as the Arizona
Small Business Association, the

Arizona Women Lawyers

Association,
Maricopia County (Phoenix)
Soroptimists Club. He has also been
carefully informing the news media
about his campaign, including a detail¬
ed three-page summary of his positions
and the

and proposed solutions for the Cor¬

poration Commission, which he

sent to

all the state’s major electronic and print
media outlets in late September. His

original campaign announcement was
also covered in depth by several papers,
and his detailed “White Papers” on the
Palo Verde issue were termed “surpris¬
ingly lucid” by one Phoenix area paper.
Among his specific proposals are the
struction costs before any rate issues

at

Arizona State Univer¬

sity, all three stories gave prominence
Sturzenacker’s forthright positions.
One article pointed to Sturzenacker’s
views as being the “notable exception”
to the unanimity of the other
(non-LP)
to

candidates.
“Palo Verde will

operate

never

be able to

profitably, much less

ically,” Sturzenacker

was

baby

elephant that’s also

econom¬

quoted in

story, “It’s time to cut

white

Zip

He recently accompanied LP

call for

Phoenix, Tempe and Scottsdale
papers about an early September can¬

one

State

can¬

up.

Vice Presidential candidate Jim Lewis

the

and abandon that

Address

come

didate. Of three articles appearing in

didates debate

ANSWER: MINGLE YOUR
MONEY WITH THEIR

for the two-year

race

and interview opportunities which

Arizona

ed

dress is: Box 446, Helena, MT 59624. ■
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our

now.

losses

It’s

a

settled, opposition to any Construc¬
(CWIP) charges,
repeal of the federal Price-Anderson
Act of 1957 (which limits liability in
nuclear accidents), a novel proposal to
separate the APS transmission and
distribution system from its power
generating plant operations (with pro¬
ceeds going to pay off the Palo Verde
plant and the transmission system free
to sell or purchase
energy on the free
market), and expanded use of tax
credits, tax exemptions and voluntary
tax

for

our

Sturzenacker is running a highprofile but relatively low budget race
for the position, and is taking advan¬
tage of any and all candidate forums

con¬

tion Work in Progress

checkbooks.” In fact, two
of the three story headlines mentioned
the Libertarian position.

around

full audit of Palo Verde’s

are

albatross

an

a

deductible charitable contributions

subsidy of low income power con¬
In other areas regulated by the
ACC, Sturzenacker favors dereg¬
ulation of the telephone system, in¬
cluding intrastate, cellular systems, and
pay phones, and general support of desumers.

Continued page 16
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Sturzenacker

Liberty Primer

By Alan Burris

From pa%e

Readers’ Comments

Reviews

heartily endorse A Liberty Primer
I think it is an ex¬
cellent tool to deepen the understanding of those who want
to
learn
more
about liberty."
-Ed Clark

one of the most difficult aspects of
becoming a libertarian
is the commitment to read more that usually accompanies it.

Suddenly

discover that there have been great libertarian
since recorded time began and you feel a
great urge to read more and know more
But you wonder
how you will find the time to do all this reading.
With these
thoughts in mind, I applaud the creation of A Liberty Primer
by Alan Burris
This book is an excellent introduction to Lib¬
you

thinkers and writers
".. provides a

smorgasbord for the intelligent mind "

Roger

MacBride
"fun

to

read,

enlightening,

and

principled;

humane introduction to libertarianism."

--

an excellent,
Peter R. Breggin,

ertarianism.

M

D., author of The Psychology of Freedom, and psychiatrist,
Bethesda, Maryland

heel

a

Libertarian

first-rate

(North

book for candidates.”

source

--

Tar¬

Carolina)

you on a fantastic book, A Liberty
long overdue and is generally so well
done- written with such beautifully simple, yet powerfully clear
style- that it will likely do more to advance the cause of
freedom than anything written before."
-Donald Cochran,

"By simplifying the intellectual groundwork of liberty, laid by
people such as Herbert Spencer, Lysander Spooner, Ludwig
von Mises, Murray Rothbard, and others, Burris has
performed
a gargantuan task
This one book could open many, many
doors for anyone wishing to learn more about libertarianism
The book beautifully assembles knowledge on a vast variety of
subjects.
Burris has separated the book’s chapters into the
foundations and ethics of libertarianism, the history of liber¬
tarian ideas, the principles of a free economy, the role of gov¬
ernment (if any!), and libertarian positions on defense and for¬
eign policy.
Furthermore, Burris has written a superb over¬
view of the possible strategies for
achieving a libertarian so¬
ciety
He often quotes individuals of very different philo¬
sophical persuasions, who often reveal the weaknesses of

Honolulu,

their

"Alan Burris’ A Liberty Primer is the best and most com¬
prehensive introduction to libertarianism presently available In
clear, simple language, it covers all aspects of libertarianism
from libertarian concepts of rights, to economic theory, to

strategies for obtaining liberty.
This book is particularly rec¬
ommended for introducing newcomers to the philosophy of
liberty." - Jarret B Wollstein, author of Society Without
Coercion
"I

want

to

Primer

congratulate

It has been

HI,

libertarian

a

"It's the No
titles, and A

so

Seller

Best

1

for

two

we

have

200

than

other

Liberty Primer outsells them all " -- Martha
Ontario. Canada,. Libertarian Party Bookstore

Olijnyk,

enjoyable and entertaining reading "
"A

portant contribution to the movement."
Prof Jennifer Roback, Economics Department, Yale University; Connecticut

Campaign

follows

on

this

im¬

Chair

'82

"When someone who knows nothing at all about libertarianism
asks, What is libertarianism, anyway'’’ all you have to do is
give him
Alan Burris' A Liberty Primer
It's simple, it's
clear, and all the basics are there
The numerous excellent

"Libertarian candidates and armchair debaters alike

"..everywhere
Garcia

I

conclude with

Dave

--

I

recommend Alan's book"
-Alicia
National Chairwoman, Libertarian Party

Clark,

go,

"A Liberty Primer is an extremely useful tool for organizing
at the local level
I recommend it for activists and ’would-be’

activists."

"I lend it to

libertarian

issues

Howie

--

"...there

Rich

newcomers

and

It’s

movement

recommend it to activists

in

and

candidates "

the

substantial

book

is

waker-upper’ for sure!"
Legislator

a

--

Dick Randolph,

State

"Next to

Shrugged. A Liberty Primer is my all-time
book."
Dagny Sharon

favorite

Atlas

County Council for the Island of Kauai."

"Highly

Libertarian

chapter

is

on

strategy for liberty.

up-and-coming

an

contender

for

title

Best
Primer.
trying to
to

about the book
the

recommended."

-

Free

World

--

Mike Dyer, Kilauea,

Primer is an excellent internal education tool for
parties.
It is an engaging treatment of the full
reaches of Libertarian
thought." -- Emmett Elrod, South
Dakota Chairman, Libertarian Party

erence

Victoria,

B C,

Chronicle

refresher book for veteran activists."

that

it

a

--

Free

second generation libertarian effort
written using all the first and

was

libertarian thinkers as

Texas

By this I
current

stepping stone, giving each their due
and proceeding onward from there
I encourage you to read
it and enjoy it.
And the quotes from it can keep us going for
years to come."
-Anchorage Libertarian Newsletter

Canada

Primer is well worth having not only for yourself
your own knowledge, and to help in writing
articles and speeches) but if used as a gift it would be
welcomed
by
others
interested
in
learning
about
libertarianism." -- Hubert Jongen, Editor, VRIJBRIEF. Dutch

or

"This book is
mean

"Your book has become something of a bible to me.
I refer
to it more than any other book on basic libertarianism." --

Rourke,

"A Liberty

a

expand

Libertarian

"Please

Newsletter

send

ten

copies

We are in a recruiting program here, and I wish to

possible

sell these to new members or to members who have not

your book
I find it to
libertarianism I have found
more

time around "
Governor

next

Indiana

To:

Society for Individual Liberty of Genesee Valley,
Box 10224, Drawer LPN, Rochester, NY 14610
is $
for
copies of
A Liberty Primer, at $7 95 each
(NY residents add

Enclosed

of A Liberty Primer as soon as
read

be the most complete book on
Hopefully we will be able to order
-

James Ridenour,

candidate for

Because the Palo Verde plant will
generate power to four states (TX, NM,

AZ, CA) Sturzenacker’s campaign
even took on something of a regional
flavor in late August, when his detailed
critique of the current Palo Verde plans
was

distributed

appropriate

(Please Print) Name

sales

,

'

tax.)

|

media in several

ple

power rates

cluding Texas

for the utilities, in¬
which will pur¬

ones,

chase

power from the facility,
Sturzenacker’s attack on the issue

received front page treatment in the El
Paso Times and in the El Paso Post.
He received two

days worth of coverage

from the NBC TV affiliate there, as
well as the news radio stations, and El
Paso LP activist John McDivitt

'

was

pressed into action to help with the
media coverage on the issue.
It is difficult to predict just how suc¬
cessful Sturzenacker’s efforts will be

at

polls, given the public’s normal
races

of this nature. Un¬

fortunately, the merits of Ken Stur¬
zenacker’s arguments will only become
painfully apparent after the utility’s
costly construction overruns begin
showing up in Corporation Commis¬
sion approved utility rates. And the
power industry has been generous in
financing more friendly “regulators”
in the election. But Sturzenacker’s

has demonstrated

race

again that it is
possible for a determined LP chal¬
lenger, armed with the facts, to essen¬
tially set the tone and define the issues
in a major statewide race, despite the
advantages of the well funded bipart¬
isan opposition.
once

The Sturzenacker for

Address

City. State. ZIP

to news

states, including El Paso. Noting that
the current cost trends would nearly tri¬

indifference to

state

W.

Ken Sturzenacker

the

eminently readable, simple enough to be understood by
any high school graduate (well, most of them, anyway), yet
artful enough to be appreciated by most college-educated
readers .could be the single most valuable resource in any
Libertarian's library.
It is both a useful introductory book for
people just learning about the philosophy, and a handy ref¬

"A Liberty

(to

Hawaii

"..

Hawaii

James

--

--

"The Primer has been very helpful in my campaign for the

all

book."

I was mistaken.
..Burris’
introductory literature of libertarianism
should see a growing audience
I recommend this book to
those
interested
in
learning more about liberty, without
hesitation.
(Burris has) provided a fine recruiting and selfeducation tool to the movement, that deserves to take a place
alongside Friedman, Rothbard, and Nock." -- Idaho Liberty

Party
"The

a

say kind things
contribution to

-

Alaskan

the

Introduction to Libertarianism-Alan Burris’ A Liberty
..I readily expected to have to bend over-backwards

compilation of basic
concepts
that’s an excellent resource for
Frances Eddy, National Secretary, Libertarian
a

of

end

Not only does
it explain ideas well established in the libertarian
community,
it offers original contributions to libertarian
theory in the areas
of privacy, trade secrecy, contract theory, personal ethics,
statist psychology, and the moral limits to the right of selfdefense
This primer is nothing if not comprehensive, the
main strength of A Liberty Primer is in its clear, readable,
and entertaining presentation of a wealth of libertarian ideas,
and in the infectious passion for liberty which shines
through
the writing, from the first page to the last." - LP News

make

can

the

at

"The book's 26 chapters cover the basic elements of such
subjects as the history of liberty, philosophy of liberty, prop
erty rights, economics, public education, environmentalism,
nature of government, theory of justice,
foreign policy, patents
& copyrights, and liberty & language,
among others, and

quotations not only keep up the reader's interest, but illustrate
the depth and breadth of the libertarian tradition "
Dean
Ahmad, Platform Committee. Libertarian Party

good use of Burris' primer
I recommend it highly."
Walter, Co-Founder, Society for Individual Liberty

Corporation Commisison, which
proposal to allow free
utility competition within the current
government sanctioned “franchises”
were adopted.
could result if his

Vermont Libertarian

--

Liberty Primer is. without question, the single most
comprehensive introduction to the libertarian movement
in¬
valuable as a reference for speeches and articles by libertar¬
ians
A study guide which is full of questions for libertar¬
ians who are interested in internal education and development

.I congratulate the Rochester SIL chapter

He also favors eventual abolition of

the

News

"A Liberty Primer is an excellent introduction to Libertarian¬
ism
It is deep without being boring; radical without being ali¬

enating

measures.

political views in contrast to libertarians
All libertar¬
ians, whether they are new to the libertarian movement, or are
experienced activists, would benefit from reading this book.

decades
more

regulation and minimum government
development of
energy and water conservation
interference in the

"

"I
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Corporation

Commission campaign can be reached
at P.O. Box 501, Phoeniz, AZ 85001,

(602) 248-8425. ■
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Norris, Nunn Campaign for

Nunemaker,

Ohio Seats

Merritt Lead
Kansas Effort

Ohio

County farming, his medical practice in
Hutchinson, and his suburban residence
at 4119 East 30th, Dr. Nunemaker offers
urban/rural blend aimed at

cumbent.

Dr. Marion Nunemaker

Republican opponents, and two of the
three candidates running will be elected.

Tacoma, Washington hospital
patients were indigent. Upon
returning to Hutchinson, he served for
many years as the Reno County public

health officer.
an

important

role in helping shape many of his views
toward government and its relationship

people. He is a firm believer in conti¬
nuing to seek knowledge, exposure to
new ideas and expanding horizons of
understanding.
Dr. Nunemaker opposes a proposed
increase in the Reno County sales tax,
challenging the need for additional local
spending and is keenly aware of an in¬
creasing tax burden on the public.
He plans to concentrate his efforts on
showing people why they need not be
to

afraid of the Libertarian label. As

a

Libertarian, he will propose to limit the
power and scope of government and con¬
sequently its expense, encouraging
private sector/free market enterprises
and the protection of individual freedom.
“Freedom was the original idea” when
our country was founded, said Dr.
Nunemaker, “It’s past time to return to
these basic principals”.
Because of his strong belief in Liber¬
tarian principals, Dr. Nunemaker
spearheaded formation of The Fair
Foundation in Hutchinson, a National
Heritage Foundation dedicated to
freedom and individual responsibility. In
years past, The Fair Foundation has
sponsored several local speakers on
economics and freedom issues.
Dr. Nunemaker also underwrites

day

a

five

ried several counties

near

series of 30-second radio commercials

which will combine information about
his campaign with that of the LP
presidential ticket.
Funds

and

can

are

also needed for this effort

be sent to: Norris for

Congress,

2076 Lamberton, Cleveland, OH
44118. ■

car¬

Hutchinson, KS 67501.
NatCom representative Huber also
points out that several of the other fine

Ohio

Congressional candidate Mike Nunn (l) visits with LP presidential hopeful David
Bergland during recent Ohio visit. Photo by Bernard Baltic.

LP candidates in the state also face in¬

teresting

races,

including

a

couple who

in two-way races, although they face
incumbents. U.S. Senate candidate

are

Douglas Merritt, who serves on the At¬
chison City Commission, is well known
and running an active campaign. His ef¬
forts received something of a setback
when the League of Women’s Voters
sponsoring the U.S. Senate debates
decided not

to

allow candidates from

four of the state’s recognized political
parties to participate in the debates,
despite the fact that the incumbent U.S.
Senator had no objections.
Doug Merritt also reportedly made a
very successful tour of western Kansas in
late September. He generated con¬
siderable respect and editorial en¬
thusiasm, visiting towns and cities
“where

no

gone

has

Huber

noted

that

increasing

evidence of exclusion of LP candidates

and

harassment by the authorities
(several counties have refused to register
voters as

Libertarians until pressure

was

hibition, Conservative and American
parties were involved,” Huber observes,
“it has only been since the LP has gained
prominence that discrimination against
third parties has become a problem.
They’re simply afraid of the LP, and
what we’re

AZ Candidates
Tucson, AZ

-

Libertarians running in

Arizona’s Fifth and Third Congressional
Districts, LP candidates Herbert
Johnson and Lorraina Valencia, will be

hopelessly outspent in their contests. Ac¬
cording to recent press reports, the bipar¬
tisan candidates plan to spend more than
half

a

million dollars each

in District 5 and

on

their efforts

$150,000 to $200,000

each in the 3rd District battle. The LP

candidates, of course, will be able to
spend only a small fraction of that.
Herb Johnson, 45, a computer pro¬
grammer with IBM in Tucson, is making
his second try for office, having run for

Outspent
State House two years ago.

His principal
campaign themes will be immediate stop¬
page of federal income tax witholding,
which he says should be voluntary, and
eventual repeal of the 13th Amendment,
abolishing the income tax.
Lorraina Valencia, a self-employed
writer and publisher, is running an admit¬
tedly educational campaign. “I’m not
running to win an office,” she said, “I’m
running to spread a message.” She con¬
cludes by saying, “The whole system is
rotten. We’ve been using it for eons. It’s
never worked. It’s time for a change.” ■

Libertarian candidate had

before.” Merritt came across
consistently as an “intelligent, sincere
candidate,” according to one report, and
enjoyed a 2Vi hour appearance in one
local holiday parade.
ever

related views.

sentative, notes that “several prominent
Republicans have been heard to say that
Dr. Nunemaker has a good chance of
winning his race.” Factors contributing
to his situation are that he faces only two

They have agreed to limit their
campaign expenses to $250,000 each. In
spite of this limit, additional funds are
appreciated and can be sent to: Mike

people to assist with his door-to-door
campaign effort. Norris is also running a

his home.

applied) is evidence of the success and ap¬
peal the LP is having. “None of this has
ever occurred before, when
only the Pro¬

Blake Huber, Region 7 NatCom repre¬

running for U.S? House

for State Board of Education he

received about 15% of the vote and

week radio program in Hutchin¬
son, “Perspective On The Economy”
which helps highlight Libertarian and
per

Milt Norris is

enjoys a good reputa¬
community, and in his 1982

Although the area is likely to vote
strongly Republican, Dr. Nunemaker is
likely to overcome the odds in light of his
reputation and public stands. His cam¬
paign will also feature appearances at
local radio and TV sponsored debates
and public forums. Nunemaker’s cam¬
paign can be reached at: P.O. Box 1129,

a

Congress, 816 Toronto,

Nunemaker also

Kansas, then spent 2Vi years in the U.S.
Navy with the Naval Government of

where most

Nunn for

Toledo, Oh 43609.
District 021 seat, and has recruited 50

Mike has made rather unusual agree¬
ment with his opponent, a Democratic in¬

race

Guam. Dr. Nunemaker served his intern¬

standardwith both seeking U.S.

busy with several speaking
engagements before senior citizen groups
and is planning newspaper ads with
money raised at the state convention.

of local government.
A Kansas native, Nunemaker received
his medical degree from the Univeristy of

played

the Ohio party

Nunn, seeking the District 9 seat, has

tion in his

These experiences

are

been

strengthening efficiency and operations

ship at

Libertarians Mike Nunn and Milt

bearers this year,
House seats.

economics and government.
With family roots deep into Reno

an

-

Norris

Hutchinson, KS - Dr. Marion
Nunemaker, 62, is the Libertarian can¬
didate for Reno County Commission,
District 3, in Kansas.
Dr. Nunemaker has practiced
medicine in Hutchinson for 34 years and
has long maintained an avid interest in

voters
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saying.” ■

LP Vice Presidential candidate Jim Lewis (r) shakes hands with Jim del Dune (!) at a late
September reception in Flagstaff, Arizona. Coconino County LP Chair Gary Bond
(center) hosted the event. Flagstaff Sun Photo.
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So. Carolina
LP Impressive
South Carolina

While not often thought
hotbed of libertarian thought, the
South Carolina LP has really set the pace
this year with its large number of high
of

-

as a

quality candidates and campaigns.
Led by the U.S. Senate campaign of
38-year-old computer consultant Steve
Davis of Gramling, the state has been
barraged with large numbers of news
stories about LP candidates running for
statewide, congressional and local of¬
fices. The party also held two state con¬
ventions this year and received the
publicity benefits of several visits by LP

get the votes. If I had the time and money
reach every voter in the state, I would

to

have

good shot at it,” he predicted.
campaign has covered a large
number of issues, including his sugges¬
tion that the government repudiate it’s

Candidate Bob Madden recognized the
libertarian proclivities of the state long
before it became evident to others, since
he migrated to the state from Connecticut

$1.7 trillion debt to the “international

after believing that this state had choked
off the individual freedom he cherishes to

a

His

candidates Jim Lewis and David

Bergland.

have both been organized in recent
weeks.

banking cartel,” noting that interest on
the national debt is now the third largest
federal budget item.
In another recent campaign blast,

highly. Madden said South Carolina “is
the last stronghold of liberty in the
United States, and South Carolinians are

Davis noted that “Senator Strom Thur¬

fiercely independent and

mond has

sufficient.” (Jim Lewis is proving that all

sponsored a very dangerous
piece of legislation” by introducing S.B.
775, “which will remove all liability from
any government agent in the perfor¬
mance of their duty of interfering with
your life and livelihood.” According to
Davis, it would move government agents
“outside of the law that the

rest

of

are

self-

us

have to obey. That’s what Hitler did with
the German

should

Steven Davis

In what may be the most visible race of
its kind, U.S. Senate candidate Davis has
been touring the state in his 35-foot

home, complete with campaign
and a complete
video set-up. The Davis campaign, which
is battling the entrenched incumbent
Republican Strom Thurmond, has
generated a visible presence in the state by
means of weekly press releases, well
designed campaign materials, in addition
motor

signs,

to TV

Gestapo, and I don’t think it
happen here in America.”

Among the congressional candidates
running are Darlington physician Hugh
Thompson, photographer Robert Mad¬
den, Linda Blevins, Cynthia Sullivan and
Ray Pike.

Thompson’s efforts have been aided
a number of press releases on a variety
of subjects, ranging from political¬
ranking privileges, to balanced budgets,
by

a computer system,

is not lost in Connecticut, however...)
In fact the congressional candidates
are even

vative

commercials. All of which rein¬

editorialized recently that “Constituent
service is an expensive luxury and we are
inclined to agree with a candidate for

Congress from the Libertarian Party
we quoted the other day as saying
that it is nothing but a way to use tax
money to keep incumbents in office.”
(Although it did conclude with the opi¬
whom

1986. He served in the Arizona State
as a

a

Republican during the 1970’s,
pilot as well
as a Vietnam veteran. His campaign ex¬
ploits have resulted in a large number of
news stories, often with other LP can¬
didates, and many have been carried
statewide by wire services.
While his well organized effort has a
$30,000 budget, Davis realizes it pro¬
bably won’t be enough to overcome the
hundreds of thousands spent by his op¬
ponents. “I don’t frankly think in two
months I can reach enough people and
tell them about the Libertarian Party and

breaching the normally conser¬
pages, with the

editorial

Charleston News and Courier, which

periodic campaign swings
through various parts of the state.
Davis, a South Carolina native, is not
without prior political experience and has
hinted at plans to run for Governor in

and is

(Bob) Madden

Linda Blevins

Ray Pike

forces Davis’s

Senate

Robert

former commercial

nion that

even

Libertarian congressmen

will have to

provide such services to stay
office...)
Among the candidates for State House
are Steve Vandervelde, 31, who is
Richland County LP Chair and former
state party Vice Chair. He plans to em¬
phasize his opposition to the state sales
tax, noting “the sales tax is a regressive
tax and hurts the poor even more than the
rich. There is absolutely no excuse for the
in

Hugh Thompson
to

the 21-yeai wringing age. Recent

indicate that
voters

as

many as

in the district didn’t

the Democratic

polls

15% of the
care

for either

Republican candidate.
fact, a “Democrats for Thompson”
and “Republicans for Thomson” groups

In

or

recent

25% increase in the sales tax,

especially when the majority of South
Carolinians opposed it.”
Lexington housewife Jan Chapman is
running for State Senate. She is currently
Lexington County LP Vice Chair and ran
for Secretary for State in 1982. She is also
one of the four original plaintiffs in the
widely publicized “separation of
powers” lawsuit aimed at licensed at¬
torneys serving in the executive and
legisaltive branches of the state govern¬
ment. She is running because “I am
disturbed by the continuing increase in
state taxes, spending and government
regulation, and I am also disburbed by
flagrant abuses of power by government
officials.”
Also

running for State House is
37-year-old Bill Griffin, a father of two
who hails from South Congaree. He is
concerned about state Blue Laws, pro¬
perty and sales tax increases, and says “I
want to take some positive steps to reduce
the amount of government control over
my life, and the lives of my children.”®

LP NEWS

California LP
Rates Initiatives
San Jose, CA

-

recom¬

propositions to be decided this fall by
The following suggested
positions were adopted at the August
19th meeting:
Prop. 25-30: various state bond pro¬
posals - No
Prop. 31: exempt fire protection
systems from property tax assessments -

Prop. 41: limits welfare benefits to
of other 49 states - No position

The state LP contributed arguments

opposing Propositions 28 and 29 which
will appear on voter ballots in
November. ■

Lebanon and wasteful defense

Creighton’s

Creighton

number of other taxpayers,
citizens and environmental groups, is for¬

ming

a

a

coalition to fight

a

proposed

half cent sales tax increase

on

one-

the

November ballot earmarked for highway
improvement.
Jim Wilson, County LP spokesman,

announced the formation of the anti-tax

coalition

September 4. In addition to
the LP, included in the group are the San¬
ta Clara County Taxpayers Association,
Sierra Club, People for Efficient
Transportation, Citizens for Better
Government, American Association of
Retired Persons, the Environmental
Center, Council for Public Transit and
the Modern Transit Society.
on

Wilson said that

an

anti-tax committee

is expected to form soon and that the LP
may take a leading role due to its ex¬
perience in fighting tax measures and its
bulk-mail postal rights. Tax opponents
note that the proposed new tax violates
the spirit of Proposition 13 and disagreed
with the proposal’s premise that more
highway construction will solve the area’s
transportation problems. ■

WALL STREET JOURNAL

for economic freedom ever made. It is the freeKeynes’s General Theory.
And it is fascinating. Mises is a cool logician, our greatest economic scholar, a passionate
lover of freedom
and a passionate hater of those who would take it away from us. Thus
Human Action is the economic masterwork of our age — and, at the same time, a soaring
hymn to human freedom.
Mises has nothing but scorn for the phony “compassion” of the Marxians and Keynesians
because he sees how their theories actually breed suffering. One by one, he sweeps
away the dangerous fallacies of liberalism and socialism.

Human Action is the most compelling case
market answer to Marx’s Das Kapital and

—

—

Finally, this book is a warning.
ignores the law of gravity at
too the immutable laws of economics.
As Mises aptly puts it:

Just
his

peril,

so

as man

“It rests with
proper use

this

knowledge [of economics] provides

them or whether they will leave it unused.
But if they fail to take the best advantage

in

unquestionably the
powerful product of the human mind in our
time, and 1 believe it will change human life for the
better during the coming centuries as profoundly as
Marxism has changed all our lives for the worse in this
century.” — Rose Wilder Lane
“If any

single book can turn the ideological tide that
running in recent years so heavily toward
statism, socialism, and totalitarianism, Human Action
is that book. It should become the leading text of
everyone who believes in freedom, in individualism,
and in a free-market economy.” — Henry Hazlitt

of the
edition worthy

“An arsenal of fact and

Marxists and Fabians.”

an
of its contents
—

“I think that Human Action is

has been

The economic masterpiece

century

HUMAN ACTION
Triggers an Explosion of Critical Acclaim
most

whether

they will make
of the rich treasure with which
men

“Dr.

Revised and

updated by the author himself □
Massive 924 pages □ Comprehensive 21-page
index □ Entirely reset — NOT to be
confused with any previous edition

to

von

logic for those at war with the
Chicago Daily News
—

Mises has made

economic

economics.”

thinking in
—

a

tremendous contribution

a

world that thinks only

Vermont Royster

“[Mises] offers a combination of great scholarship
rare ability to make an abstruse economic sub¬
ject interesting.” — Lawrence Fertig
and the

“The Finest economic treatise of this

How to get

CONSERVATIVE #!! BOOK CLUB
15 OAKLAND AVENUE# HARRISON, N Y. 10528
Please accept my membership in the Club and send me, free and
postpaid, Ludwig von Mises’ magnum opus, Human Action, in the
$37.50 Third Edition. I agree to buy 4 additional books at regular Club
prices over the next 2 years. I also agree to the Club rules spelled out
in this coupon.

LPN-2

Name.

return it at Club expense

for full credit ★ Good service. No
computers' * The Club will offer regular Superbargains,
mostly at 70-90% discounts plus shipping and handling
Superbargains do NOT count toward fulfilling your Club
obligation, but do enable you to buy fine books at giveaway
prices * Only one membership per household

—

$55

How the Club Works
Every 4’ weeks (13 times a year) you get a free copy ot the
Club Bulletin, which otters you the Featured Selection plus a
good choice of Alternates — all of interest to conservatives ★
If you want the Featured Selection, do nothing. It will come
automatically ★ If you don't want the Featured Selection, or
you do want an Alternate, indicate your wishes on the handy
card enclosed with your Bulletin and return it by the deadline
date * The majority of Club books will be offered at 20-50%
discounts, plus a charge for shipping and handling * As
soon as you buy and pay for 4 books at regular Club prices,
your membership may be ended at any time, either by you or
by the Club * If you ever receive a Featured Selection
without having had 10 days to decide it you want it. you may

generation.”

Raymond Moley

this $37.50 masterwork FREE

Address,

City

State

the

Creighton has also announced the for¬
13 -Yes
on 36” Committee, which will support
Initiative 36, which places additional
limits on real property taxation. ■
mation of the Marin “Save Prop.

-

race.”

County, CA - Despite a pro¬
group’s war chest which is expected to
total more than a quarter of a million
dollars, the Santa Clara LP, together

was

first of three scheduled debates.

“Perhaps the most important
economic treatise of our time”

Fights Tax
tax

behind federal licenses.” This

appearance

disregard its teachings and warn¬
ings, they will not annul economics; they
will stamp our society and the human

Santa Clara

opothe issue of U.S. troops in

spending.
legal action
against polluters, “subject to suits from
any citizen and not allowing them to hide

of

of it and

Santa Clara LP

on

He also called for stronger

focused on a
“runaway federal
spending” and “dangerous overseas
reduction

-

average

participated in

nent

of the fall session.

Howard

Prop. 32: constitutional changes affect¬
ing the state Supreme Court - No position
Prop. 33: allow disabled persons to
postpone tax payments - Yes
Prop. 34: exempts certified historic
structure work from property tax - Yes
Prop. 35: would require legislature to
urge Congress to pass balanced budget
amendment Yes (removed from ballotby state Supreme Court!)
Prop. 36: places restrictions on real
property taxation - Yes
Prop. 37: establishes state lottery with
proceeds for education - No
Prop. 38: places state on record sup¬
porting ballots in foreign languages No position
Prop. 39: creates commission to
redraw legislative boundries - No position
Prop. 40: limits contributions to
political campaigns - No

Creighton also hit his Democratic

along with Republican candidate
Douglas Binderup, despite the fact that
incumbent Congresswoman Barbara
Boxer failed to show up, citing “pressing
Congressional business” on the first day

state voters.

Yes

hour debate before 80 listeners.

Marin County, CA - Sixth Congressional
District LP challenger Howard Creighton
a two-way debate in
Marin’s Showcase Theatre on Sept. 5,

mendations concerning California ballot

with

military involvement”, continuing his
twin campaign themes, during the two-

Creighton Debates

The LP of California

State Executive Committee made
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Alaska

from the 45,000
Placer

Targets
Legislature
Alaska

-

piece mailing which the
County LP is funding. This will be

sent to

each voter household in Placer

County, which is located wholly within
the 1st District, and is the most populous
of the 13 counties therein. The mailing
will feature party candidates, including
Murphy - linking them with Supervisor-

Libertarians Henry Novak,

John Davis and Andre Marrou have all
thrown their proverbial hats “into the

elect Erik Henrikson

ring” seeking to regain an LP presence in
the Alaska State Legislature. The party

format. ■

the local LP

lost two seats in the House in the 1982

-

a race

Candidates
Endorsed

he lost.

The ALP has not been

resting upon
past accomplishments however, and the
three ALP candidates this year are all ex¬
pected to do well in their races.
Overseeing the candidate’s efforts is
veteran Libertarian political strategist
Dick Randolph, who has undertaken the
role of state Campaign Coordinator is
lending his experience to the LP effort.
“A political party must put people in
office,” Randolph told the Alaska press
recently, “While I think the Libertarian
philosophy has a great deal of credibility
in Alaska, a policical party exists to put
people in office, and we have to start do-

Presidential candidate David Bergland
a dozen other Libertarians were en¬

and

Alaska LP leader Dick

dorsed in the recently-released October
‘84 issue of The Works, the most widely

September,

circulated gay

Randolph turned in more than 27,000 signatures in early
than enough to ensure that an initiative to repeal a legislative pay raise
the 1986 state ballot. AP/Wide World Photos.

more

will appear on

Libertarian Andre Marrou of Homer
announced his intention to seek the

District 5B seat in

early June. This

out as a

Homer, Sterling, Ninilchik and Anchor

someone

Point.

said.

“The

majority of Alaskans
liberty, free enterprise,
and less governmental interference in
their lives,” stated Marrou in his cam¬
vast

paign announcement. “This, in
is

what

I

the Libertarian

and

essece,

Party

stand for.”

Marrou, 45, is

a

former Vice Chair of

real estate broker and

self-employed
former engineer¬
a

ing manager. He was educated at
M.I.T. and Columbia University.
District 5B should be

one

of the bet¬

ter LP

districts in the state. In 1982,
Marrou was the only Libertarian in
Alaska to beat

major-party candidate
receiving 28% of
the vote. Marrou’s campaign will be
managed by Edna Anderson, an An¬
in

a

legislative candidate running

is Henry Novak of Ketchikan. An Alas¬
kan most of his life, Novak joined the LP

as

well. This

measure

has

won

the LP

widespread sympathy and support, and
was editorially endorsed giving full credit
to the ALP in the Anchorage Times, one
of the state’s largest papers.

after

working as Ketchikan coordinator
for Randolph’s 1982 gubernatorial bid.
Novak, 34, is a maintenance supervisor
for the City of Ketchikan Parks and
Recreation Department and is seeking his
first elective office in pursuing the
District 1-A seat.

Libertarian, I believe a lot of the
problems in Alaska are the state overstep¬
ping the boundries of what they should
do. If they would eliminate their influ¬
ence, the problems might eliminate them¬
selves,” Novak said in a recent press in¬
a

terview.

personal

believes things should be

going. Novak

cited Libertarian referendum efforts to
abolish the Alaska

Transportation Com¬

mission and to repeal the 1983

raise

legilative
works against burgeoning

as

government.

“Look at the last Legislature as a coali¬

tion. The only thing they could agree on
as a group was to double their
pay. I feel
the Libertarian philosophy is different

enough” to bring

an

improvement, he

concluded. ■

“decentralizing”
bureaucracy before it resembles

theU.S. government. “State government
is already overburdened on the top,” he
observes.

ourselves away
from the state. But the state has the
“We need to

wean

publication in Indiana.
Bergland, who spoke to over 1,000
gays in Indianapolis at a Labor Day
weekend picnic, was also featured in an
accompanying article about the picnic.
The issue also contains a half-page ar¬
ticle on “Gays & The Libertarian Party”
and a very pro-LP letter-to-the-editor.
The feature article

on

“Candidate At¬

titude” by Jim Chaffin discusses the

of various candidates to The
issues. According
to Chaffin, “The Democratic Party can¬
didates responded favorably in general,
but they didn’t say much. The Repub¬
lican responses were somewhat split, with
some excellent displays of terse wit. And
without a doubt, the candidates who
responded from the Libertarian ticket
proved that in this world, there are still
people who are able to be loquacious in
responses

Works survey on gay

cursive.”
After discussion of the various

re¬

from the candidates and citing
Libertarian positions on the issues, Chaf¬
fin begins his conclusion, “To me, the
logical vote is Libertarian...Libertarians
also tend to be terribly sensible about the
sponses

Murphy Faces
Uphill Battle

idea of individual freedom and its

worth.”
Chaffin concludes the article with
note

Grass

Valley, CA - Orthopedic surgeon
Murphy is waging a spirited but
uphill battle in his bid to seek the 1st State
Robert

Senate District seat in this northern

California area, which encompasses the
LP Placer County stronghold. Murphy,

40, is

transplanted Kansan who arrived
in the California “gold country” via Los
Angeles.
a

This

race

is unusual in that there

are

four candidates, including Murphy, and
the favorite at the moment is incumbent

Ray Johnson, running

as an

indepen¬

dent.
“I think

Novak said he favors

the state

a

direction in which he

race,

chor Point homesteader and rancher.

“As

His involvement in the LP is

a

legislative

Another

community to always look for
else to pay the bill,” Novak

statement about the

pay

the Alaska LP and is

ing it. We have to survive under the def¬
inition of what a party does.”
“I wouldn’t say it’s a matter of life or
death that we win some legislative seats,”
says Andre Marrou, a Libertarian House
candidate from Homer, “but I would call
it highly urgent.”
In addition to his duties as “political
godfather”, former Chair Randolph was
instrumental in seeing that over 27,000
Alaskans signed a petition sponsored by
the ALP to put to the voters a repeal of
the enormous pay raise the legislators
gave themselves last year. The lawmakers
doubled their annual pay to $50,800, and
gave themselves large pension increases

money. Let’s pay it off and get it done.
Then let’s stop and look at our de-pendence on the state. I think that’s a cop-

District includes Kenai, Soldotna,

favor individual

A ndre Marrou

and will resemble

Bergland,

general election with the defeat of incum¬
bent Ken Franning of Fairbanks and the
decison of then-party chief Dick Ran¬
dolph not to seek another term in order
to run for Governor

-

newsletter, Placer Gold, in

people will get tired of the

results of elections, as I did a few years

and drift and Find themselves in our
party.” Murphy said in a recent inter¬
view. “As more people become conscious
of that, there will be more Proposition
ago,

Bob

Congres¬
sional candidate, Brad Warren. “I’m in
favor of laws which ignore sexuality. I’m
also in favor of civil rights. But, I cannot
support coercion of individual citizens.”
In addition to Bergland, the following
Libertarian candidates

Murphy should benefit, however,

were

endorsed:

Jim Ridenour, Governor
Ben

Tackitt, Lt. Governor

Steve Dasbach, Superintendent of
Public Instruction
Cecil Bohanon, Congress (2nd
District)
Joe Laiacona, Congress (4th Dist.)
David Osterfeld, Congress (5th Dist.)
Dr. Barbara Bourland, Congress (7th
Dist.)
Mike Fallahary, Congress (8th Dist.)
Brad Warren, Congress (10th Dist.)
Fred Peterson, State Representative,
Dist. 48

Albert

13’s.”

a

from LPI 10th District

Barger, State Rep. Dist. 55
Rep., Dist. 56■

Richard Smith, State
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Washington
Candidates Hit

Taxes, Spending
Olympia, WA

Arlington accountant

-

Mack Barnette and Tacoma

Allard

nurse

Karen

carrying the LP banner in this
fall’s elections in the Evergreen State.
Mack Barnette, 52, is seeking the State
Treasurer’s spot and is running on a
straightforward libertarian platform of
increasing personal liberty and reducing
government controls. He has also pledg¬
are

ed to work for laws that will reduce state

spending and cut taxes.
David

City Club Forum Director Alan Davis (r) briefs Bergland on the Forum’s 100 station

Bergland at City Club Forum

radio network.

of the ground or silo a nuclear missle and
witness it being dismantled. I would then

Cleveland, OH - The LP ticket of David
Bergland and Jim Lewis both made suc¬
cessful tours of Ohio in the month of

September.
Early in the month, LP VP contender
Jim Lewis held interviews with the

Youngstown Vindicator and the Akron
Beacon-Journal, during his visit and
went on to speak at the northern Ohio LP
state meeting. He also spoke at John Carroll University to students and conducted
radio interviews.
Mack Barnette

September, presidential candiate Bergland arrived in Cleveland on

Karen

Allard, 28, is making her debut
in politics this year for two reasons: first,
to promote the LP in Washington state,
and secondly, to help to reduce taxes,
government spending and bureaucratic
regulation within the state.
Described

as a

“hard line” libertarian

who nevertheless

hopes to gradually in¬

troduce and convert the state to liber¬

tarianism, her position on taxation is also
straightforward. “We don’t want to take
the public’s money, we want to give it
back to them.”
In her work

as a

nurse,

tion with interim tax credits and other in¬

centives for private schools,
on

remains her

this issue.

Both Allard and Barnette

aiming to
it up by
saying, “I will have won, if not in votes,
then in education,” with her campaign
educate the voters. Allard

are

sums

efforts. ■

PASSPOR TS
DUAL

CITIZENSHIPS

of

Principality
(Est.

KNIGHTS
Write:

1974).
TEMPLER

Box

of the Cleveland Plain Dealer newspaper.
He

interviewed

by two radio stations,
one of which aired segments of the inter¬
view for five subsequent days.
was

Hinkle Seeks

Assembly Seat
San Jose, CA

Allard has said,
she often sees families eroded by misuse
of the welfare system. Children raised in
a welfare-dependent environment even¬
tually find themselves with no incentive
to work on their own, she notes.
Education is another important issue
in her race. “Our government schools are
inefficient and have graduated poorly
educated youth,” she said in a recent in¬
terview. Eventual privatization of educa¬

platform

the 27th and met with the editorial board

,

from

Caste 11 ania,
Info.:
Info.:

$5.
$3.

40201, Pasadena, CA

District 25 California
Assembly candidate Mark Hinkle has
come out strongly for a part-time state
legislature, and has already announced
his support for a state constitutional
amendment to achieve this reform, being
planned by Proposition 13 co-author
Mark Hinkle

-

the

same

test.”

He concluded

highlight of the visit was his
September 27 speech to the Cleveland Ci¬
ty Club Forum, which is organized by
a

number of

famous guests over

the years.
Bergland gave his usual straightfor¬
ward presentation, calling taxation
“theft” and the military draft “slavery.”
Bergland deemed the IRS “the closest
thing we have to a government terrorist
organization” said that the best method
to

Later in

to

The

Alan Davis and has hosted

Russia and put Russian leadership

go to

LP Ticket Tours Ohio

by inviting what he
“special freedom interest
groups” to join the Libertarian Party.
David Bergland went on to speak at
Cleveland State University to an audience
of about 60, and then headed for Cincinnatti. He concluded his Buckeye state
tour with more radio and newspaper in¬
terviews, an address to the Law Students
Association of Cincinnatti, and a fun¬
termed

draiser at the Cincinnati Club. ■

Liber-tees

reduce the size of the federal deficit “is

drastically reduce the size of the
government” and urged a return
to a sensible foreign policy.
“If I am elected,” Bergland told his
fifty plus listeners, “I will invite (Russian
foreign minister) Gromyko here to Utah,
Montana or Nevada, to watch us take out

A collection of somewhat

to

outrageous T-shirts

federal

All

deaigna copyrighted by B.M.G.

s

IBS.
WE MAKE MONET
THE 010 FASHIONED WAY
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Paul Gann.
It

a recent press release, Hinkle noted
legislative costs had increased enor¬
mously in recent years as well as a “start¬
ling increase in the number of new laws
passed, the vast majority of which violate
individual rights, destroy jobs and
economic opportunity, and disrupt the
voluntary social process of production
and free exchange.”
He notes that 19 state legislatures have
part-time legislative sessions and that
others have placed limits on per-diem ex¬
penditures paid to legislators.
Concluding with the message that he
will support a constitutional amendment
in California to revert back to a part time
legislature, Hinkle ends with the com¬
ment “we must lighten the burden of
government before it breaks our backs.”
Hinkle, a member of the Libertarian

dft W
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National Committee and the California
LP Executive

Committee, is also the

Honest

Chair of Santa Clara Libertarian Council
and holds

degree in geology from San
Jose State. He is currently an electronic
packaging design specialist with IBM.
In other campaign announcements,
Hinkle has focused on crime (elimination
of police resources devoted to crimes
without victims) and reductions of public
utility rates (by providing for more free
market competition). ■
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editorials/features)
Bergland For President
by Ed Clark

Each of

Ed Clark was the Libertarian Party
presidential candidate in 1980 and is a
founding member of the LP.
We have reached the peak of the 1984
campaign. After Labor Day, the atten¬
tion of the American public is increasing¬
ly focused on politics. This gives all
Libertarian political activists an excep¬
tional opportunity to bring our positions
before the public and to encourage them
to support our candidates and adopt our
principles. As libertarianism is becoming
more and more of a by-word in American
politics, our opportunities to persuade
the public to accept our views expand.
Each of our 1984 campaigns offers
such an opportunity, but the biggest op¬
portunity is, of course, the presidential
campaign. Ronald Reagan appears to be
a walk-a-way winner and, contrary to
1980, the public understands that this will
happen. With his rising protectionism,
record spending and unprecedented
deficits, Reagan’s decreasing free-market
rhetoric is even less persuasive now than
it

w'as

for

in 1980. These facts make it easier

voters

to

listen

to

libertarian

arguments and to vote for David

Bergland and Jim Lewis.
Each of us can help to capitalize on this
great opportunity and help the presiden¬
tial campaign. This year we do not have a
wealthy and generous Vice-Presidential
candidate financially able to make extra¬
ordinary contributions to our campaign.

us

must

pick

the load, and each of

up a

little

us can

more

of

do this. The

Bergland/Lewis campaign needs money
advertising and materials. It needs
your support and participation in cam¬
paign events. It needs the benefit of your
own personal
campaign efforts, whether
your choose to write letters to the editor
or obtain Bergland literature to
pass out
to your friends and neighbors.
For many of you, the Bergland cam¬
paign is the best way to support liber¬
for

tarian efforts between

Day. It is

now

and Election

opportunity to reach large
numbers of Americans in the next few
your

weeks.

And, of course, our presidential can¬
didate, David Bergland, deserves your
support. He has been campaigning ac¬
tively since September 1983. He has made
more appearances, visited more states,
traveled more miles, than any of our
previous candidates (including me). In
terms of personal contributions and
dedication, he is an example to all of us.
Matched with the equally inspiring ef¬
forts of running mate Jim Lewis, we all
have

a

ticket for which

we can

proudly cast our votes.
I urge each of you to make

and should

a

concerted

effort to support

the Bergland/Lewis
campaign with all your efforts and
resources, as the best possible way to
spread our ideas. In doing so, your ef¬
forts will also build our Party, which of¬
fers the best organized political obstacle
to unlimited government. ■
command center for the National Com¬

mittee by saying, “they are not unlike

can

mittee. With the

garbage collectors: you don’t realize how
much they do unless they quit doing it.”
First, the national party office is a
point of contact for anyone looking for
the Libertarian Party, as well as a focal
point for the news media. We are the

tape series,

development of local
and state party affiliates and our natural
inclination toward decentralization, the
national office has evolved into

more

of a

service bureau and network center for the

by Honey Lanham, Libertarian

Party

National Director
At the July National Committee
meeting in Rochester, NY, agenda item
#22 was titled, “Shall we close the LP na¬
tional office and disband the staff?”
With no backup material sent out prior to
this meeting, many members were
curious about this proposal, which prov¬
ed to be an entree to discussion of our

goals and strategies. Elowever, in the pro¬
cess there was discussion about the pur¬
pose
fice.

and activities of the LP national of¬

Over the years, that purpose has
changed. At first, the Libertarian Party

affiliates.
Then, we had to help affiliates stay
organized and start getting ballot access.
As the state parties became stronger,
many opened their own headquarters and
developed their own local affiliates.
Throughout this process, the national
LP office also served as something of a
needed to establish state party

Party.
The last two years have seen some
dramatic changes for the National Liber¬

tarian Party. In mid-82, we were faced
with a $150,000 debt (dating back to

1980), troubles with the Federal Election
and computer
paralysis. It took a year of hard work,
frugality, stretched payments, improved
fund-raising, and the generosity of our
membership to stay in business and pay
off that debt. We got the FEC off our
backs and our computer “up to speed.”
But before we could take a deep
breath, we began working on the 1984
ballot drives. Even with our improved
financial status, the national party had to
borrow about $40,000 to finance ballot
access this year. However, our credit is
good and our condition stable.
What are we doing now at the national
office? An experienced headquarters
volunteer, David Saum of Virginia,
Commission (FEC),

described

us

at

the recent National Com¬

communications center for the National

Libertarian Party. We ensure the produc¬
tion of the Libertarian Party News,
which you are

reading. We maintain the
membership and contribution
files and our large mailing list. We pro¬
vide computer services for affiliate par¬
national

ties and candidates. We

are

get it, more media contact, a cassette

paigns, and

national issue cam¬
reduction in internal con¬

some
a

flict. But the final and official decisions
will be made in December at the National

Committee’s annual goals meeting in Salt
Lake City.
In any case, our real success in 1985
will depend upon the individual decisions
that you and the rest of our membership

make about what you will personally do
for the cause of liberty. I look forward to

working with each of
reaching that goal. ■

you

towards

the LP

materials mail order service. The head¬

quarters office handles the day-to-day
business of the Libertarian National
Committee and works with its members

projects for fundraising, outreach,
education, building membership, can¬
didate support, ballot access, and so on.
on

We do whatever needs to be done in the
name

of the Libertarian Party.

But where do
can we

we

go

from here? What

expect in 1985? I predict more and

better services, a national effort to ease
access barriers through legislative

ballot

lobbying as well as in the courts, an offpush for ballot acccess wherever we

year
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From the Chair

spender? Or would you rather have
Reagan, who lies knowingly when he says
he won’t raise taxes, and who’s probably
a bigger spender than Mondale, even if
everyone doesn’t know it?
Get the picture? You can’t favor either
Reagan or Mondale without supporting
war, tyranny, and taxes. That’s why I

by Paul Grant
Libertarian Party Chair

Libertarian.

Frequently, 1 am asked by non-lib¬
ertarians, “who would you consider the
lesser of two evils, Reagan or Mondale?”
Frankly, I don’t know, and I refuse to

vote

make

freedom, regardless of which major party
candidate is president, or who controls
Congress. And it might seem too obvious
to need stating, but you can never trust
the government!
I said it might seem obvious, but I keep
hearing comments from libertarians

be

choice between them. Either will

a

form of

poison for this country, so I
refuse to expend any of my valuable time
trying to pick between them.
Would you rather have as president a
man (Mondale) the whole world can
perceive as a wimp (weakness leads to
war) or a man (Reagan) the world can
perceive as belligerent (which provokes
hostile attitudes around the world, as
a

small countries fear U.S. intervention in
their

affairs)? I would choose neither.
rather have a man (Mon¬
dale) who appoints federal judges that
will let criminals off easily? Or would you
rather have Reagan, who appoints
federal judges that have absolutely no
respect for anybody’s individual rights or
Would you

civil liberties?

rather have as president a
(Mondale) who promises to raise
taxes, and who everyone knows is a big
Would you

man

If there is

one

thng that

every

liber¬

tarian should realize, it is that the next
four years will not be friendly to

which lead

naive

me

to

equitable, i.e.,

long

as

Peter Grace among

them,

he’s afraid there will be
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one

is also hard for the individual to

it won’t hurt

as

much!

libertarians are
pushing, is IRA’s and Keough’s, and
other private pension plans, as alter¬
natives to Social

Bjornseth

Production/Typesetting: Service Photo Copy
Printed

on

Security. They want to
push Congress to expand these programs,
so people will have something to fall back
on when Social Security runs out of
money. What these proponents of con¬
gressional action supporting private pen¬
sion programs don’t seem to understand,
is that the Congress considers these pro¬
grams government “tax expenditures”
(the government not taking your money
becomes the same as giving it to you).
Hence it becomes subject to full congres¬
sional control. If Social Security looks
like it might run out of money, then why
wouldn’t Congress try to get their hands
on the private pension money to shore it
up ?
And before they reach out to seize pen¬
sion funds, Congress will pass ap¬
propriate legislation to control pension
fund investments, as they are already do¬
ing. That’s why IRA’s and Keough’s
have been banned from investing in gold
and silver and collectibles (that’s right,

'Editor

Katy, TX 77450

Family Matters

subscription to Inquiry. However, I
have not been receiving Inquiry. Could
you please look into this matter for me?

Republican conventions, I
heard both parties extol the virtues and
values of the family. Although I have
followed the political scene since the late
1960’s, I was suddenly struck by a new
understanding of what the campaign
rhetoric really said to me as a citizen. My
work as a marriage, family and in¬
dividual counselor in private practice in
Bellevue keeps me aware of issues of
parenting and it seemed that governemnt
had gotten into the role of parent.

year

Thanks.
James H.

official connection with the
Former subscribers
have been told that their unfulfilled
subscriptions will be redeemed by an
equivalent number of issues of Reason
magazine, published by the Reason
Foundation. Further questions should be
directed to: Inquiry, 1320 G Street, S.E.,
Washington, D.C. 20003. Ed.
no

Libertarian Party.

even

This

as

summer

I watched both the

Democrat and

The liberals
ment headed

seem to want a

govern¬

by “Mother”, who will pro¬

mise to nurture and take

care

of her fam¬

ily. The welfare state (e.g., Education,
Health and Human Services) is created
by the need of politicians to mother the
public. It is easy to love a government
that takes care of us, but such a govern¬
ment makes

it difficult to become

an

in¬

dependent, fully functioning adult.

Another program some

Bill Evers

Bergland Campaign Editor:

though

business--it will fall on each of
us as consumer, as a sort-of national sales
tax. Again, the VAT is being sold as more
fair, or less burdensome, than the income
tax. Hype the fairness angle, and people
will be more accepting of tax increases.

indicated.

Associate Editors:

even

freedom left in

by the time his grandchildren
gone), because a VAT won’t fall

directly
Party News is the official

no

Feedback

21715 Park Brook Dr.

publication was being terminated
and that in return I would receive a three-

and had

(value added tax) is another

increase taxes “fairly.” Some
businessmen think this one is good (J.

and content. Send to:

that the

Iowa Falls,

to

Editor, consistent with the purpose of
LP News, and may be edited for length

meeting voted overwhelmingly against
investigating the possibility of quali¬
fying for such funds. Ed.

this country

The VAT

scheme

phone number of the author (for
verification purposes only). Letters
will be selected at the discretion of the

“Inquiries”
Early this year I purchased a three-year
subscription to Update whose editor was
Tom Palmer. Then, sometime in May, I
received a letter from Mr. Palmer stating

are

their “fair share.”

must include

the idea. The recent National Committee

Ioerger
IA
Inquiry’s editor issued a letter in
September informing subscribers that the
magazine was ceasing publication and
that the July issue was the last to be
published. The magazine was published
by the Libertarian Review Foundation

everyone pays

Sec¬

kept short and
the name, address and

tion. Letters should be

presidential cam¬
paign probably could qualify for federal
matching funds, the prevailing sentiment
in the LP seems to be staunchly against

as to

support more government, so

Policy

While the 1984 LP

to believe that some are so

put their faith in government.
else, but faith in government,
could lead an individual to join with
Treasury Secretary Regan and advocate a
flat tax. A flat tax on gross income is im¬
possible (since expenses vary so much
from one business to another), and a flat
tax on net income means introducing
deductions again, with different opinions
on what’s a legitimate expense. The flat
tax is a charade to increase people’s con¬
fidence in government, and thus render
them susceptible to accepting higher taxes

Letters

LP News accepts letters from readers
for publication in our Feedback

Continued page 24

What

taxes are

Libertarian

Reagan signed the bill). If your private
pension plan is investing according to
Congress’ wishes, and if you are dutifully
reporting everything relating to your pen¬
sion plan to the IRS each year-then what
makes you think the money is yours? On¬
ly blind faith in government would lead
you to that conclusion.
Do you have blind faith in your
government? If so, you probably also
think we have a “relatively free’’
economy. Relative to what? That slave
pen called the Soviet Union?
You don’t own anything, at least not
legally. If you “own” real property, in

23
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Matching Funds Okay
LP News recently reported that NatCom rejected a proposal to accept federal
election matching funds.
Certainly, accepting stolen money is a
crime, too. When Libertarians rule, it
will not be allowed. But

we

do not. Let

interim argument.
Since Libertarians’ taxes feed the cof¬

me

offer

an

fers of the Federal Election Commision,

would not restitution of

our

moral and fair? I propose

share be

that the LP

take the percentage of funds available to
it equal to the percentage of Libertarians
among

registered voters in the U.S. We
right, even an obligation, to ask

have the

for the return of what is
Let

us use

ours.

the occasion of distribution

of those funds to state that the LP abhors

legalized theft, yet stands solidly in favor
of restitution of stolen property.
If I must have taxes extracted, let them

least support my own
didates.
at

Jay Watrous
Scottsdale, AZ

party’s

can¬

The conservatives
ernment headed

seem to want a

gov¬

by “Father”, who will

provide discipline for his family and de¬
fend it from real or imagined enemies.
The police state (e.g., Defense, FBI) is
created by the need of politicians to
father the public. It is easy to respect a
government that protects us, but difficult
to question its authority and become
autonomous

adults.

The

problem that I see with govern¬
ment acting as “Parents” is that it
presumes and creates a dependent public
of children as citizens. Political promises
to care

for and protect us seem to get

polticians elected. Unfortunately, a
childlike citizenry wants more, and does
less and less for itself. Our federal deficit

reflects

a government that has become an
indulgent and protective parent.
For adult citizens, a healthier “family”

government

situation would be

“Grandfather-Grandmother” govern¬

and respected, but cer¬
tainly not expected to take responsibility

ment, honored

Continued page 24
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his constituents, but he

Feedback

help in

It may

us.

take

of need. A Christmas pre¬
a job for the
teenager, bail for the erring offspring.

some

effort

to con¬

self-discipline and self defense. But
healthy soci¬

I feel it is the first step to a

ety.
Robin Swailes
National LP Chair Paul Grant

From the
Chair
From page 23

reality

you rent it from the government,
in the form of property taxes. Don’t pay

the taxes, and the government will take it
back.
If you

have money in the bank, the
government can find out about it (bank
secrecy is illegal), and take it, if they
want. Taking more than $5,000 out of
the country is illegal, unless you tell the
government. It’s illegal not to report
foreign bank accounts you might have.
Where is your economic freedom?
Well, some say, “at least we don’t have
wage and price controls.’’ Oh no? Don’t
they know the IRS has imposed wage
and price controls by regulatory edict?
These controls

are not

complete yet, but
the principle has been established.
If I loan you money at low or no in¬

terest, the IRS may decide what “market
interest rates” are, and charge you taxes
to the “hidden income.” If you
stay in
someone’s house rent-free, the IRS can

charge

income taxes on the “market
rent you didn’t pay. If the
IRS doesn’t like the salary my company
pays me, they can change my salary to
what they think it should be, for tax pur¬
poses. By these “tax administration”
measures, the IRS determines what wages
and prices should be!
Should libertarians join with govern¬
ment leaders to promote programs such
as the flat tax, VAT, expanded IRA’s
and Keough’s, etc., and by so doing, pro¬
mote people’s confidence and trust in
government? Not if they value their liber¬
ty!
My litmus test, when asked whether or
you

value” of the

not I

support any government program,

candidate,

proposal is this: will it result
in increased liberty, and would my sup¬
port in any way require that I increase
my trust in government? If I can’t answer
“yes” to the first, and “no” to the se¬
cond, I won’t get involved.
I value my freedom. Government is the
enemy of freedom. I don’t trust the
government to act in my best interests.
It’s that

or

simple.
Reagan or Mondale? Neither. Flat
tax? No. VAT? Government promotion
and involvement with private pension
plans? No.
Liberty?
Absolutely. ■

Bellevue, WA
Wasted Votes,

case

Never mind that the motives

vince politicians who want to Mother or
Father us that we are grown up, can take
care of ourselves, and make decisions
about

there with

for the poor widow,

sent

From page 23

for

was

Cont’d.

In the

August LP News, Doug Hoiles
asked for recommendations to respond
to the “wasted vote” argument
against
voting for a candidate who is not a
Democrat or Republican.
I say, “voting for the lesser of two evils
perpetuates evil. Break free. Vote Liber¬

were

not

always the highest. Sure, a dollar spent
this way could lead to hundreds in graft,
and so on. The point is this: it made votes
on election
day. The Vare organization
often

carried

whole wards without

a

single dissenting vote.
I don’t say that Libertarian precinct
captains have to do the same things. But
they must first of all show that they are
interested in other people, willing to help
legitimately when needed, and most of
all, telling what good things Libertarian
Party victories can do for everybody. I’m
83. and Libertarianism is the best thing

When

“Even
though I agree with the Libertarians, I
don’t want to waste my vote because they
can’t win”, I respond with, “You either
believe in something or you don’t. Aren’t
you willing to act according to what you
someone

says to

me,

believe?”

usually works for

me.

work for

Continued page 43

continuance vote

for higher taxes, bigger government,
larger deficits and more infringement of
your individual rights.
The ONLY way that your individual
vote CAN be counted, is to vote Liber¬
tarian. Your vote will be counted by the
LP (and other parties too) and the ever
increasing totals are made a part of the
public record.
Your Libertarian vote IS counted, and
voting Libertarian is the only way that
you can vote for CHANGE. Your Liber¬

Brochures
Cleveland, OH - To take advantage of all
into this year’s local
campaign efforts, particularly with
respect to the dozens of well-written and
designed campaign leaflets and
the hard work put

tarian vote is counted

as a vote

FOR tax

repeal, FOR small government, FOR
balanced budget spending and FOR the
restoration of your individual rights.
Don’t waste your vote. Vote LIBER¬
TARIAN.
Make your vote count. Vote LIBER¬

TARIAN.
Glen F.

Snively
Costa Mesa, CA
Grassroots

Presidential

vote within 6 hours of the
final poll closing without having to rely
on the news media.

Libertarians

endorse Bill Ever’s article

May/June LP News. Especially his
concluding statement: “the success of the
cause

lies in local grass roots

politics.”
was

the

across

particular, brochures for local

races

scarce

and

impressive ones have been pro¬
by 1984 candidates. The national

office will

oversee

the country will

of election

polls in their

areas

key precincts in ad¬
night. Then after the
close, they will be pre¬

for the first vote tabulation in these

precincts - along with the media and
political parties’ representatives.
With the 1984 vote in hand, our
pollwatchers will either bring to, or con¬
tact by telephone, a pre-designated
meeting place which will be in direct con¬
tact with the Campaign ‘84 vote projec¬
tion headquarters. Once these raw votes

this effort and make

the results available as part of the LP’s
literature and materials distribution pro¬
gram.

and the related historical votes

their state.

Campaign ‘84 will provide these local
networkers with “flash reports” on
various projected statewide and high pro¬
file campaign votes, when the local col¬
lection center phone-in their results. All
Libertarians will be able to contact the

party’s national office in Houston for the
lastest available projections. (See related
article elsewhere in LP News for

hoped that a compilation of 1984
campaign materials will be available early
next year.

Candidates and others who have

cam¬

paign materials they would like included
should send examples (two if possible) to:
Bernard Baltic, 12550 Lake Ave., Suite
1111, Lakewood, OH 44107. ■

key to the

many Hall; the
machine in Albany;

success

of Tam¬

O'Connel/Corning

the Vare machine in
Philadelphia and many others.
Everything depended upon the precinct
captain. He not only knew personally all

more

details).
Individuals who

It is

are com¬

piled at the local level, they will be chan¬
neled to our Campaign ‘84 operation to
complete the vote projection process for

are

participating in this

also interested in

vote

reporting net¬

would like a copy of the vote
projection to be mailed on November
7th, should contact: Campaign ‘84 Na¬
tional Coordinator, 510 Press Bldg.,
Binghampton,
NY
13901,
607-722-6421(0), 607-798-9874(h) by Oc¬
work,

or

tober 31st.B

SBBSCIBE NOW!
Gift

in the

Libertarian

program to

and offices have often been
several

subscriptions can be given to friends, relatives, schools or libraries.
Only S10 per year keeps you abreast of the nation’s fastest growing
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Send to: LP News

our

the entire nationwide Libertarian

DON’T RISK MISSING A COPY OF LIBERTARIAN PARTY NEWS.

Organization

to

a

gather, collate and reproduce the best of
the 1984 campaign material and make it
widely available to others.

duced

polls close on

same

Campaign

In

the

other

Baltic has announced

a

Campaign ‘84

party’s history, we’ll be able to project

Northville, NY

brochures, Ohio LP activist Bernard

perpetuation of the status quo. It is

use as soon as

LP vote records for

Harrodsburg, KY

wasted because it is

year,

November 6th. For the first time in

vance

Eric Elliott

If you vote OTHER than Libertarian,
your vote is wasted. It is wasted on the

July of last

John E. Erb

Wanted!

Wheeling, IL

This

Since

(our national service bureau for all local,
state and federal Libertarian candidates)
has been developing a vote reporting net¬

sent

J.S. Biersteker

This is

’84 Report

collect the 1980 Clark and other historical

I’ve met in life.

tarian.”

This

Campaign

Subscription, 7887 Katy Frwy., #385, Houston, Tx. 77024
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Dialing for Dollars, Mailing
for Money, Begging for

network TV time. Instead,

has been unable to do. It takes money to

it would buy
print ads in major magazines designed to
reach the reading/thinking public, or run
TV ads on independent stations in time
slots designed to elicit phone responses.
The purpose is not so much to gain votes,
as it is to gain prospects.
If BFP can raise money above what is

make money.

It always has, and it always

needed to meet its current financial com¬

By the November 6 election day, the
Bergland for President campaign (BFP)
will probably have raised close to
$600,000 dollars. Far less than the Clark
campaign. For that amount, (plus an ad¬
ditional amount spent by the National
LP) the campaign will have achieved

mitments, then we can afford to buy
advertising. Whether or not this happens
is dependent on the success of a fundrais¬
ing letter mailed by Bergland in late
September.
By the time this article reaches you the
following numbers will probably be ob¬
solete, but they are never-the-less instruc¬

ballot status in

tive.

Bucks
ed

a lot of things to be done in the area of
fundraising that the Bergland campaign

by Perry Willis

Perry Willis is the Bergland for President
Committee's Finance Director.

Pessimists would deem it inevitable
that the most essential

job in the Liber¬

tarian movement is also the most noxious

human sensibilities. Fundraising,
despite all the art and craft which can be
employed in doing it, is still nothing more
than a glorified form of begging.
And no one has less taste for begging
than the average Libertarian. But beg we
must. In this election year it is not only
more necessary than ever to raise money,
to

it is also

more

difficult.

Perhaps you’ve heard this story be¬
fore: A very generous man named David
Koch gave $2 million of his own money
to the Libertarian effort in 1980 (in addi¬
tion to being our Vice Presidential can¬
didate). That money came to us at vir¬
tually no cost, and it created so much ex¬
citement in the Party that many other
contributors gave more than they might
have otherwise.

will.

mitments, BFP must raise more than
$100,000 during the months of
September and October. This means that
in order for the campaign to run any
advertising at all, it must equal or surpass
the best fundraising months it has had to

leave

•Dialing for Dollars: Phone opera¬
tions in California and Arizona have

no

debt.

In 1980 the Clark

campaign bought

date.

Funds for the
from three

of money

do this. But

money,

even

money

if BFP had

more

it would probably not spend it

on

time, but is subject to
change without notice, due to rapidly
changing circumstances. Questions about
specific campaign stops or up-to-date
plans should be directed to:
Bergland Campaign Schedule Coor¬
dinator: Sharon Ayres

The schedule below

was accurate as

of

time, but is subject to change
without notice (to take advantage of lastminute campaign developments.) Up-todate information may be obtained from:
press

the Lewis for Vice President Schedule

Coordinator:
Thomas Ross

Oct. 16 Las Vegas,
Oct. 17 Dallas, TX

NV

Dick Boddie

releases to various radio and

campaign effort.

State

Philadelphia, PA
Say brook, CT
13-14 Nashua, NH (NH LP State
Convention)
15 Columbia, SC

Oct.

Oct. 23 Seattle, WA

Oct.

Oct. 24-25

Oct. 16-17 Durham, NC

Oct.

Oct. 17-19 Tennessee

Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.

Home

Oct. 31 UC
Nov.

Nov.
Nov.

Berkeley, CA
1-2 San Diego, CA
3-5 Open
6 Election Night Party in Los
Angeles area (details to be an¬
nounced)

With

in the final stages

Oct. 19-20

Kentucky

Oct. 21-22 Columbus, OH
Oct. 23

Chicago, IL

Oct. 24-25 Iowa
Oct. 26-27
Oct. 28-30

Omaha, NB
Wyoming

welcome boost to the

was a

on

“special contributor” donations, and he
began traveling with LP candidate David
Bergland in early September. He is well
qualified for the task, however, since he
is the president of his own firm, The
Motivators, Inc., of Huntington Beach,
which is a private network which pro¬
duces and sponsors speakers, seminars,
workshops, videos, books and publica¬
tions on motivation, distributed nation¬
wide.
one

of

a

growing number of

Oct. 30-31 Utah

black libertarian activists, and is a great-

Nov. 1-4 California

grandson, grandson, and son of Baptist
ministers. Despite this heritage, Dick

Maria, CA
Santa Barbara, CA
6 Election Night Party, Los
Angeles, CA. ■

Nov. 5 Santa

Nov.

Boddie chose instead to become

an at¬

torney, with degrees from Bucknell

University and
1

'

>

>

’■

*

->

outlets

hopes of setting up interviews with
Harris about the subject of alternative
political choices in 1984.
•

a
i

•

law degree from
t •• ** •

' ‘

i: *

.

•

i i

j.

.

New York libertarian John Erb

suc¬

ceeded in

getting a provocative letter-tothe-editor published in the September 10
issue of Barrons, a prestigious financial
publication. He pointed out how LP can¬
didates Bergland and Lewis are the only
two “clear eyed” candidates in the race
“who know where they are going and
how to get there.”
•

Dick is

news

in

His efforts have concentrated

Oct. 11

Oct. 19-20

Anchorage, AK
26, Fairbanks, AK
27 Orange County, CA
28 Open
29 Los Angeles, CA (Town Hall
Forum)
30 Fundraiser at Bobbi Gentry’s

The November issue of

Oct. 9-11 New York

•

and November 6. ■

Dick Boddie

CT

Oct. 6 Silver

Oct. 12 Old

Oct.

Briefs
men’s

Burlington, VT

Oct. 18

Virginia
Washington, DC
21-22 Open

Campaign

fundraising becoming so critical
of the LP presidential
campaign, the addition of BFP fundrais¬
ing consultant and libertarian activist

Oct. 3-4 Old Say brook,
Oct. 5 Delaware

Oct. 15 Costa Mesa, CA

Bergland/Lewis

Springs, MD (MD LP
Convention)
Oct. 7 Gettysburg, PA
Oct. 8 Shippensburg, Carlisle, PA,
Upstate NY

tween now

BFP Staff Profile:

Oct. 7-8 Los

Oct.

Africamerican Liber¬

Gallery, the
magazine, features an article by
Georgia LP Vice Chair James Harris
about third party politics entitled “The
Mice That Roaf.” Covering all third par¬
ties, including the LP, the article focuses
on third party presidential candidates and
their ideas and also analyzes the numer¬
ous difficulties third parties have in ob¬
taining ballot access and public attention.
Gallery has sent out about 100 press

Oct. 5

Oct.

an

experience with several television public
interest programs, and currently lives in
Huntington Beach, California, with his
wife, Ann, and their three daughters. ■

source

Haven, CT. 06515
(203) 389-8200.
Oct. 1-2

Oct.

Confessions of

of funds for the

lucrative

campaign, and also our best hope
finishing the campaign on a high note.
•Begging for Bucks: The area of per¬
sonal solicitation by the candidate or
members of his staff has also been highly
successful, helping the campaign over
numerous rough spots.
But with less than a month to go there
is still much to be done. The Bergland
campaign will require the continuing sup¬
port of every committed Libertarian be¬

Oct. 3-4 Wisconsin

Oct.

Syracuse University.
He has an impressive list of credentials,
starting with his Eagle Scout rank (he’s
still active in scouting), and over the years
has been involved in banking, insurance,
private arbitration and the legal profes¬
sion, in addition to his current activities.
He is also a published author and is
currently working on The Bibliography
for Success and Freedom vs. Slavery, The
tarian, due out later this year. He also has

New

714/966-1211

Chicago, IL
Angeles, CA
10 Tucson, AZ
11 Phoenix, AZ
12 San Mateo, CA
13 Oakland, CA
14 Marin, CA

Dick Boddie

various lists have turned out to be the

P.O. Box 3279

714/754-1776

Oct.

come

times in search
for the campaign.
•Mailing for Money: Mailings to

scoured the country three

Bergland campaign lacks enough

Bergland/Lewis Schedules
This Bergland campaign schedule was

campaign have

sources.

national network television ads. The

most

accurate as of press

In order to meet current com¬

Bergland and Lewis to nearly every state
in the Union, seen more reporters, talked
to more people, and spent more time on
the road than all previous Libertarian
campaigns combined.
In 1980, the Clark campaign ended up
with a tremendous debt. In 1984, if
Bergland fundraising continues at its pre¬
sent pace, the Bergland campaign will

to

The existence of that $2 million allow¬

40 states, sent

over

25
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LP Presidential candidate David

Bergland

the guest speaker at the
City Club Forum, at a special
mid-week session on September 27. The
City Club has a long tradition of presen¬
ting appearances by notable speakers
from a wide spectrum of political, scienwas

Cleveland

Continued page
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hope of the Bergland campaign to gain

Campaign Briefs

both

names

and votes from these ads.

Because station
From page 25

in their

HQ

Central”

“We want to try to

Bush

that

or

let people know
choice besides Reagan-

Mondale-Ferraro. Polls show

large number do not want either
Reagan or Mondale,” Heape declared.
•
The BFP campaign mailed out a
20,000-piece fundraising letter in late
September aimed at funds for TV ads.
Early indications of the response were
positive.
Bergland appeared on the October 8
a

•

broadcast of Cable News Network’s in¬
terview show “Take Two.” Bergland TV

commercials may also appear on that net¬
work

soon.

LP Vice Presidential candidate Jim
Lewis was on hand in Philadelphia on
•

Oct.

11, at the site of the League of
Women Voters-sponsored Vice Presiden¬
tial debates. Reportedly, Lewis’ ap¬
pearance was to signal his protest and to
be

on

hand

for

possible

news

oppor¬

tunities.
•

The BFP

headquarters has been issu¬
ing a steady stream of news releases in re¬
cent weeks. Among the subjects covered
are Reagan’s “crackdown” on Polish im¬
migration to the U.S. (“no less than 85
percent of Polish requests for asylum in
the U.S. have recently been rejected”),
LP ballot placement success, Draft
registration (“registration can only be a
way station to a military draft”), the en¬
dorsement of the LP ticket by 34 former
prominent Republican conservatives,
Reagan’s “deliberate deception” about
future planned Federal tax increases, the
federal bailout of Continental Illinois

Bank, opposition to federal textile label¬
ing rules, and the Populist Party.
•
The BFP campaign also reports that
David Bergland has had interviews with
the New York Times, Newsweek, Time
Magazine and the Los Angeles Times.
While the results of these interviews
aren’t

fully known

NY Times article

as

of press time, the

was

characterized

as

“objective and fair,” by a BFP campaign
spokesman.
•

Sales of Jim Lewis’

book,
Liberty Reclaimed, topped 15,000 the
first month, campaign sources report.
• A
Sept. 26 New York Post column
by Doug Fieden analyzed the political
preferences of the $100,000 per year
new

68, has come out in favor of David
Bergland. Abolition of the IRS seemed to
be the key issue, according to the Post ar¬
son,

ticle.
•

And

speaking of the IRS, LP Vice

Presidential candidate Jim Lewis drop¬
ped in unannounced at one of tax rebel
Irwin Schiff’s “Committee to End IRS
Abuse” meetings in New Haven, Con¬
necticut in early October. Lewis re¬
counted to the crowd of 80 how he

believes the IRS and the income

tax

is

un¬

which the Johnson for President

ing. Both the audience and the visiting

paign produced and

journalists in attendance were impressed
with Lewis’
sincere, candid and for¬

1964. The ad showed

thright stance

this issue. ■

on

Bergland TV

ran
a

field, picking daisies. A countdown
begins as if for a rocket launching, and
then suddenly an atom bomb blast fills
a

screen.

Some conservatives in the past made a

strange claim about the original

by Perry Willis and Laurie Sano

“daisy”ad. They said that any ad which
or hints (as the Johnson ad
did)
that one candidate will do a better job
with mutual arms reduction, also implies
that the opposing candidate wants to
blow up the world. But the effect of ac¬
cepting this conservative claim is to rule
claims

Perry Willis and Laurie Sano are
Bergland for President Committee staff
members.
The newly created Bergland advertis¬
ing spots are being enthusiastically receiv¬
ed. Now being used as a powerful fund¬
raising tool, these four 30-second an¬
nouncements (two TV and two radio)
have helped to raise thousands of dollars.
“When people see the ads they’re anxious
to donate so that we can put them on the
air,”’ explains David Bergland. “First
they applaud, and then they bring out
their checkbooks.”
LP members realize the great

that such

advertising

can

the TV ads.

a

bell jar in which

Using the 1964 “daisy” ad as a
backdrop for his own ad in 1984, David
Bergland says, in effect, that the
“Emperor has no clothes”. The problem

a

but¬

identified 20 years ago. Much talk

has been thrown at it since. The problem
remains. Bergland’s ad states that if you
want more of the same, vote for the Re¬
publicans and Democrats. If you want
progress toward mutual arms reductions,

vote

Libertarian.

These two ads present a clear statement
of Libertarian goals - peace and freedom.

If that’s waht people want, then they
should vote Libertarian. It’s their choice

and their

responsibility. Advertising is
particularly successful at changing
minds. But political ads can reach likeminded or interested people. It is the
not

The first ad features David Bergland

standing next to

out all discussion of mutual arms reduc¬
tion. David Bergland believes that “this
should not be a taboo subject.”

was

1982, may enable the LP to more ac¬
curately predict final results within the

(only once) in
girl standing

original ad attacks no one, and
no names. It simply identifies a
very real, and serious problem - the
danger of nuclear war.

Hitting

As noted elsewhere in this issue, the
Campaign ‘84 LP political service bureau
will be engaged in a vote projection and
analysis effort based on sample vote
totals and historical trends. This effort,
tried on a smaller basis successfully in

election

little

mentions

Ads Hard

ble.”

cam¬

The

same content as

reportedly leaning towards the bipartisan
candidates, Spark Plugs (Roger) Peter¬

in

the

sion Daniels and Carburetor A1

were

terfly flutters. David explains that quite
we have the illusion of freedom,
when in reality we are regulated, restrain¬
ed, and enslaved. He explains that in
order to experience the full value of
freedom we must be truly free. He asks
that we make the effort to gain our
freedom by voting for the Libertarian
alternative. And with that, the removes
the bell jar, and lets the butterfly go free.
The second ad uses a backdrop ofa
very famous and controversial TV spot
often

constitutional and how he has quit pay¬

Indianapolis 500 Speed¬
way’s “gasoline alley”. While Transmis¬

mechanics who service the million dollar

Houston, TX - The National Libertarian
Party headquarters will be serving as
“Libertarian Election Central”, accor¬
ding to LP National Director Honey
Lanham. “Our members are always anx¬
ious to find out how we’re doing on elec¬
tion night,” Lanham said, “and we’re
going to do everything possible to find
out and let them know as soon as possi¬

Putting out a mailing at the Bergland for President Costa Mesa Headquarters. Left to
right (back row), Lee Connelly, Marge Gates, Charles Burris, Bill De Mayo, Donna De
Mayo, Dave Keller, Ann Boddie, Mary Gingell, Perry Willis. Left to right (front
row),
Bill Evers, Dianne Fallon, Ericia Boddie, Laurie Sano.

impact
have, and many
local Libertarian groups have begun rais¬
ing money on their own in order to air the
Bergland ads.
These hard-hitting spots deal with two
major campaign issues: the essential
nature of freedom, and the nuclear arms
race. The radio ads have basically the

machines at the

“Election

-

Night

in St. Matthews.

a

na¬

(741-754-1776). ■

listenership of

they have

should first contact the

Bergland For President office for
additional information and assistance

stations, with
one million.
•
Brian K. Heape, of Cameron, South
Carolina, has been named state coor¬
dinator of Students for Bergland. Heape,
16, is a student at Calhoun County High
estimated

area

tional

wide radio network of 100

that

pur¬

advertising time on behalf of the
Bergland campaign are severely restricted
by Federal Election Commission regula¬
tions, anyone wishing to help sponsor ads

tific and cultural viewpoints. Previous
political speakers have included Jimmy
Carter, George Bush, George McGovern
and Edward Kennedy. City Club Forum
speeches are also broadcast on a nation¬
an

policies for the

chase of

night timeframe.

However, the LP, along with other

so-

called “third

parties”, has always been
plagued with the problem of non¬
reporting of their election results by the
news media, as well as
by election of¬
ficials. They tend to exhibit the attitude
that the only votes which “count” are
those cast for bipartisan candidates. To
overcome this problem, “we’re going to
be relying upon state chairs, National
Committee members, local party leaders,
and the candidates themselves, to let us
know as quickly as possible what the LP
results

are

for their states and races,”

Lanham went

on to explain.
Using the several phone lines available,
the LP headquarters will be hooked up to
any functional computerized “bulletin
board” services in operation, which can
tabulate and communicate results quick¬
ly, assuming that these systems are opera¬
tional by election night. Another national
office phone line will be reserved for
outgoing calls, to reach election return
sources, candidates, new media, and the
Bergland/Lewis campaign headquarters.
The recommended procedure for both
reporting and learning about election
results on election night is as follows:
1. Call either LP headquarters phone
numbers, (713) 686-1776 or (713)

686-9207. There

are

several lines for these

numbers, so even if they’re temporarily
busy, be patient and call again. They
shouldn’t be tied up too long. (It is
preferable to not use the new “800”
number, for cost reasons as well as the
fact that news organizations will be using
it

on

election

night.)

2. Let the staff know who you are

and

whether

not

or

you are

reporting

night,

how voters

we do want to know
feel about us.”

any

results.
3. If you

have results, please be brief.
available, please report:
The race or races involved,
any Presidential ticket results.
percentage of the total expected vote
currently available.
the vote results for the LP candidates,
in absolute terms and percentage of
reported vote,
any useful comparative vote total or
percentages by LP candidates cast in
similar races in 1982 or 1980, if ap¬
plicable,
any information about the area or
kind of votes being reported (eg. “usually
Democratic precincts/counties,”
“Republican incumbent winning by a
landslide”, “a good libertarian area”,
etc.)
any information about the nature of
the race, 2-way, 3-way, 2 out of 3 elected,

Even with this

effort,

LP results
evening of
Nov. 6th or the morning of the 7th, even
though the headquarters will be open un¬
til early morning. Any subsequently
available results should also be reported
during the remainder of the week. Some
LP results are expected to trickle in slow¬
ly, until final results are certified in
various states in early December.
For election night reporting of results
or to learn results, call either: (713)

If

will not be available

-

-

-

-

-

686-1776

or

many

the

on

Houston, TX - National LP Director
Honey Lanham announced that the na¬
tional party has installed a new “800”
toll free phone number, for outreach and
new member information, effective mid-

exceptionally good
highest
priority. Any significant vote percent¬
ages, out-polling a “major party”, or
outright victories should be com¬
as

any

The

new

phone number is 1-800-

682-1776 (except Texas), and will be used
to receive toll free calls made by potential

tion is available.
5. If you will be reporting election
results, tabulating votes, or are part of an

members and those

election

number will

seeking more infor¬
mation about the Libertarian Party. The

night Libertarian get-together,
leave your name and phone number so
that the headquarters can get back to you
for more information. If possible, let the
national office know in

advance,

Finally,

all LP

on

as a

so you

list.
When the number is answered, mem¬

you

bers of the national office staff will first

ask for the name, address and phone
number of the caller and will then find
out

exactly what kind of information

in-depth analysis on election
night about the significance of the results.
7. Keep in mind that calls should be

materials the caller wants.

brief to let other callers have their turn.

calls will not be handled

“We’ll make every effort to overcome
‘media blankout’ if it occurs and let

free number,

vide any

or

Since the cost of this service will be

proportionate to

know how we’re doing on elec¬
tion,” Director Lanham reports. “We
definitely want to hear all the good news

on

the

new

toll-

the toll free number for routine business

will be asked to call in

matters

on

the

regular line, since the “new member”
number should be kept free for its intend¬

quickly as possible. And while our real
impact isn’t always apparent on election

as
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MAIL TO BERGLAND FOR

State

Zip

names on

they often get

the ballot. This

means a

U.S.

LP

Kansas

Senate

candidate

Douglas Merritt (and Atchison City
Councilman) as quoted in the Atchison
Daily Globe, in response to the Kansas
League of Women Voters’ refusal to al¬
low alt candidates who

are on

the ballot

the Sept. 22 televised

participate in
debates:

quality of the philosophy of any
bound together by a common
belief cannot be measured only by the
The

conser¬

international

example he cited the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation’s owner¬
ship of 80 percent of the Continental Il¬
linois Bank in Chicago.
Tulsa World, August 30, 1984
an

numbers of members enrolled. Numbers
are not a

good criteria. If the voters have

choice, the League has a duty to make
that a responsible choice by encouraging
discussion, and not the other way
a

around.
I would remind the ladies that in the

beginning there
and

even one

only 12 Christians,
was shaky.

were

of them

“The

only difference between those
parties is whether the emphasis will
be on a warfare state or a welfare state,”
Lewis said of the Republicans and Dem¬
ocrats. “They are both big government
parties.”
Columbia, SC State, August 19, 1984
two

tax-writing

House Ways and
plans to meet private¬
ly at Patrick Air Force Base, Florida, the
last weekend of this month. Away from
lobbyists and nosy reporters, it is to
Means Committee

Ballot Status

Update
Houston, TX - As of October 12, the
Bergland/Lewis LP presidential ticket
was officially confirmed to be on 38 state
ballots, either under the Libertarian Par¬
ty label or as independent candidates.
In addition, there are three legal cases
pending in states where bizarre legal
technicalities are holding up ballot status.
In Connecticut, the city of Hartford
refuses to accept a small number of
signatures which the state elections office
has already agreed to accept. In Ken¬
tucky, the petitioning deadline was
changed to an earlier date without any
public notice, and in Missouri, signature
distribution requirements on petitions

attached, “It would be terrific if these

fair ballot

:

—

of

these cases, due to previous experience
with unsympathetic courts upholding un¬

I

isiqnaturei

Name

City

radical

$

-

Address

|

groups represent

outside the mainstream

inviting members to attend, Chair¬
Dan Rostenkowski wrote, “After¬
noon
walking tours have been
arranged.” That is the Chicago Demo¬
crat’s way of saying that the members
will have time for golf at nearby courses.
There is something monarchial about
King Danny and his court playing golf
while musing about hiking taxes on the
peasants, and the wonder is that the lat¬
ter let them get away with it.
From
an
unidentified newpaper
editorial “King Danny at Play” torn out
and sent to the LP national headquarters
with the following anonymous comment
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Charge

Republican

trade, don’t want to compete with people
in Taiwan. They don’t want the banks to
go under,” Bergland said. He said the
banking system has become socialized.
As

splinter

far

tax.
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need that the Am¬

June 30, 1984.
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splinter

regular business

usage,

which means the LP
business number, 713-686-1776, will be
used for most regular calls. Callers using

everyone

I

a

basic tenet this election year, or any elec¬
tion year, can never be a wasted one.
From editorial “The Libertarians”, in

tool to make it easier for in¬

terested persons to find out more about
the party and to be placed on our mailing

the “call list”.
will be given a summary
of known results and trends, and any
results in hand specifically requested.
This news summary must of necessity be
brief. It will obviously be difficult to pro¬
6.

placed

candidates for President. The same goes
for the Libertarians, the Prohibitionists,

election workers.

dress but doesn’t. A vote for the

the Little Rock,

Emporians give two
Populist Party

lot of extra and wasted effort for the

“outreach-oriented” literature and is

designed

be put on

can

be

We don’t think

The worst of it is that

Yet, the Libertarian stand for the
dignity of the individual is a
It fills

contingent of

hoots in hell about the

their

freedom and

one.

a

American politics. Usually the leaders of
these parties are obscure people who
crave attention.

Notable
Quotes
welcome

by

excerpted here:

views

HQ Business Number:

erican Civil Liberties Union should ad¬

October.

reliable informa¬

soon as

LP

were met

peasants!”

The Joseph Stalin Citizenship Award is
given to the Emporia (Kansas) Gazette
for their Sept. 4, 1984 editorial
“Pretenders to the Throne”, partially

1-800-682-1776 (except Texas).

‘800’ Number
Set for HQ

results should be considered the

irate

the American Party

Toll-free New Member Number:

•

1-713-686-1776. ■

etc.

municated

new ser¬

To summarize:

•

-

Finally,

scoundrels

hopes for this

vice,” National Director Lanham said,
“this is just one more small way in which
we hope to improve our outreach effec¬
tiveness, our ‘marketing’ technology.” In
addition to the direct benefits of quick
and easy new member contact, “we hope
we can use these phone responses to
measure the efficiency of various kinds of
literature and membership recruitment
techniques.”

(713) 686-9207. ■

-

4.

ed purpose.
“We have great
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which have been held unconstitutional in

several other

being appealed.
still in progress in
South Dakota, Texas and Oregon to gain
ballot access as of press time, although
cases are

Legal efforts

chances for

were

success

access

are

rated lower in

requirements. ■
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1984 Libertarian
Andre Marrou

Candidates

ALASKA HOUSE
Repeat Legislative Pay R
Keep Permanent Funo i;»vidend*
m

the Manas <>f the

People,

Form Kenai Peninsula Coalition
to solve our
problems
Wt.i

Id*.

'

government.

OREGON

HAWAII
Christopher Winter, Cong. Dst. #1
Amelia Fritts, Cong. Dst. #2
Dr. Lafe Harris, Mayor - Honolulu

Deregulate

Transport*!Alaska.

Tonie Nathan, Lane Co. Comm.
Pos. #3
t

Terry Cravan, Y'amhill Co. Comm.

•

i •:

»<><•

Afxlr*

tv

>*««*<’.

for

it...,

£■!•**■»
.

'‘y >*r

r«w

tft$

Pos. #

IDAHO
Donald B.

Josephine DeForest, St. Hse. #29
Ed Marihart, St. Hse, Dst. #19

Billings, US Senate

John Brandt, Sr., Co. Comm.
Michael Wilson, St. Rep. Dst. 20

UTAH
Willy Star Marshall, Cong. Dst. #1
Hugh A. Butler, Cong. Dst. #2
D. W. Crosby, Dong. Dst. #3
Jim Parer, St. Rep. #5
Patricia Hunt, St. Rep. #16
Mary Ann Mickelson, St. Rep. #17
Francis L. Swaner, St. Rep. #18
Richard Bombard, St. Rep. #19
Andy Przybyla, St. Rep. #23
Scott Bergison, St. Rep. #24
Kitty Burton, St. Rep. #26
John R. Craigle, St. Rep. #27
Evy Anita Tessman, St. Rep. #28
Robert Waldrop, St. Rep. #29

Jack L.

Dalton, St. Rep. Dst. 21
Martha Janstrom, St. Rep. Dst. 15
Richard C. Price, St. Sen. Dst. 13

MONTANA
Halprin, US Senate

Neil

ALASKA
Henry Novak, St. Hse. #1-A
John Davis, St. Hse. #5-A
Andre Marrou, St. Hse. #5-B

Charles L. Carr, St. Asm. #5
Fred E. Foldvary, State Asm. #12
John H. Webster, St, Asm. #18

Lawrence B. Dodge, Governor
Clifford F. Thies, Lt. Governor
William Dee Morris, Atty. General

Ross R. W. Parlette, St. Asm. #21
Andrew R. Fleisher, St. Asm. #22

Royer G. Warren, Cong. Dst. #1

ARIZONA
Kenneth Sturzenacker, St. Corp.

Dante

Comm.
Ronald Tobin, St. Corp. Comm.
Lorraina Valencia, Cong. Dst. #3
Herbert Johnson, Cong. Dst. #5

Glenda Bull, St. Asm. #40
Robert T. Gerringer, St. Asm. #41
Taylor H. Rhodes, St. Assm. #43
Neal Donner, St. Asm. #44

DeAmicis, St. Asm. #23
Mark W. A. Hinkle, St. Asm. #25

George Abrahams, St. Asm. #45

CALIFORNIA

Marel “Bud” Bates, St. Assm. #46

Roger Pope, Cong. Dst. #4
Joseph B. Fuhrig, Cong. Dst. #5
Howard C. Creighton, Cong. Dst. #6
Martha Fuhrig, Cong. Dst. #9

Gregory P. Gilmore, St. Asm. #51

Perr

Cardestam, Cong. Dst. #10
William C. White, Cong. Dst. #12
John Redding, Cong. Dst. #13
Fred W. Colburn, Cong. Dst. #14
Richard M. Harris, CD #15
William Anderson, Cong. Dst. #16

Frederick G.

Robert T. Leet, Cong. Dst. #21
Michael B. Yauch, Cong. Dst. #22

Steve

Arthur L. Rubin, St. Asm. #55
Marc F.

Denny, St. Asm. #58
Mary Jo McConnaghy, St. Asm. #62
Sands, St. Asm. #78

Donna L. Tello, St. Asm #79
Robert M. Murphy, St. Asm. #1

James Alan Winter, PSC Dst.
Pos. #5

Patricia Summers, St. Auditor

Michael Tanchek, St. Hse. #1
Diane Stokes, St. Hse. #36

Pickens, St. Sen #1
Kim H. Roberts, St. Sen. #13
Ted E. Brown Jr., St. Sen. #23

Larry Leathers, Cong. Dst. #23
Timothy Custer, Cong. Dst. #24
Anthony Bajada, Cong. Dst. #25
Jeff Averech, Cong. Dst. #27
Donald Fredrick, Cong. Dst. #28
Gail Lightfoot, Cong. Dst. #33
Sara Baase, Cong. Dst. #41
Phyllis Avery, Cong. Dst. #43
Jim Conole, Cong. Dst. #
Patrick Wright, Cong. Dst. #45
Thomas M. Tryon, Co. Superv.,

Kelley, St. Sen. #29

Robert

Joseph Coburn, St. Hse. #59
Mary June Heilman, St. Hse. #6
Peggy Christensen, St. Hse. #60
Tom Stetson, St. Hse. #61
J. R. Myers, Local Govt. Review
Jim Pizzadili, Local Govt. Review
Comm.

Christopher Scarlet, Missoula Cty.
Auditor

NEW MEXICO
Cong. Dst.#l
Shirley Jones, Cong. Dst. #3

Mack J. Barnette, Treasurer
Karen Allard, St. Leg. #26

Bob

Thomas Joe Morris, Cong, Dst. #1
Daniel Becan, Cong. Dst. #2
A. W. Western, Jr., St. Assm. Dst.

Dan

#11

Dean

COMMITTEE TO ELECT TOWE NATHAN

1SS6 am

•
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totftne Off 91440

485-7414
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PRINCIPLES,
NOT PROMISES

Jeff McOmie, St. Rep. #51
Terry Newfarmer, St. Rep. #53
Randall Cates, St. Sen. #2
Biff Baker, St. Sen. #6
Vic Austin, St. Sen #15
Sharon Bird, St. Sen #16
Vera Edwards, St. Sen #23

Comm.

Thomas R. Rushton, St. Hse Dst.

VOTE

LIBERTARIAN

Blatchly, Cong. Dst. #6

Brittain, St. Leg. #40

NEVADA

WYOMING
Craig Allen McCune, Cong. Dst. #1
Larry Gray, St. Sen Dst. #4
Jo Ann Hoppe, St. Hse. Dst. #1

#4

David A. Dawson, St. Hse. Dst. #2
Rich Mikulski, St. Hse. Dst. #8

Richard Everson, St. Assm Dst. #6

Randy Marchese, St. Sen. #3
Patrick O’Neil, St. Sen. #5

Dist. #4

• crrH

I

Fitts, St. Rep. #34

COLORADO
J. Craig Green, US Senate
Dwight Filley, Cong. Dst. #1
Jerry Van Sickle, Cong. Dst. #2

Jim Phelps, St. Hse #53
Geoffrey Lloyd, RTD Board

Libertarian

Cynthia Skousen, St. Rep. #35
Reid Judd, St. Rep. #36
Jim Baker, St. Rep. #38
John Rasmussen, St. Rep. #43
Marsha Vincent, St. Rep. #49

WASHINGTON

Jahelka, Cong. Dst. #3
Fitzgerald, Cong.

Pr«««*yleA yv

Paul Gibson, St. Rep. #30

Steve Curtis,

James Randall
Dst. #4

for Slate Representative Dist. 29

I

George Chapman, St. Rep. #33

Susan Roberts, St. Hse. #56
Michael Wagner, St. Hse. #57

Mark Read

JO de FOREST McINTYRE
f

Elmer Kuball, St. Hse Dst. #1

BILLINGS
fUK

U.S. SENATE

iXMUUATt XtXfcASE.

Andre Marrou

Fred Colburn

State House District 5

TONIE NATHAN
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"A
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MINNESOTA
.1

A

Dan Isaacs, OK Co.

n..

PENNSYLVANIA

John Melcher, Co. Comm. Dst. #2

David K. Walter, Auditor

#14

Daniel Muiholland, Cong. Dst. #18
Gary Shoemaker, Cong. Dst. #19
Charles Stutlcr, St. Leg. #20
Henry E. Haller, III, St. Sen. #43

Erickson, Cong. Dst. #1
Alan Groupe, Cong. Dst. #2
Anthony Harp, St. Rep.
Arne

NEW JERSEY

SOUTH CAROLINA
Davis, US Senate
Cynthia Sullivan, Cong. Dst. #2
Bob Madden, Cong. Dst. #3
Ray Pike, Cong. Dst. #4
Linda Blevins, Cong. Dst. #5
Hugh Thompson, Cong. Dst. #6

Harold F. Leiendecker, US Senate
Gerald Zeldin, Cong. Dst. #1

Steve

Stephen Friedlander, Cong. Dst. #6
Paul D. Nelson, Cong. Dst. #7
Daniel Maiullo, Jr., Cong. Dst. #8
Joseph R. Kerr, 111, Cong. Dst. #12
Richard L. Duprey, Borough/Tow'n

Howard Johnson, St. Senate #4

Councilman

C. Wayne Crews, Jr., St. Sen. #10
Steve Vandervelde, St. Sen. #21

John Moyers, Co. Freeholder
William J. Zelko Jr., Co.

Jan

Freeholder

Mary Lou Seymour, Aiken Cty

#130

Council Dist. #4

Steven Becker, St. Sen. #53

Tony Thomas, Florence Cty. Treas.

NORTH CAROLINA
Bobby Yates Emory, US Senate

#2

Mark

Thornton, Cong. Dst. #3
D. M. Sam Samsil, Cong. Dst. #5
Steve Smith, Cong. Dst. #6
Chuck Ewing, Cong. Dst. #7
Tim Gatewood, Pres. Pub. Ser.
Comm.
Bob

Chapuis, Jefferson Cty. Treas.

Frank

Monachelli, Jefferson Cty.

Comm.

Steve Blackburn,
Robert

Tax Assessor

Finney Cty. Comm
Johnson, Sedgwick Cty. Clerk

Ross Robert

Lowe, Constable #57
Desta Monachelli, Constable #53

ARKANSAS
Ed Gran, Governor

(write-in)

KENTUCKY
Anthony Suruda, Cong. Dst. #6
Thomas P. Vetter, Cong. Dst. #7
Mitchell Wayne, St. Rep. #59

MASSACHUSETTS

Jim Peron, Cong. Dst. #5
Joe Dehn, St. Asmbly Dst.

#117

DELAWARE
Cong. Dst. #1
Eliza Gouvernor, St. Sen. Newcastle
Steven Scow, St. Rep. #11
Dirk A. Schuze, St. Rep. #16
Richard Cohen, St. Rep. #17
Frank L. Wright, Kent Cty. Sheriff
Vernon Etzel,

FLORIDA

MARYLAND
Samuel K. Grove, Cong. Dst.

#8

MICHIGAN
Lynn Johnston, US Senate
James L. Hudler, Cong. Dst. #2
Richard L. Whitelock, Cong. Dst.

Stepanovitch, St. Rep.

NORTH DAKOTA
Brekke, St. Rep.

VERMONT

OHIO

Stephen Murray, Lt. Governor
John M. Simons, Sec. of State
Marla Weiner, Auditor of Accts.

Rep. #59

Wright, St. Rep. #65
I. David Gravlin, St. Rep. #68
Cynthia Blake, St. Rep. #71
Paul Kaiser, St. Rep. #73
Brian R.

Kim

Congdon, St. Rep. #102
Eugene Peterson, St. Rep. #105

Cooley, St. Sen.

George Trask, St. Sen.
Carl Ellis, St. Hse.
Ed McGuire, St. Hse.
Edwin Pell, St. Hse.
Chuck Connors, St. Hse.

Shirley Mobley, St. Hse. #53

Charles

Daniel Stehle, St. Hse. #73

Douglas Moller, St. Hse. #84

WISCONSIN
Gary Barnes, St. Assembly
Jim Rustad, St. Assembly

Robert Chambers, St. Hse. #89

Regents
Bette J. Erwin, UM Bd. of

Joel D. Miller, St. Hse. #100
Dennis Garland, St. Sen. #7

Harold

Anne

Regents
Lichtenberg, WSU Bd. of

Governors

Alice

William M. Hollander, WSU Bd. o
Governors

Hill, St. Sen. #11
Cody, St. Sen. #15

Paul Woodard, St. Sen. #33

n A r/

Sk

J)

jgL-—

James E. Hurell, Cong. Dst. #6
Nicholas Hamilton, Cong. Dst.

John Buttoph, St. Sen.
Bruce Wiley, St. Sen.

B. Frank Robinson, Cong. Dst. #5
Agnes M. Regier, St. Corp. Comm
Cliff J. Wollems, St. Hse. #43
R.C. Sevier White, St. Hse. #46

Rep. #85
Gary R. Bradley, St. Rep. #89
Gerald Stuart, St. Rep. #99

#1

Leonard Clark, St. Sen.
Bob Bennett, St. Sen.

OKLAHOMA
Robert Murphy, US.Senate
Lynn Neal, Cong. Dst. #1
Gordon Mobley, Cong. Dst. #4

Patricia Johnson, St. Rep. #75

g

James Hedbor, Cong. Dst.
William Wicker, Governor

Michael Nunn, Cong. Dst. #9
Milton R. Norris, Cong. Dst. #21

#57

Duane Stillwell, St.

Wendel Hill, St. Sen., Chatanooga
Mike McKinney, St. Sen., Knoxville

Prochnow, Governor

JIN HEDBOR
JIM

\^j7r

mam

-

.

#9
George C. Leef, Cong. Dst. #10
Denise Kline, Cong Dst. #11
Keith P. Edwards, Cong, Dst. #12
Virginia L. Cropsey, Cong. Dst.
#14

Carol H. Warne, U of I Trustee

Cheryl Person-Tillman, U of I

Andrew DeRaddcr, Co. Comm.

St. Hse. Dst. #19

ILLINOIS
Steven 1. Givot, US Senate

Joseph A. Maxwell, U of 1 Trustee

Norma Lichtenberg,

Trustee

INDIANA
James A. Ridenour, Governor
E. Benton Tackitt, Lt. Governor
James WilliSi

Robert G.

TENNESSEE

Kristan

Glen Roberts, St. Rep. #53
Jon W. Addiss, St. Rep. #56

#5

Donald R. Kostyu, Cong. Dst. #16
Timothy O’Brien, Cong. Dst. #18
J. Stephen Billnitzer, Co. Clerk
James DeArman, II, Co. Comm.
Cathy D. Stewart, Co. Comm.
Robert E. Swartz, Co. Comm.

Gerald Nyren,

#48
#52

William B. Krebaum, UM Bd. of

Leland D. Webber, St. Rep. #4M

CONNECTICUT
Charles Sunblade, Cong. Dst. #1
Donald W. Wood, Cong. Dst. #2
Michael R. Cohen, Cong. Dst. #3

Rosanne Pancoe, St. Rep.
Kevin L. Osborn, St. Rep.

Shelia M. Hart-Martauch, St.

Lon

Schultz, Cong. Dst. #3 (write-in)
Frank Gilbert, Justice of the Peace
Crawford City Dst. #7

Fritz

Chapman, St. Sen. #23

Mitchell Olinger, St. Sen. #29
John D. Compton, III, St. Hse. #13
Bill Griffin, St. Hse. #88

NEW YORK
Wanda A. Hudak, Co. Exec.
David H. Hoesly, St. Assm.

Super.
County

General
Ralph Mullinger, Treasurer
Richard E. Caligiuri, Cong. Dst.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

KANSAS
Cynthia Huber, St. Bd. Ed., Dst. #4
Joel Heller, St. Bd. Ed., Dst. #8
James Melton, St. Rep., Dst. #16
Lawrence Bishop, St. Rep., Dst. #36
John Brewer, St. Rep., Dst. #79
John Foster, St. Rep., Dst. #84
Kimberly Miller, St. Rep., Dst. #86
Dr. Marion Nunemaker, Reno Cty.

’

Clerk

Sandra Primack, US Senate

ALABAMA

r'WV

*

Warren Mike Roberts, Ill, Cong.
Dst. #5

Phillip Rustici, St. Rep. #44

S. D. Yana Davis, US Senate
Frank J. Tipler, III, Cong. Dst.

—

Fred Litzau, Tulsa Co. Sch.
Vickie 1. Rhodes, Tulsa Co.

MISSOURI
Chad G. Colopy, Cong. Dst. #2

Sheryl Loux, St. Rep. #46

Sheriff

rv>

r\v

r>~>-u

‘'U*F"

Cong. Dst. #1

Co. Comm.

Joseph Overton, Co. Comm.
Mary J. Ruwart, Co. Comm.
Scott M. Scarborough, Co. Comm.
Gary M. Bonus. Co. Sheriff
Thomas Jones, MSU Bd. of

Cecil Bohannon, Cong. Dst. #2
Robert A. Lutton, Cong. Dst. #3

Trustees

Joseph Laiacona, Cong. Dst. #4
David Osterfeld, Cong. Dst. #5
Linda S. Dilk, Cong. Dst. #6
Barbara Bourland, Cong. Dst. #7
Michael J. Fallahay, Cong. Dst. #8
Douglas S. Boggs, Cong. Dst. #9
Bradford L. Warren, Cong. Dst. #10
Lawrence M. Smith, Co. Council
Frederick C. Peterson, St. Rep. #48
Albert Barger, St. Rep. #55
Katheryn Ridenour Gregory, St.
Rep. #55
Richard Smith, St. Rep. #56
Stephen L. Dashbach, Super, of

Harold M. Boog, St. Bd. of Educ.
Gwendoline Stillwell, St. Bd.

Public Instruction

Kurt

Hugh

Thompson
Congress

for

SURUDA

FOR CONGRESS

-

'

A M PU

6th DISTRICT

Webber, MSU Bd. of Trustees

of Fduc.

David H. Raaflaub, St. Supreme

Court, Dst. #91
Robert Roddis, St.
Dst. #93

Supreme Court

Wayne Hollander, St. Rep. #20
Charles Dawson, St. Rep. #21
James Pike,

St. Rep. #24

LIBERTARIAN FOR

Ronald Burcham, St. Rep. #25
Mark D. Sellers, St. Rep. #26

Rep. #28
Michael Palonus, St. Rep. #33
Keith Flowers. St. Rep. #42

U.S. SENATE
PO SO*

Ron Redmond, St.

P.O. BOX 1471

GREENWOOD, SOUTH CAROLINA 29646

•
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Placer County
Rules Change
Placer

County, CA - In the wake of the
stunning upset by LP member Erik

8500

copies of the “1984 Libertarian
Congressional Ticket” brochure have
been released and are being distributed
throughout the state. The brochure,
designed by Steve Springer for the LPI
was first circulated in early October by
gubernatorial candidate Jim Ridenour.

WEAR
LIBERTY
Sports Shirts

Henrikson in his June election defeat of
incumbent Placer County supervisor,

In what

an

Road Show,” Ridenour distributed the

50% cotton/50 % polyester

bipartisan group of “concerned citi¬
zens’’ is cynically proposing changing the

brochure at every opportunity

“Alligator” quality in white

a

“rules of the game’’ to insure that this
summer’s Libertarian upset won’t re¬
occur.

Despite the fact that a county charter
committee recommended against it,
2,229 signatures
measure on

were

gathered to place

a

the ballot which would end

countywide election of Supervisors and
replace it with voting by district. This
proposal, which will require about 4,500
votes for passage, seems to

be the result

of the fact that Henrikson’s opponent,

“Sore-loser” Sevison, managed to carry
his own county district despite his

county-wide defeat.
Proponents of the measure have
publicly acknowledged that the defeat of
Sevison has been the only “unusual” occurance in county politics
recently, and
have openly pointed to the Libertarian
victory as the reason behind this
“reform” proposal. In fact one incum¬
bent Supervisor, obviously worried about
her job security, went so far as to claim
that when county voters eliminated
district voting in 1979. “they didn’t know
what they were voting for.”
It appears

they

didates and Ridenour. ■

Liberty Board
On-Line
Tallahassee, FL - Welbrey (Bill) Hill,
Secretary of the LP of Florida,
announced recently the availability of the
“Liberty Board”, a 24-hour computerbased

bulletin

board

located in

Tallahassee, Florida.
This

new

service is

a

philanthropy of J.

Robert Swanson of Time-Lord Research,
who is

a

long-time Florida libertarian. It
hopes of providing

has been formed in

another

medium

for

libertarian

discussion and timely dispersion of
libertarian information.

1976 INSA

•

as

above.

microcomputer with

4-8”

Ridenour
Tours Indiana

floppy disk drives of 500k/each
(one for Liberty Board).
•
Started board in April 1984 and
added Liberty topic in July (6 other
topics).

Hoosier voters.

would return more than $1 billion to
the Indiana economy. The nine page

proposed 1984-1985 budget offers a
line by line accounting of where the
budget cuts would be made to achieve
the tax

cuts

and maintain

a

balanced

budget.
In

a

•

No connect time

charge.

Liberty and

Specify size (S, M, L, XL) and color. Send with check
Liberty Wear, P.O. Box 685, Houston, Texas 77001

nations, and the ancient world-of
political control of money; and
• How
a modern gold standard would

Studies President Leonard Liggio, author
George Smith, economist Tom Hazlett,
libertarian “godfather” Robert LeFevre,

affect the American economy.
The speakers include Professor Mur¬

land use and legal expert Bernard Siegan,
journalist Ruth Hill, philosopher and

ray N. Rothbard of the University of
Nevada, Professor Joseph Peden of the
City University of New York, Con¬
gressman Ron Paul of Texas, Professor
Leonard Liggio of the Institute for
Humane Studies, Mr. Maxwell Newton
of the New York Post, and Mr.
Llewlellyn H. Rockwell, Jr., of the Mises

Mises Dinner
Held
Houston, TX

-

The Ludwig von Mises

Institute of Auburn University hosts a
seminar on “Money and Government”
in

Houston, Texas,

Held at the

on

October 27th.

University of Houston’s

Hilton Conference Center, the program
analyzes the nature of money, inflation,
and central banking.
•

The results--in America,

foreign

Contact (213) 597-2769 or (714)
more information.®

evening in honor of Con¬
Paul, at which he will receive

same

monetary affairs.
For

information, call the Mises
(205) 826-2500. ■

more

Institute

at

Conference:

Future
of Freedom
Long Beach, CA - The 12th annual
Future of Freedom Conference is
scheduled for October 19-21, at Califor¬

University, Long Beach. It is
a number of organizations,
including the Long Beach Philosophy
Association, Rampart Institute, and the
sponsored by

Future of Freedom Conference Commit¬
tee.

The conference

series, inaugurated in
keynote speech by the late
Austrian economist Ludwing von Mises,
is one of the leading libertarian con¬
ferences held annually and usually at¬
tracts hundreds of people and a wide
variety of freedom-oriented speakers.
This year’s conference will feature a
“Tribute to Ayn Rand”, given by two of
Rands’ friends, Ruth Hill and Barbara
1969 with

Branden,

a

as

well

as

Galt’s Gulch
Reunion
Long Beach, CA - Admirers of novelistphilosopher Ayn Rand will be holding
what is billed by organizers as a “liber¬
tarian community conference and party”

November 9-11, at the Golden Sails
Hotel in Long Beach, California.
Planned events include speeches, a
workshop on “Sex and the Single Liber¬
tarian”, a banquet and speech contest, as
well as theatrical performances, an art
show and sales exhibits.

Among the scheduled speakers are
psychologist Nathaniel Branden, Na¬
tional Taxpayers Union president James
Dale Davidson, Rampart College
founder Robert LeFevre, and Society for
Individual Liberty co-founders Don Ernsberger and Jarret Wollstein.
More information can be obtained
from: Galt’s Gulch Reunion ‘84 Reserva¬

tions, Box 224, Long Beach, CA
90801. ■

State

the annual presenta¬

Speakers scheduled included life exten¬
Sandy Shaw, author and
critic Edith Effron, attorney Manny
Klausner, educator Jay Snelson,
philosopher Tibor Machan, privacy ex¬
pert Barry Reid, Institute for Humane

•

freedom oriented merchandise. Proceed¬

979-5737 for

founded it, how it operates; and what ef¬
fects it has on the economy;

Monetary debates among the
Founding Fathers, and the course they

In addition to the speaker’s presenta¬
tions, there will also be a number of
workshops, a film festival, parties, and

fessor Stephen Morrell of Abuurn.
The Mises Institute also hosts a dinner

tion of the Free Press Association’s

•

Branden.

ings will also be taped.

Among the subjects to be covered:
The Federal Reserve System-who

•

1972 LP Presidential candidate John

Hospers, Reason author and adventurer
Jack Wheeler, and author Barbara

Institute. The moderator will be Pro¬

nia State

XMODEM protocol for up-load or
down-load of files. ■

favored;
related development, the first

with blue stripe)

$1.00 postage

the 1984 Groseclose Prize for his work in

300 baud rate, now working out
difficulties with 1,200 rate.

Beginning with a Statehouse news
conference in Indianapolis on Oct. 3,
Ridenour toured the state, giving news
conferences in Fort Wayne, South
Bend and Gary.
The economic development plan pro¬
posed by Ridenour calls for eliminating
the inheritance tax and the inventory
tax on business, cutting individual and
corporate income taxes by 36%, and
reducing the sales tax by 20%.
According to Ridenour, the plan

-i-

Both shirts feature Statue of
“Vote Libertarian”

that

•

ment to

“Country Club” stripe (white shirt
$15.95

904-878-1399

(h) 904-681-5675(0)
•
One telephone line,

good.”®

of the state of Indiana to offer his ver¬
sion and vision of economic develop¬

^

$1.00 postage

gressman

System Operator: J. Robert
Swanson, P.O. Box 13468,
Tallahasse, FL 32317, 904-878-1511

capable of chosing their
own
leadership, without having incum¬
bent politicians decide what method is

Libertarian gubernatorial candidate
Jim Ridenour began a whirlwind tour

+

q
light blue

or

Liberty Board Fact Sheet
•

are

own

$14.95

0

to:

that only the Placer County
determine whether

best “for their

during

campaign stops.
A mailing of the brochure was made
to every media outlet in the state (ap¬
proximately 500), as well as to every
person on the LPI mailing list (approx¬
imately 1000). The rest are slated for
distribution by the congressional can¬

voters will be able to
or not

he dubbed his “Libertarian

Party
Reports

“Mencken Awards”.
sion researcher

In order to accomodate LP

campaign

the State Party Reports have been
omitted this issue. They will re-appear
news,

next issue.
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I
Frank Gilbert

of Alma (r),
campaign route
map with Pope County LP
Chair Ken White (l), at the
August Arkansas LP conven¬
tion. Gilbert is seeking the
Crawford County Justice of
the Peace position. Photo by

ONE-STOP
FREEDOM SHOPPING

!
!
OTY.

checks

ABOUT THE PARTY
Q 4 A

Brochure—explains LP positions and

purposes

$ amt.

in question and

format

answer

the Russelleville Courier

(10c)

Libertarian Party—shortened version of the Q & A brochure 8 'Ax 11”

out a

Democrat.

(5c oa.)
($1 ea.)

Libertarian Party—master for local reproduction

Preguntas y Respuestas-panfleto en
the Libertarian Party”; 8V2x 11 ’*

Espanol; traduccion del folleto "Q & A About
(5c ea.)
1984 Platform of the Libertarian Party—current statement of principles and
official positions
(50c ea.)
1984 Libertarian Party Bylaws 4 Convention Rules
(50c ea.)
Fourth of July Brochures—new & revised; great handouts
(5c ea.)
Libertarianism
(5c ea.)

ISSUE PAPERS/BOOKS
Statue of

Liberty Logo—master in assorted sizes

($1 ea.)

Nuclear Weapons Freeze—LP Issue Paper
(50c ea. 10 or more 25c ea.)
Nuclear Power—A Question Of Insurance—LP Issue Paper
(5 ea.)
A New Beginning by Ed Clark
($4ea.)

Libertarian Political

Action—campaign skills, including organization, petition¬

ing, fundraising, outreach, media

($5 ea.)
($1.95 ea.)

Liberty In One Lesson by David Bergland
Liberty Reclaimed by Jim Lewis

($3 ea.)

FILMS/VIDEO/TAPES
The New Jim Crow Laws

by Walter Williams, reprint of Reason article

($1 ea.)

We Hold These Truths—excellent introduction to the Libertarian Party. Available in
16mm film ($125), VHS ($45) & Betamax ($45, specify Beta I or Beta II)

Rentals—film: $25 for

one

week; tapes: $15 for one week. (Specify VHS, Beta 1 or

Beta 11)

•.

The Incredible Bread Machine—16mm film

by World Research, Inc.; rental only
($30/1 week)

Why Be A Libertarian Candidate? by elected Libertarians; audio cassette tape ($2 ea.)
Ed Clark Answers Fifty Questions From The Media— audio cassette tape
($5 ea.)
Social Security—featuring Ed Clark, Murray Rothbard and Bruce Daniel
($2 ea.)

I

Conferring at the August 18 Arkansas LP State convention
in Russellville are, from left, State Chair Alan Lindsay
Carolyn Williams, Lon Schultz, alternative Region 12
National Committee representative Christopher Albright of

POLITICAL TECH. FILE
The Activists' Handbook

New Orleans and LP National Director

published by Society for Individual Liberty

'Don’t Tread On Me”flag is in the
the Russellville Courier Democrat.

($2 ea.)

Campaign Workbook—excellent campaign manual, A-Z for the ‘ underdog’'
($18 ea.)
Letters to the Editor—good “how-to” brochure; 8V2” x 11"
(5c ea.)

candidate

Honey Lanham. A
background. Photo by

I

How to Get Elected to Your State

Legislature—Article by Hank Parkinson,
($1.50ea.)
Winning Political Campaigns with Publicity—by Hank Parkinson; LP reprint;
paper
($5 ea.)

SEND SUBSCRIPTION TO:

reprint

Name

Address

POSTERS/BUMPER STICKERS
Statement of Principles—sepia
suitable for framing
‘‘Statue of

caligraphy on 8"

x

10" parchment-like

paper;

($2 ea.)

Liberty” Deluxe Poster

on

80 lb. 23”

x

(complete for LP News subscription only)

35” glossy stock
($2.50 ea., 5 for $10)

LP Posters

($2 ea. or 10 for $10.00)
17" parchment-like paper
"No Draft, No War"—anti-draft resolution; 23"x35" glossy
"Clark for President”—19"x26" campaign poster
Bumper Stickers—blue/white, 15"x33/»
($1 ea.)
Legalize Freedom /Vote Libertarian
Libertarian Party/The Party of Principle
Vote Libertarian/Peace, Prosperity, Freedom

"Against The Draft"—LP NatCom resolution; 11"

x

ORDER FORM
Make checks

payable to Libertarian Party

ORDER SUBTOTAL

$.

15% DISCOUNT if subtotal exceeds $50..

T-SHIRTS

ADD 10% POSTAGE AND HANDLING*

.

..

"Libertarian

Party" T-Shirts with Statue of Liberty logo, printed in dark blue
Men's crew neck, pale blue
S
M
L
XL
($8 ea.)
Women's french cut, pale blue
S
M
L
XL
($8 ea.)

ORDER TOTAL
‘Orders

ETCETERA

are

$.

shipped UPS when possible. Please provide street address.

“VoteLibertarian” Buttons—blue/white; 2V«"

(50cea.)
($2 ea.)
"Don't Tread On Me” Flag—slogan on one side; slogan history printed on
other; 4V? x63A folded paper
(5c ea.)
Libertarian Party Banner—3'x 5'; blue on white with Statue of Liberty logo
($15 ea.)
Statue of Liberty Notecards—with envelopes; whiteon blue; pkg. of 25.
($10 ea.)
Statue of Liberty Notecards with message: "Peace Prosperity, Freedom" (good for
the holidays!) pkg. of 25 with envelopes
($10 ea.)
Don’t Tread on Me Notecards. pkg of 25 with envelopes
($10ea.)
Social Insecurity Cards
(1c ea.)
Selective Slavery System Protest Form
(1cea.)
LP News Subscription*/Gift Subscription—six issues per year; non-member or gift
($10 per year)
Included free with national LP membership
Lapel Pins—gold tone Statue of Liberty on black enamel

Bill my

□ MasterCard

Bank No. (MasterCard
Name

as

DVISA

Account

Exp. date.

no

only)

appears on card

Address

,

City/State/Zip
Day Phone (

)

1

Evening Phone (

)

Occupation and Employer Name*
‘Optional. Federal law requires us to ask
Mail to: Libertarian

Party, 7887 Katy Freeway, #385, Houston, Texas 77024
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Libertarian Officeholders
This list of Libertarian

Party members

who hold public office was believed to be

complete and

accurate as of October l. It
lists 47 LP members from twenty states
who hold various offices, all of them at

the local level.
If this list contains inaccuracies, or is
incomplete, please contact LP News. We
also are planning to update this listing
after the upcoming elections.

Kansas
Alaska

Jean Calkins

Kachemak

City Council
Gordon E. Castanza City of McGrath
Planning Commission (appointment)
-

-

Ruth Reed

Wasilla Council

-

Judy Roberson - Fairbanks School Board
Bill Snyder - Homer City Council
Ken Stephens - Kenai Borough Assembly
Stan Thompson - Mayor, Kenai Penin¬
sula Borough
Bruce Wammack

-

Fairbanks North Star

Borough Assembly
Darrel Welsh

John Wood

Anchorage Municipal As¬

-

-

Montana
Neil

Wasilla Council

-

Douglas Merritt Atchison City Commissioner
Michigan
Sheryl Loux - Kalamazoo Alternative
Financing Committee (appointment by
Mayor)
Mary Ruwart - Kalamazoo Safety Task
Force (appointment by Mayor)
Gwyendoline Stilwell
East Lansing
Housing Commission

sembly
Arizona

Murray Feldstein - Flagstaff City Council
California

Halprin

-

Missoula County Zoning

Board of Adjustment (appointment)
Pat Summers
Missoula Urban Trans¬
-

portation Board
New Hampshire
Avery Johnson - Board of Selectmen,

-

San

Diegutio Citizen’s

Planning Group
Mary Earle - Carpinteria School District

Jack Kelleher

Ep

Board of

-

Selectmen,

som

Howard Wilson

Board

-

Budget Committee,

Andover

Erik Henrikson

-

Placer

County Super¬

visor

Tahoe-Truckee Unified

-

School District Board (Lake Tahoe

area)
Tom Tryon

New

Jersey

Randy Korman

-

President, Sayreville

-

Calaveras County Planning

(appointment)
Mission Canyon Fire
District Board (Santa Barbara)
Lou Villadsen

-

Idaho

Greg Saylor - Minidoka County Assessor
Dlinois
Scott Tillman

-

Marquette Heights

Alderman

Gerry Walsh

-

Roselle Village Board of

Dick Siano

Kingwood Township Com¬

-

David Ford

-

Long Beach City Council

-

Philomath City Council

Oregon
Paul Dillon

Pennsylvania
Margarethe M. Kemner
Pine Creek
Township Zoning Hearing Board (ap¬
pointment by Township Supervisors)
-

Dominic D. Salvatori

-

Whitehall

Borough Cable Television Committee
(appointment)
South Dakota

Bloomington Human Re¬
sources Commission (City Council
appointment)
-

Elaine Sluti

Crooks City Council

-

Texas

Jeffery Calvert

-

Harris County School

Board

Bill Fraser

Thompson in
Runoff
a plurality of the votes
the October 2 municipal race, but

failed to get an absolute majority. Like
his previous three elections, this one will
end with

a

run-off

race on

October 23.

Thompson, seeking his fourth term,
particpate in run-off elections
for each of his prior terms. According to
has had to

one

not

informed Alaskan LP source, “we’re
too worried about the outcome of

this race.”B

Issues
Ranked

tarian

Party earlier this year (Ken
Stephens in Alaska and Douglas Merritt
in Kansas) Greg Saylor announced his
switch from Democrat to Libertarian in
July. Saylor, who was elected as the
Minidoka County Assessor in 1982, for¬

-

Harris County School

Board

-

Wisconsin

Timothy Correll - Iowa City Coroner
Ripp - Springfield Town Clerk and
Dane County Supervisor

David

-

LP National Committee

Heming, who serves as LP
Outreach Chair, released the results of an
extensive survey he conducted this sum¬
mer by asking 80 state chairs and NatCom members to rank 40 issues in order
of their perceived importance.
The issues

mally announced his change in party af¬
filiation at the July Idaho LP State Con¬
vention, where he was also elected state
party Vice Chair.
In his announcment, Saylor
said, “it’s

largely defined along
lines, although there was
considerable overlap in issues categories
(eg. “Crime’’ and “Victimless Crime”,
“Resource Use” and “Pollution”,
“Economy”, “Inflation and Depression,”
“Balanced Budgets”, “Monopolies”, etc.).
To some extent, the duplication of issues
in different categories helped to define
how the LP leadership believes the issues
should be “packaged” for outreach
were

LP Platform

material.
order of

highest rank: taxation, resource
military policy, poverty and
unemployment, foreign policy, interna¬
tional relations, inflation and depression,
economy, education, and pollution. The
use,

High Bailiff, Grand Isle
County
Virginia
Phil Friday - Urbanna City Council
Washington
Kelly L. Haughton - Pierce County Com¬
munity Action Advisory Board (ap¬
pointment), and Citizen’s Energy Con¬
servation Advisory Committee (ap¬
pointment, City of Tacoma.)
Dr.

Fridley, MN

The top ten issues reported were, in

Honey Lanham
Vermont

Borough received
cast in

Harris County School

-

Board

Steven Oviatt

Kenai Peninsula, AK - Incumbent Mayor
Stan Thompson of the Kenai Peninsula

Rupert, ID - Joining two other elected
libertarians who switched to the Liber¬

member Dale

North Carolina

Trustees
Indiana

Libertarian

School Board

mittee

Commission

Doug Boggs

Democrat
Defects

Milford

Richard Arnold

Ken Kott

Anthony Theisen - Green Bay Alderman/
Brown County Supervisor
Tom Westgaard - Greenfield Alderman

Greg Saylor

bottom categories were right to property
and protection of privacy. General liber¬

a

tarianism finished

subscribe

17th, military con¬
scription 21st, monopolies 32nd, and the
often controversial children’s rights
finished 36th. Some of the

categories also
included several sub-categories to further
define issues of importance.
Those interested in obtaining the com¬
plete results can write: Dale Hemming,
5451 5th St., N.E. No. 306, Fridley, MN
5 4 4 2 1

.

■

matter of

principle. I simply cannot

our so-called two-party
system. I don’t share either major party’s

to

beliefs, ideals, and policies, or their
philosophy of more government.
They are more concerned with blaming
each other for creating too much govern¬
ment than with serving the
people.”
Saylor, who faces re-election in 1986,
says he isn’t overly worried about party
labels in his political battles, since he was
shared

the

only one of some 29 Democrats run¬
ning a three county area to win election.
After attending the University of
Southern Idaho and Boise State, Saylor
began working for the county in 1975 as a
property appraiser, and thus had con¬
siderable experience when he sought elec¬
tion. Saylor, 31, is also quick to point out
that he’s “not a tax collector”, but is just
the first step in the tax collection process.
The biggest problem the public has,
Saylor says, is “ignorance and apathy”
about what they can do about the tax
situation. “Most people don’t under¬
stand that the cause of the problem starts
in Boise (the capital), and not in the coun¬
ty. The legislature passes all of these com¬
plicated tax laws, requires a mushroom¬
ing bureaucracy, and expects the counties
and their taxpayers to foot the bills.”
“Our state legislature is dominated by
farmers, and naturally they look out after
their own. Agricultural property enjoys a
709/0 tax exemption, and all of these ex¬
emptions just hides the shift of tax
burden to those who aren’t

so

favored,”

and became

aware

of the MacBride

cam¬

paign, and then worked for it,” Saylor
notes. Saylor is no “libertarian come
lately” and is unconcerned about what
people might think.
“I might be cutting my own throat
politically, but there have been other in¬
dividuals who have switched parties in
the area,” Saylor remarked in a recent
Idaho Liberty story, “Some people told
me I couldn’t get elected as a Democrat,
but I was. Some say I should run as a
Republican next time. But I can’t com¬
promise my principles. If I get beat, I get
beat.” ■

Libertarian
Press Sold
Spring Mills, PA - Mark Sennholz recent¬
ly announced the purchase of the Liber¬
tarian Press, Inc., from the estate of
Frederick Nymeyer, and plans to revit¬
alize the publisher with the addition of
titles.

employment, and a paperback edition of
Von Mises’ Omnipotent Government.
Those interested may write for a free
catalogue at: Libertarian Press Inc., Spr¬
ing Mills, PA 16875. ■

School Of
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Advertising

Living Seminar

Information
LP News reaches

over

20,000 active,

The School of Living
Center based in York, PA will be
holding a two-day celebration on
November 24, 25 in commemoration
of the 100th anniversary of decentralist
leader Dr. Ralph Borsodi, who died in
1977. The program, according to
Center spokeswoman Mildred Loomis,
will cover reports and reminiscences of
the past, films and discussions on the
principles and practices of living, and a
program on the New Hope Community

committed readers and

of the Future.

Artwork/design/copy writing: Available
for a nominal charge.

York, PA

-

Dr. Borsodi and the School of Liv¬

subscribers

each issue. Your

product or service
exposed to this in¬
telligent, market-oriented readership.
Agent: Editorial Services (sole advertis¬
ing agent for LP News.) 21715 Park Brook
Drive. Katy, Texas 77450 Att'n: Mike
deserves

to

be

Holmes (713) 492-6608
Rates: For ad

write

or

call for

discounts

are

rate

information, please

a rate

sheet. Substantial

available

for

multiple

insertions.

Saylor reports. “Unfortunately, Idaho is
one of 20 states which taxes personal pro¬
perty (personal effects, cars, boats, guns,
etc.) and this is a tremendous invasion of
privacy and an enforcement nightmare.
This should be abolished immediately.”
While he only recently formally af¬
filiated with the LP, Saylor became in¬
terested in libertarianism in 1976, after
reading a classified ad in Conservative

catalogue, plans are underway for
publication of a new book by economist

event can

Living Center, RFD 7, Box 388, York,

Deadline: December 1 for November-

Digest. “1 sent off for the information

Hans Sennholz

PA 17402. (717) 755-2666. ■

December issue.

new

Libertarian Press, Inc.,

founded in the
1950’s, currently has 11 book titles deal¬
ing with economics from the “Austrian
School” point of view. Works by Ludwig
von Mises make up the majority of cur¬
rent

titles.

In addition to the issuance of

on

ing Center were and are involved in the
decentralist, “back to the land” move¬
ment

deals

with

social

and

political issues from the viewpoint of
living their daily lives in a
responsible, cooperative manner in
voluntary communities.
individuals

a new

the economics of

which

Additional

information about

this

be obtained from: School of

Endorsements: Advertisers in LP News
do

necessarily endorse or support the
political views, positions or candidates
of the Libertarian Party. The Libertarian
Party and LP News do not necessarily en¬
not

dorse the commericial claims of

advertisers.

appreciates our
readers to support

advertisers and urges
them whenever possible.

HELP ELECT LIBERTARIANS ACROSS

OUR GREAT COUNTRY BY WEARING
MISS LIBERTY
14K Solid Gold Statue of

tie

Liberty

A $15.00 tax

the
Bergland for President Campaign
will be donated for each pin or

diamond for $90.00

charm ordered

(Order many for yourself, for gifts, and
for aw ards)
ORDER FORM: MAKE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO VANDAS
14K Gold Statue of

Liberty Charm

14K Gold Statue of

Liberty Charm with Diamond

14K Gold Statue of

Liberty Tie Pin

14K Gold Statue of

Liberty Tie Pin with Diamond
SUBTOTAL

deductible

contribution in your name to

pin or charm for only $65.00
or with a genuine full cut

QUANTITY

AMOUNT

x

10% Discount if subtotal exceeds $195.00

Sales Tax

(Nevada Residents—5.75%)

$2.00

Mailing and Handling
Total Enclosed
Total

pieces ordered

x

$15.00

=

Tax Deductible Contribution we donate for

you

Name
Bill my:

DMasterCard
□ American Exp.

Address

Exp. Date

City/State/Zip
Mail To: Vandas Inc. 2797 S.

Maryland Parkway, Las Vegas, Nev. 89109

Name

as

appears on

DVisa
DDiners

Bank No. & Name

card
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Libertarian Directory
National

REGION 1

Committee Officers

Chair
Paul Grant
12477 W. Cedar Ave., No. 202
Lakewood, CO 80228

304-78965

Tucson, AZ 85704

NatCom Representative
Stephen De Lisio
5102 Shorecrest Drive

Anchorage. AK 99515
907 243 5521
907-279-9574
Alaska State Chair

Joseph L Grove
1922 Sunrise Dr

(o)

Vice-Chair

1525 Mesa Verde Drive E.,
Suite 105 West
Costa Mesa, CA 92626

714-754-1776

Treasurer
David Walter
894 Pine Rd.

505-265-6681(0)

Alaska Executtve Director

Carolee McClintock
Box 104073

Anchorage. AK 99510
907-349-5059(h)
907-561-5413(0)

Heide Hartmann-Davis
P.O. Box 1251

Gramling, SC 29348
404-458-1444
Past Chair
Alicia Clark
3445 Monterey Rd.
San Marino, CA 91108

NatCom Representative

17165 Fahrner Rd
Checlsea. Ml 48118
517-784 4982

Birmingham AL 35202-1514
205 870 7984(h)
205-933-9524(0)
Arkansas State Chair

Michigan State Chair
Martin J

441-3D Chasseral NW
Comstock Park. Ml 49321
616-784 6619(h)
313 577 2268(0)

Michigan Executive
Denise Kline
112 W Aliegan

Lansing. Ml 48933
517 484

5153(h)
517-484-2188(0)

Costa Mesa. CA 92626
714 754-1776

Utah State Chair

PO Box 1601

Hugh Butler

Indianapolis. IN 46206

70 South 300 West
Salt Lake City. UT 84101

317-359-5060

1400 Kapioiani Blvd
Honolulu. HI 96814

.

B-49

808-261-0681(h)
808-946-0707(0)

801-5326206(h)

REGION 7

California State Chair

Representative

Piqua OH 45356

913-232-4374(h)

513-773-8726(h)

Kansas State Chair
Bill D Earnest
3321 Zoo Blvd No 302

Fridley, MN 54421
612-572-9137 (h)
612-623-6494
Matt Monroe
1213 Hermann Dr., No. 655
Houston, TX 77004

713-524-0046 (h)

713-524-2919(0)
Murray Rothbard

401 East Taylor Street

Hawaii State Chair

Christopher Winter
321 Halaki St

Honolulu. HI 96821

808-377-5214

.

Wichita. KS 67203
316-942-3852

Missouri State Chair
Chad Colopy
14804 Dorrance Lane

Bridgeton. MO 63044

REGION 3
NatCom Representative
"Skip" Barron. Jr
7727 26th Ave NW
Seattle. WA 98117
H.W

.

Oregon State Chair
Paul J. Cleveland
P.O Box 1364

Beaverton. OR 97075
503-662-3865

Oregon IP Office

James

Jersey State Chair

John S Schafer
113 Palmer Rd

Pennington. NJ 08534
609-466-2754(h)

Agnew

33 Pine Street
Wharton. NJ 07885
201 989-0422

2953 Quentin Rd

Brooklyn. NY 11229

212-376-9269(h)

Pennsylvania State Chair
Ralph Mullinger
2135 Walnut

5597

Seminary Rd

No 2412 South

Falls Church. VA 22041

703-820-7696(0)
North Carolina St. Chair

David Bozeman
5214 Palmetto Lane

Fayetteville. NC 28304

919-425-3269(h)
South Carolina St. Chair
Dr Steven Kreisman

P.O. Box 159

2953 Quentin Rd

Clover. SC 29710
704-588-3814
Virginia State Chair

Brooklyn. NY 11229
212-3 769269(h)

James R. El wood '
9308 Farmington Dr

New York State Chair
John Francis

Richmond. VA 23229

REGION 17

804-740-6932(h)
804 2766850 x299(o)

NatCom Representative
Leland Webber

26 Brimsmead St

REGION 19

Marlborough. MA 01752
617-485-9373(h)'

NatCom Representative

Connecticut State Chair
Thomas S Ross
P.O Box 3279
New Haven. CT 06515

203-389-8200(h)
Maine State Chair
P O Box 165

Wiscasset. ME 04578
207-882-7629
Massachusetts St. Chair

Gerald Nyren
2113 3rd Street South

Neptune Beach. FL 32233
904 249-3629

Florida State Chair
Diane Pilcher
1243 Coletta Dr
Orlando. FL 32807
305-275-6781

Georgia State Chair
Bruce Earnheart

Barry Lockard

888A White Pine Dr

9 Jonathon St

Decatur. GA 30032

Belmont. MA 02178

404 292-5331(h)
404-656-1200(0)

617-484-7994(h)

STOP

3414 SE Belmont

Portland. OR 97214
503-232-3511

Washington State Chair
DeAnn Pullar

2625 Pacific St

Bellingham. WA 98226
206-733-5625(h)

REGION 4

612-222-3406

Boise. ID 83702

208-344-6922(h)
Montana State Chair
Clifford F. Thies
3015 2nd Ave North
Great Falls. MT 59401

406-727-7348

In Federal Income Taxes

Iowa State Chair

Michael Lewis

3410 Shamrock Dr
Iowa

City. IS 52240

319-351-2371
Minnesota State Chair
Linda

Taylor

389 Dayton No 26
St. Paul. MN 55102

612-222-3406

Geoffrey Steinberg

Barbara Sail
1709 Irene Street

Stop Paying So Much

389 Dayton No 26

402-341-0691

Margaret Werry

NatCom Representative

St Paul. MN 55102

406-755-1390(h)

Administrator

REGION 16
NatCom Representative
John Francis

REGION 18
NatCom Representattve
David Saum

REGION 8

Idaho State Chlar

Lucia Toro

304-789-6485

Jeffrey H Crafts
New

REGION 12

NatCom Representative
Linda Taylor

702-458-6609 (h)

Honey Lanham
Computer Operations
Susan Van Dyke
Financial Operations

P.O Box 67
Terra Alta. WV 26764

Vermont State Chair

206-789-4812(h)

Omaha, NE 68105

National Director

302-475-7380

405-794-1984(h)

Kalisejpell, MT 59903

713-686-1776

Wilmington. DE 19810

524 Crosstimber

Daniel Salem

Headquarters Staff

12A Rector Court

Moore. OK 73160

Nebraska State Chair

Philadelphia, PA 19119
215-843-6803 (h)
215-625-6153 (o)

215-252-1684(h)
Delaware State Chair
Vernon Etzel

West Virginia St. Chair
Stephen Fielder

401-944 8942

Oklahoma State Chair
Gordon Mobley

NatCom Representative

235 Pelham Road

Box 1236
Easton. PA 18042

314-739-5488

Della Scott
Box 2104

4246 Hazelhurst Drive
Las Vegas, NV 89121

REGION 14
NatCom Representative
Barbara Karkutt

Rt 1, Box 87
Berea. KY 40403
606-986-9478
606-986 3456
Ohio State Chair
Robert DeBrosse
221 South St

California Central

San Jose. CA 95112
408-971-7410

Roger V Gary
723 Aganier

Kentucky State Chair
David Gailey

Comm. Office

(h)

Texas State Chair

512-732-5692(h)

Topeka. KS 66601

Dale Hemming
5451 5th St., NE, No. 306

512-441-6378(h)

Indiana St

Box 8223

P.O. Box 67
Terra Alta, WV 26764

Austin, Texas 78741

San Antonio. TX 78212

727 North Harbor Blvd

213-796-8231 (h)
Stephen Fielder

Shelby Oaks Dr -155

219-723-5146(0)

Fullerton. CA 92932
714-871-4560

San Marino, CA 91108

601-928-5211

Denver. CO 80222
303-753-6789

Members At

Ed Clark
345 Monterey Rd.

Bethesda. MD 20814
301-951-0539

601-928-3806(h)

1525 Mesa Verde Dr. E..
Suite 105W

Blake Huber

Puyallup, WA 98371

Imad-ad-Dean Ahmad
4323 Rosedale Ave

Perkinston, MS 39573

Headquarters
2186 S. Holly. No 207-B

NatCom

20d>-848-7679 (h)

202 484 8064

Maryland State Chair

NatCom Representative
Gary Johnson
1500 Royal Crest Dr # 132

Jack Dean

Large

504-635-4220(h)

Bill Evers

Dale Pratt

Washington. DC 20024

Mississippi State Chair

621 Mehring Way -1208
Cincinnati. OH 45202

Headquarters

.

Charles Clark
P O Box 143

5909

219-723 4717(h)

Cranston. Rl 02910

Burlington. VT 05402
802 6580743(h)
802 656-3036(0)

REGION 13

202 N Jefferson
S Whitley. IN 46787

Kronenberg

59 Richland Rd

101 G Street SW A-214

NatCom Representative
Norma Skoog

Colorado State

Rhode Island St. Chair
John F

C Lynn Fife
Box 37

Tennessee State Chair
Don Winfield

513-621-7326(h)

Nashua. NH 03062
603 880 8859(h)

Dtstrtd of Columbia Chair
Scott Kohlhass

801-532-6205(h)

Indiana State Chair
Steve Dasbach

Representative

Kunberger
3905 Bexley Place

Hampshire St Chair

Louisiana State Chair
G Zachary Smith, Jr

Memphis. TN 38134

303-322-2689(h)
303-394-2171(0)

NatCom

Paul

New

Sid Maxwell
37 Silberton Drive

Marlow Hts MD 20746
301 -8996933(h)

901-767-8675(0)

Denver. CO 80220

7178 Via Colina
San Jose. CA 95139
408-227-1459

1712 Howleft Lane

Waukasha. Wl 53186
414-549-1688

REGION 15

617-273-4111(0)

501-371 9252

Little Rock. AR 72231

Woodview Rt 5. Box 405-H
St Francisville. LA 70775

Director

213-796-8231 (h)

Ruth Bennett
2405 Terrace Drive

Alan Lindsay
P O Box 15305

Hillard

REGION 11

4547 East 16th St.

Mark Hinkle

PO Box 11514

70 South 300 West
Salt Lake City. UT 84101

Dwight Filley

Representatives

215-963-0127(h)
215-293-6477(0)

Alabama LP

Hugh Butler

Colorado State Chair

NatCom

Secretary

REGION 6

Philadelphia. PA 19103

NatCom Representative
James Hudler

Wisconsin State Chair
Donald J Blaies

REGION 2

Warminster, PA 18974
215-672-3892 (h)

Reno. NV 89510
702-7863329
New Mexico St. Chair
Christa Bolden
204 Conchas. NE

Albuquerque. NM 87123
505-299 7061(h)

Anchorage. AK99504
907-279-4178(h)
907-279-6471(0)

Mary Gingell

602 742 6060(h)
Nevada State Chair
Daniel Becan
PO Box 12214

Alabama State Chair

S D Yana Davis

1014 S. 30th Ave

I

private real estate investor looking for a few
individuals to buy property in 50/50
partnerships. The
am a

properties I buy have:
★

No

436 14th Ave., S

★

Fargo. ND 58103
701-235-8967(h)

★

Incredible Terms
Excellent Tax Benefits

North Dakota St. Chair

Larry Cunningham

South Dakota St. Chair

Spencer C Nesson
750 Nicollet. SW
Huron. SD 57350

605-352-4682

★
★

Negative Cash Flow

High Return on Investment
Management Hassles

No

Wyoming State Chair
James E.

840

Blomquist
Christy Drive

REGION 9

Riverton. WV 82501

NatCom Representative

307-856-1798(h)

Gerry Walsh

REGION 5

789 Overland Ct
Roselle. IL 60172
312 894-8680(h)

Natcom Representative
Emil Franzi
2290 W Moore Rd

312-381-1980 x2136(o)
Illinois State Chair

Tim M Griffin

Tucson. AZ 85741

9857 S Damen

602-297-1969(h)

Chicago. IL 60643
312-445-5296(h)

Arizona State Chair

PeQOV J Jeney
645 W Orange Grove Rd
No 1018

Write

or

call for details:

Christopher V. Faulkner
861 Sutter Street, Suite 303
San Francisco, California 94109

(415) 673-4490

*

•
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Profile:
Jim Lewis
3

education

to

slip

away

principles,
from them

again.”
“1 think

achieve

that,” Lewis
help people
understand that liberty is possible if we
work for it, and that liberty is practical,
that voluntary cooperation is much
superior to force and coercion, giving
people the greatest opportunity to create
the kind of lives they want to live. The
Libertarian Party is here to stay and we
will continue to work for a free society,
however long it takes.”
In his travels around the nation, Lewis
has seen some signs he regards as very en¬
couraging. Libertarianism, he explained,
is the philosophy of the American
Revolution, and it can offer the best op¬
portunity for responding to the
challenges of today and tomorrow. That
philosophy, he said, is based on the con¬
cept of self-ownership, and the
preference for personal liberty and
responsibility, as opposed to government
control. It’s that simple.
declared.

by the Soviets,” Lewis

“We should also declare

understand these

that it won’t

we can

‘‘We need to

a

policy of no

LIBERTY RECLAIMED
A NEW LOOK AT AMERICAN

also continue to

develop antiballistic
allowed under SALT
I. The Soviets have gone as far as possible

weapons, as

far

BY

as

with ABMs and

we

LIBERTY RECLAIMED will

This is just one example of groups with
which the Libertarian Party shares an in¬
terest. “We have to look at all the other

prove to

that

in¬
schoolers
said. One
upstate New York Libertarian he has en¬
countered places a large ad in the local
paper from time to time urging tax
resisters to vote Libertarian and offering
with whom

we

have

common

more

knowing that Thomas Jefferson
would have been
This inexpensive

information about the party

which he

LIBERTY RECLAIMED in the

moves

from the

narrow

tax

issue to the Constitution, the Declaration

hands of the voting public. And
unlike many campaign books,

of

Independence, free market economics,
history, foreign policy and social issues.”
Lewis personally understands the tax
resistance movement very well. He recall¬
ed one of his early campaign interviews
with the Bloomington, Indiana,

LIBERTY RECLAIMED will

election. This important
will be

he hasn’t heard from them in

more

than

“Both the United States and the Soviet

sufficient nuclear
blow up the world 20 or 30
times over, yet both have those weapons,
theoretically, for deterance. We have
three types of basing for nuclear weapons
today—land, submarine and bomber.
We can eliminate the land-based portion
of that and actually increase the security
of the people in the United States because
we will have eliminated targets for a first
weaponry to

words, “like

breath of fresh air,”
party’s
ideas. “Another woman, while I was on a
talk show in Buffalo, N.Y., called from
Toronto, saying she hadn’t voted in 15
years, but would break her 15-year habit
same

a

after she heard Lewis discuss the

if she could vote for

a

Libertarian

can¬

didate,” Lewis recounted.
Another time, while talking to a group
of college students, Lewis was fingering a
silver coin, drawing a contrast between
honest money and the corruption of
money through government-caused inContinued page 36

book

potent

years to come.

Founding Fathers

believed and how

we

drifted

from those

principles. More
importantly it shows how to
reclaim liberty. Every libertarian
will learn something from this
new

book.

Help Jim in his campaign to
buying
quantity for mass distribution.
distribute this book by

And he is convinced that those who
refuse on principle to pay taxes are indeed
worthy of the name, tax patriots.
Throughout the nation, everywhere he
goes, Lewis said he is finding people from
all walks of life who are enthusiastically
embracing the Libertarian Party. On a
Rhode Island radio talk show, an elderly
women called in to say, “These are the

Talking with you is like a breath of
fresh air.” Not long after that, in Mem¬
phis, Tenn., another women used those

not

LIBERTY RECLAIMED shows

what the

year.

years.

a

libertarianism for

a

most sane comments I’ve heard in many

Pages Paperback

tool for
educating people about

resister with his eyes

a tax

128

become outdated after the

just that way.”

has become

government have

work has been

to encourage mass
distribution. Jim’s goal is to have
tens of thousands of copies of

wide open. He’s still wondering what the
next move of the IRS will be, noting that

Personal responsibility, he observed, is
being exhibited by those individuals
working to defuse the nuclear arms race.
‘‘The nuclear freeze movement is doing a
very laudable things in raising the con¬
sciousness of people in this country,
although I don’t agree with the political
proposal,” Lewis said, explaining he
would go further than just freeze the
weapons at current levels.

Libertarian.

priced

hours
studying the tax law and regulations, and

airport

a

proclaims that “Taxation is Theft.”
“He brings them in (to the LP) on the
tax issue. They attend weekly sessions in

Lewis has spent many, many

an

one

read this work without

can

that

paper

concourse

the American people
philosophy is the

American Revolution. No

tion, and there, in an interview in
January, the reporter asked, ‘Well, Mr.
Lewis, is there any way in which you ac¬
tually live this philosophy?’ ‘Well,’ I
replied, ‘I don’t file tax returns. This will
be the fourth year.’ It came out in the

Vice Presidential candidate Jim Lewis in

our

continuation of the great

terests, groups like the home
and the tax patriots,” Lewis

them

JIM LEWIS

Jim Lewis, our candidate for vice
president, has written an
important new recruiting tool.

said Lewis.

groups

POLITICS

haven’t. We should

begin elimination of those land-based
missies immediately, challenging the
Soviets to a ‘missile reduction race,’ ”

newspaper. “1 had wondered when I
would be confronted with the tax ques¬

familiar surroundings,

September/October 1984

explained.
first strike with nuclear weapons, as the
Soviets have already done. We should

From page
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Lewis Profile

also found agreement with Libertarian
ideas among blacks. “I tried to think

From page

what part of the Libertarian
message
would be most appealing, most
impor¬

35

tlation. “I thought of the mill marks we
on all our coins.
Why? Well, it’s
part of a fraud perpetrated on us. You

still have

those mill markers were originally
designed to prevent ‘shaving’ of coins
that had real value, coins of gold and
silver. Why does the government still go
to the trouble with today’s U.S. coins
which are, in fact, nothing more than
slugs, tokens? For no other reason than
see,

to maintain the

illusion of value.”

“I asked those

college students how
many even knew the purpose of the mill
marks and none did. Do you think they
would learn that sort of thing in govern¬
schools? No. Of

ment

could lead to

not.

course

It

questions, uncomfor¬
table questions. That conversation led to
more discussion of the other things that
government schools do just to keep us in
more

the dark.” As with most of his

them.” Lewis said, as he described
interviews with black newspapers in
Atlanta and Norfolk, Va. “Obviously it
tant to
two

jobs,

peace and freedom. We could
that. How will we get jobs and
who’s living off whom is the question. I
explained the idea of allowing people to
work, and putting the bureaucrats out of
business, and the heads were going up
was

agree on

and down. Several later contacted Na¬

tional Party
formation.”

Headquarters for

“In Little

more

in¬

Rock, I talked with four

black ministers, and

they really put me
When the discussion
was over, they explained, ‘We got bounc¬
ed around by the Democrats and
Republicans. We want to make sure this
isn’t the same old soup, warmed over.’ ”
They are typical of many voters Lewis
through

my paces.

conversa¬

has met in about 40 states he has visited.

tions, Lewis had many heads nodding in
agreement before he was done.

They are tired of hearing the same old
promises, promises that cannot be kept.
They have come to understand that when

The Vice Presidential candidate has

Big Government is on the loose, everyone
eventually becomes its victim, usually
starting with those the politicians profess
to “help.”
Like Bergland, Lewis has been cam¬
paigning practically full-time for the past
several months, reaching as many people
as possible through
personal contact,
speeches, radio talk shows, television ap¬
pearances and newspaper interviews.
“I’m very encouraged by the cam¬
paign, by the fact that we’ve done so
much actual campaigning, reached so
many people,” said Lewis. “I think it’s a
matter of more and more people
hearing
our message. People are
cynical about the
two major parties and they are
ready to
hear what we have to say, but the fact re¬
mains the number of people who have ac¬
tually heard us is small.”
One of the most hopeful signs for the
future, as far as he is concerned, is the in¬
creasing strength of the state parties, and
the vigorous and serious campaigns being
run by local Libertarians. “We have
some dynamite state parties, and it’s ex¬
citing, not just for this year, but in
building for the future,” said Lewis.■

them

to

resist the Libertarian

But it

really isn't difficult
justify them, certainly in

to

position.
explain or

our terms. I
would say the area of the cold war myth,
the old domino theory or "the Russians

coming, the Russians are coming”
problem if the U.S. withdraws militarily

are

from around the world, is the

one

that

many people "freak out" about. And the
nuclear arms area, the idea that we can

improve the security of the American
people by reducing the number of nuclear
arms rather than
continuing to increase
it. is something that’s hard for some peo¬
ple to grasp. In the area of say, drug law
repeal, no matter how many times you
point out to people that the laws don't
work, many people refuse to grasp that
truth. And say, on the issue of abortion,
those people who are completely

opposed

it

have their minds made up. So
nothing that you can say to them will

to

change their minds. I’ve found that it’s
just better to state the position and move
on to the next
question as far as that issue
is concerned. These

amples. But in
are

some

are just some ex¬
people's minds there

certain brick walls. That's their pro¬
to beat my

blem. 1 don't find it fruitful

Bergland
From page

type

qualification and appearance. Fewer

of the
a

1

specifically a tactic for the Libertarian
Party, a strategy for the Libertarian Par¬
ty. 1 think the LP is an umbrella organiza¬
tion for tax resisters and other groups of
people who are fighting for liberty on
specific issues of importance to them.

people who just said "well. 1 11 be

paper

a

LPN: You think

we

hove

more

credible

candidates?

resistance, (hen, is
of individual choice or

matter

Bergland: Oh, I think we clearly have
people who are. A lot of it has to
do with age. We have more people who
have been around the party for a while
and are now saying, “well, I will be a
candidate”. They're better qualified in
terms of their own
knowledge, their own
personal history, their qualifications, like
business and professional backgrounds
and that sort of thing. I think that’s very
natural. Eight years ago, we were a
smaller group and had a smaller pool to
pick from. We didn't have enough peo¬
ple who had several years of education
and dealing with the rest of the world as
Libertarians.

preference?

LPN: Your

ly

avowed

resister who is apparent¬

paying taxes at the moment. Do
IRS "dues”? How do you
feel about tax resistance as a tactic?
Bergland:Yes, I have been regularly fil¬
ing 1040 returns and doing what’s re¬
quired under the law and by my cir¬
cumstances. "How do you feel about tax
resistance as a tactic?”. I applaud the peo¬
ple who are doing that. I've met a great
many of them and spoken to tax
resistance groups as I go around the
country. They're, becoming some of our
strongest supporters and may be, as much
as the Libertarian party is, the
cutting
edge of the political movement in this
country to topple government power. Tax
resistance is helpful in the broader move¬
not

you pay your

ment

for freedom.

I

don’t

see

it

as

on

particularly something

come

the part

up.

The greatest

concern

of so many who

by the cold

war

are dominated
mentality makes liber-

tarinism extremely hard for
many peo¬
ple. And those issues do come up. But
no reason

you

I don't.

Bergland: Yes, I think that tax resistance
is something that people have to make

difficult

for

us to

avoid them...and

would advocate?

their

own

decisions about. I also observe

that the Libertarian

Party platform does
provision that says “nobody
should pay”, or that “everybody should
resist taxes and refuse to pay”.
not

contain

a

LPN: What do you consider to be the

important issues of your campaign?
Bergland: Well, I think clearly impor¬
tant issues are in the
foreign policy area,

LPN: Which issues do you find the most
to explain or to justify for non ¬
libertarians or the media?

Bergland:There really aren't
issues. There
more

of

are some

resistance. There

issues
are

any difficult
w hich raise

certain groups

people out there

among the non¬
libertarian audience that have very great
concerns about some
things w'hich cause

most

taxes, sound money,

running mate, Jim Lewis, is
tax

decriminalization of heroin, all the vic¬
timless crime issues, nuclear arms reduc¬

that’s

LPN: Not

education and Social
important issue area,
in my mind, is the whole
foreign policy
area. With our
policy--neutrality, nuclear
arms reduction, free
trade-being such a
wonderfully cogent and appealing policy
compared to the bi-partisan interven¬
tionist policies followed by Democrats
and Republicans. The most
important
issues of our campaign, fortunately, are
issues that we think are important and
also, that the people think are important.

Security. The

an

(ax

Bergland: Sure.

more

rights issue is not
one that ever seems to come
up unless
I happen to bring it up. It's
fairly rare.
But the traditional hard questions like

tion. do

LPN: You think

candidate".

this list, the children's

most

LPN: In platform discussions and LP
meetings there is usually a lot of interest
in the so-called "hard questions ” involv¬
ing issues like children’s rights, financ¬
ing of the "minimal state”, nuclear disar¬
mament options, and so on. Do
you ever
encounter these "hard question" issues

during the campaigning?
Bergland: Yes, frequently, although of

Former LP Chair Alicia Clark

head

against brick walls. The important
point is to lay our position out clearly,
as
thoroughly as persuasively as possi¬
ble. The people who don't like it still
don’t like it. Those who are willing to
have an open mind about things and are
really interested in the information will
respond affirmatively.
LPN: There

who say that a
foreign policy isn 't
practical when one of the two super¬
powers,
Russia, has repeatedly
demonstrated its willingness to invade
and subvert its neighbors, sustain an
ongoing arms build-up, and exhibit ir¬
rational paranoia (eg, KAL 007). How
do you respond to this ingrained
fear of
are

some

non-interventionist

the Soviets?

Bergland: I respond with the facts as I
foreign policy
is understandable. During the post-WWII
period, based upon its past history of havunderstand them. Soviet

congratulates Jim Lewis and David Bergland at the 1983

Presidential nominating convention in New York City
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ing been invaded, the Soviet leadership
wanted
to

to

establish

a

buffer around Russia

avoid that. American

military involve¬

r

BERGLAND FOR PRESIDENT

around the world and the U.S.

ment

Suite 105 West

policy of containing the Soviet Union just
feeds that Soviet

the Soviets have

paranoia. On
a

one

CAMPAIGN COMMITTEE
•

1525 Mesa Verde Drive East

FROM
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PERSONAL

A

Costa Mesa. CA 92626

border

714/754-1776

4.500 mile border with

Suite 364

BERGLAND

DAVID

7887 Katy

China...they're really

not going to expand
too far in that direction. To the south,
there are all the Islamic countries, and

Freeway
77024

Houston. TX

713/686-1776

within the Soviet Union about 409c of the

people are Islamic. So they fear the
possibility of a "holy war" if they get too
rambuctious going in that direction. In
fact, in 1979 at the request of the existing
Marxist government in Afghanistan, the
Soviet Union came in to help quell a
rebellion there and has been tied down

without

succeeding in that endeavor since
they have the Warsaw

1979. To the West,

countries

Pact

(the

make

ible.
do

America.

the

invest

You

the

and

money

Freedom

you

was

the original idea.

work.

the

But

live people like yourself
Libertarian Party poss¬

real

It’s

who

need

we

of

more

The key to growth

you.

in 1984 is finding new people.

Soviet-controlled

countries), and the N ATO alliance. The
Soviets

.Friends,

Dear

really not interested in hav¬
ing a hot war get going there because for
one thing, they don't know which way the
Warsaw Pact countries would point their
guns. There's a great deal of nationalism

This

is

what

campaign is all about this

the

year.

are

We

want

be

so

new

large.

names,

new

So we

can

contributors, new volunteers. So the load on you won't
become bigger and stronger next year, and every year.

Imagine what could happen if each Libertarian would bring only one new
into the party each year. That's all we really need to do.

person

within the Warsaw Pact and also within

Soviet borders itself. There

are

various

national groups that are under the Soviet
yoke which would like to be free ot it.
Also, the Soviets have not. when invited,
refused

comply with the desires of
Egypt and Somalia for
instance, where the Soviets had a fairly
substantial presence in recent past years,

some

to

those

If

we

We

need

raise

can

the

money

to run

it.

This is where

you

in.

come

countries. In

the Soviets

we

In 1984 the Bergland for President Campaign is going to reach out for new
people. It's time for us to do our fall advertising. Print ads, radio and
television, including a "secret ad" that should make the national media
stand up and take notice !

were

invited

to

go

home b\

people. And they went home. What
to do is compare the interven¬

have

raise $
mail to

to

direct

for
This

should

60,000

in

generate

a

lot

for print ads and another $ 60,000
publications in which we will advertise.

the next month

subscribers

of

of
new

names.

addition, we will be spending as much
we don't have
any money to spend on

In

now,

we can on TV and radio.
this kind of outreach.

as

But right

tionist

policies of the Democratic and
Republican parties, and the results of

that, which have been disastrous,

to

the

$

For

$

us

100, we can reach 10,000 people by television. If each contributor gave
100, we could reach millions of potential Libertarian Party supporters!

Libertarian

position. The bi-partisan in¬
foreign policy sustains the
credibility of the hotheads within the
Soviet leadership, the real super¬
paranoids. The Libertarian position of
neutrality of free trade, of nuclear arms
reduction is clearly better and designed
to improve or reduce tensions and im¬
prove relationships between the U.S. and
terventionist

make

But

to

you

can

This

of

is

the

this

all

happen,

I

need your

financial support now,

as

much

as

afford.
more
than a political contribution,
Libertarian Party and your future in

it's an investment in the future
a free society.

really need your help with this, and promise that your investment will pay
tangible dividends for the Party and for you, your family and our country.
I

Yours

for

Liberty,

the Soviets. Also, other countries would
be better able to resist Soviet pressure
because of their improved conditions as
a

result of Libertarian

LPN: Do you favor
ment? What kind?

PS

-

The

foreign policy.

will let you keep
credit for political

IRS

to $ 50
contribtions. I'll put it to a much better
use
than they will.
as

a

up

nuclear disarma¬

a policy of nuclear
reduction within the overall context

Bergland: I advocate
arms

of the Libertarian

foreign policy: conven¬
military withdrawal from around
the world, a position of neutrality and
non-intervention, and also policies of free
trade. I advocate the position that the U.S.
tional

policy of no first
This relates
primarily to the tactical nuclear weapons
in Europe which are under the control

government
use

declare

a

of nuclear weapons.

of the United States and which the U.S.

supposed to use in the event that war
begins in Europe between the Warsaw
is

Pact and the NATO Alliance.
reason to

the NATO Alliance.
European people want to

get out ot

If the Western

have

Another

nuclear weapons

for their

own

Continued page 38
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Bergland

the question about cost. What
to
keep us from being an¬

nihilated in

a

nucelar war? Do

then, that it should be

Interview
From page

response to
is it worth

you

a matter

think,

of

cost

effectiveness? Or simply effectiveness,
period?
Bergland: No. it s completely illusory,
and the fact is that people make cost deci¬

37

defense, then they should buy them,
develop them, locate them and have com¬
plete responsibility for them. American

sions all the time in life and death situa¬

tions. And 1 think

we

had better face up

that

there. With

regard to our strategic nuclear
missiles, 1 advocate the complete elimina¬

reality. Those who say cost is no
object don’t know what the hell they're
talking about, because it’s always a fac¬
tor that people take into consideration.

tion of all of the land based missiles in

We also know that there's

nuclear missiles should

be located

not

the United States without

immediately

to

no

way to
guarantee the success of defensive antiballistic missile technology. If you have

changing the policy of deterrence based
the ability to retailiate if the Soviets
were to strike first, by
relying upon sub¬

somebody

marine

6 trillion dollars and that would

on

based

and

bomber

carried

missiles.This will make the American

come along and persuade
that "all it would take would be

everyone

com¬

pletely eliminate

more secure. Removing the land
based missiles will eliminate them as

any possibility of any
nuclear weapon ever going off in the
world again”, then you'd probably get

potential targets for

your

people

also

and

would

demonstrating
arms

Soviet first strike
major step in
commitment to nuclear
a
be

a

a
reduction. And this is, of

course,

be

coupled with arms reduction
negotiations with the Soviets, who have
previously indicated that they would like
to start reducing their nuclear arsenal if

to

the U.S. would

tion. That is
course,

move

in the

same

direc¬

answer, of
because that would still leave
not a

complete

many nuclear weapons ready to go on
both the Soviet and U.S. sides. But these
are

the initial steps

which I advocate with

the

hope that

proceed, negotiations

will

as we

develop that will allow

us

to go

further.

LPN: Do you have any comments on the
Star Wars, the so-called Star Wars defense

possibilities?
Bergland: Yes, I believe
that, number

one,

my position is
I don't want to use

either of those labels, "Star Wars”

or

"High Frontiers” because those are
specifically related to certain proposals
made by other people. In principle. I do
not see any principled libertarian
objec¬
tion to having or developing a
technological capability to prevent incom¬
ing missiles from arriving. And 1 think
that, in the

context

that would be created

by adoption of the other foreign policy
arms reduction
proposals that
I have made, going forward with the
development of defensive anti-ballistic
missile technology, would be valid. W'hat
we have to
guard against is the Reagan
Star Wars, or General Graham High
Frontier proposals, added on to the
nuclear arms race as it is now being con¬
and nuclear

6 trillion dollars. But that is

not a

possibility. What everybody seems to be
saying is that regardless of the different
types of whatever you're talking about,
laser, particle beams, and other types of
development, that none of them have
anywhere near the promise of being com¬
pletely effective. So you're necessarily in
the situation of using cost/benefit analysis
and you always will be. So it's rather silly
to hypothesize something that can never
be true. I try to avoid that.
LPNrArp there any LP Platform positions
with
which
you
are
personal/\

uncomfortable?
Bergland: I can't say that there are any
that I'm really uncomfortable with. There
that I would

probably redraft.
I've just recently been reading the new
platform because its only been printed
recently. Since I've gone over it. I have
had occasion to think "that could
really

are some

be stated in

that's

of

a

comment.

But not in the substance. I

think. I'm

certainly not opposing it. I just
might take a different approach.
are

your

brief reactions

to

the

following issues:
Iran-lraq War:
Bergland: The U.S. government should
not intervene in that war in
any fashion,
militarily, economically or politically.
The

The Federal deficit:
Bergland: The only thing to do about the

into

account.

ple would say
vent

nuclear

relative.

amplify that? Some peo¬
that if it’s effective to pre¬
war,

cost

This is, / think,

shouldn’t be
a

legitimate

Bergland:Well. obviously I'm opposed

increase of

kind and in
favor of any tax reduction in any place,
any time. I think its interesting to observe
to

any tax

any

that the Democratic and

Republican party
leadership can't think of any way to deal
with any problem other than increasing
taxes and spending more...having more
government involvement in whatever it is.
U.S. involvement in Nicaragua and E!
Salvador:

Bergland: The same response as to the
Iran-lraq war w ith a couple of additional
observations. The U.S. has

over a cen¬

of intervention in Central America,
especially Nicaragua, and that hasn't
done much of anything except to generate
a

lot of hatred and

resentment

Americans and the U.S. government.

The
policy for the U.S. there is the liber¬
tarian free trade policy and also the Liber¬
best

tarian position of free immigration, that
is. eliminating the travel barrier. Those

the

is

to

reduce

to

that.

But it's also

an

in¬

teresting observation to make that if
Libertarian foreign policy, particularly
reductions in military spending policies,
were followed, that the military spending
under

the

Libertarian

ap¬

proach would just about eliminate the
current Federal deficit. Reagan is propos¬
ing they'll spend about $305 billion
dollars, and probably about two-thirds of

September 27. Photo by

the

Central

Americans

Americans and reduce

or

and

North

negate the ap¬

peal of Marxism in the area, which to a
large degree is based upon simply the
prevailing attitude of hatred toward
America and blaming America for the
problems in the area.
The international banking crisis:
Bergland: I think the international bank¬
ing crisis is not a threat to the security
or prosperity of the
people of the United
States. The current policies of the U.S.
government which result in a continual
drain

on

some

of them communist governments,

that

so

they can make pay ments to cer¬
favored and protected banks, is much

tain

than the situation that would

worse

cur

if

of those banks had

some

the consequences

to

oc¬

bear

of their bad loans.

The Russian Olympic boycott:
Bergland: That's a situation that pro¬
bably would never even have crossed the
Soviets' minds if Jimmy Carter had not
kept the U.S. athletes out of the 1980
Olympics. The Olympics certainly
should not be a political football. They
always have been part of political pro¬
paganda. The only thing I can hope is that

after

the

situation

in

1984.

that

the

governments around the world will come
to

their

senses.

towards

Federal government

reductions

LPN: Can l just

increases '?

of

course,

on

pletely subsidize foreign governments,

tax

policies w'ould do the most to improve
prosperity of people in that area and
develop friendly relationships between

Federal deficit, of

confined

technology under
development, some of which are relative¬
ly inexpensive and some which are wildly
expensive. So that would have to be taken

likely 1985

tury

LPN: What

ballistic

missile

that could be cut out.

little better fashion", but

just somewhat of an editorial type

greater danger to us. And we would also
have to be very conscious of the cost of
this. There are different types of anti-

a

Berg/and addresses the Cleveland City Club Forum

Chris Stephens/Cleveland Plain Dealer.

1984 and

spending. I'm fond
saying that the U.S. government real¬
ly only has two legitimate functions: na¬
tional defense and protecting Constitu¬
tional rights. And, of course, there
wouldn't be any^ Federal deficit if it were

ducted. Because I think that would be

David

the American taxpayer to com¬

LPN: It may be too early to
would you rule out another
race

in the

future,

at

ask this, but
presidential

this time?

Bergland: Yes, I would rule that out.
And I would also say that I had absolutely
no desire to be a
presidential candidate,
or
plans to be a presidential candidate and
had ruled that

out

before I did it this time.

But because the circumstances

changed
drastically on the eve of the Conven¬
tion from anything I had conceived of
happening. I changed my mind. And at
this time. I cannot conceive of any situa¬
so

tion in the future that would

cause me to

be the Libertarian

Party presidential can¬
didate or any thing like a Libertarian Party
presidential candidate at this time.
LPN:

Only if you're running for

re-

election?

Bergland: Yes, that’s right, only if I'm
running for re-election. That's my
answer.

■
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STRATEGY/TACTICS

your car.

libertarian

libertarian signs in your yard;

libertarian

by Jeff Daiell

Jeff Daiell is
tivist and is

Houston-based LP ac¬
officer in the tri-partisan
a

an

Greater Houston Tax Coalition.
Even if

you're not running for public
office this year, there are many things you
can do to advance the cause of Freedom
In Our Time. Here

few

suggestions:
campaign. Ac¬
tive campaigns need calls made, letters
typed, envelopes stuffed, stamps licked,
“surrogate” speeches made, press
releases composed, issues researched,
position papers written, telephones
1. Work in

a

are a

answered, literature distributed, funds
raised, volunteers coordinated.
2.

Help out at

your

local LP Head¬

quarters. The day-to-day chore of building
the party as a vehicle for winning our

Liberty goes on even with campaigns
running simultaneously. All the jobs

6. Get

a

LP's many

local
offices, too, along with speakers bureau
director, activities planner, and others.
3. Write

a

exist at the

letter

to

the editor. This has

been covered many times, so let me just
make this point: letters to the editor are
the

libertarians

medium

one

dominate. One letter
market (either in

general)

a

calling for

a

particular field

newsletter of

old beliefs when confronted with argu¬

Think

Act

group you

dent who carried

co-worker of mine

an

economics text. I

and he wrote

“Think

course,

and

journals.
4. Write

a

letter

to someone

in elected

office. To be indelicate, most

politicians
are prostitutes. If they get even three or
four letters supporting or opposing a par¬
ticular bill, those letters have an impact.
Such impact is greater, of course, on
measures where there's not likely to be
much public sentiment on the other side
a prime example:
reducing the re¬
quirements third parties must face to get
--

on

the ballot.

5. Have

organization you belong to
invite a libertarian speaker. A civic club,
a garden club. Rotary. Optimists, your
union local, your church, a professional
an

Membership

was

you as a

nice

person!
9.

Judge high school

college debate

often have time for

critique, in which

literature

or

“armchair intellectuals,”

an

national,

or a

new

local, state

or to

or

There is

with

ment

organization. Some Libertarians have
money than time available. Your
contributions are always greatly needed
and much appreciated, for reasons which
needn't be elaborated here.
11. If your community has a radio sta¬
tion with a “talk show” format, consider

calling in periodically to present the liber¬
tarian viewpoint. Or, if you have special
expertise or interests, considering being
a talk show guest on particular subject
or
lining up an “expert” Libertarian on
the subject.

real

area
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I
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"I hereby
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a
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national member in the category below:
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certify that I do not believe in or advocate the initiation

of force

as a means

achieving political or social goals."
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The

Employer

Optional, federal law requires
us to
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IMPORTANT
PHONE NUMBERS
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Party
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(outside
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advertising or
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make
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OS

12 months

I would like to lend my support

by making

a

□ Enclosed is my first month’s pledge payment
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or

sum

lump
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sum
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Name
Catd No

Address

Expiration Date
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Signature

Date
Name

•Name of

VISA

not! Trite but

are

potential at the local

and nuclear freeze groups,

Please charge my comribulion to

activist. You

actions

speak louder than words.
The “bottom line” is not what you think,
but what you do to further libertarian
personal causes. ■

civic associations and

LTj I
I

an

true:

By meeting with citizens organizations

CHARGE

|

are

and face the

tions.

r
77024

a

be measured on in

can

their actions.

Escape the armchair! Do not fool
yourself into believing that because you
attend libertarian meetings and marginal¬
ly involve yourself in party politics, you

single-issue, libertarian-compatible
organizations, I have helped to defeat un¬
wanted government projects. I was
responsible for setting up a meeting bet¬
ween HUD (Federal Housing and Urban
Development department) and two coun¬
ty citizen groups that led to cancellation
of a proposed public housing project in
my neighborhood. And I was part of a
coalition that helped to get a referendum
question on the ballot in the 1982 elec¬

LP

#385 • Houston, Texas

terms of

level to get something done, however.
For example, through my own involve¬

more

7887 Katy Freeway

something they

mouth off.”

the national

Libertarian Party

heart.

danger of thinking we are doing
something when we are really doing
almost nothing except for “shooting our

you can suggest

approach to the
topic being debated; you almost always
get to make a written critique, in which
you can do the same. One rule: judge on
skill, not on which side represented the
more libertarian position!
10. Give money to candidates, local or
on

more to

impact on our liberty
through federal taxes, the draft, paper
money printing abuses, foreign interven¬
tion, and so on, it is little wonder that
politics at the national level attract our at¬
tention. Yet, other than having an opi¬
nion (as everyone else does) about the
issues, and making a protest from time to
time at a demonstration or in discussion,
there is often little we can do to change
these matters. We too easily become

term

oral

newsletters

back

years

a

With the massive

paper advocating
and a balanced budget. Of
helping your kids, and neighbor
a

several

union

some

globally, act locally,” is

libertarians should take

sound money

tournaments. You

or

Locally

quote attributed to architect-educator
Buckminster Fuller. It is an idea that

a term paper in a government
I lent him some libertarian books,

course.

or

fessional

former

of the
Montgomery County, Maryland LP and
a veteran activist who authors a regular
column in a weekly newspaper. He is also
a presidential elector for the 1984 LP
ticket. This article originally appeared in
the Free State Libertarian Letter, the
newsletter of the Maryland LP.

assigned

civil liberties

Help build that movement!
Don't neglect neighborhood papers
(many print every letter they get),
magazines (national and local), and pro¬

Globally,

Gerald Schneider is the Chair

suggested that if she needed any help with
the subject, to read Henry Hazlett's
Economics In One Lesson. She might
or might not, but the chances are better
now than they were before.
Help people with their homework. A

advantage of establishing

ment.

they cannot resolve based on
dogma), and win friends.
While few people are converted
outright to become libertarians, they ac¬
cept some of our ideas and truths, are
receptive and respectful of your concerns
and are more likely to accept libertarians
as sincere, concerned individuals. And it
feels good to have actually won on some
issue against the government!
Moreover, while in some respects less
important, gains for liberty at the local
level provide a foundation to build upon
in resolving bigger issues. Who can really
say that helping your neighbors to be
free, in fact, is any less significant than
solving world problems verbally?
I think some libertarians really do not
want to do anything but talk about liber¬
ty. They do not get involved with their
neighbors, know almost nothing about
community concerns, never attend or
testify at hearings, etc. For them, liber¬
tarianism is an abstract ideal, not

ments

by Gerald Schneider

belong to. It
likely be easier than you think!
7. Propagandize your friends, co¬
workers, family, dates, strangers. I was
once at a bus stop with a high school stu¬
a

free

noninterventionism (ditto) or
(ditto) is thought-provoking;
letters calling for such is a move¬

cor¬

will

kids, with their homework also has the

in

your

public hearings, writing a regular liber¬
tarian outlook column for a local
newspaper, etc., I am able to influence a
lot of people on relatively small things,
get them to consider libertarian concerns
seriously (a result of “cognitive dissonnance” that forces people to reflect on

libertarian article into the

can

or

on

the libertarian message or some aspect
thereof. ■

12 Activities for Non-Candidates
noted above

stick-ons

respondence. These might be the first —
perhaps the only — time some people see

organization, your League of Women
Voters or Jaycees chapter — the list goes
on. People in groups like these tend to
be politically active and to carry weight
with their neighbors and co-workers.
They need to hear the Libertarian alter¬
native to Democratic and Republican
failures. Consider being the libertarian
speaker addressing your group!

Libertarian

bumper stickers on
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POLICY ANALYSIS
by Frank Wilner

developers,
opposes

Mr. Wilner is an associate of the Institute
for Humane Studies, and a transporta¬
tion economist in Washington, D.C.
In

free

society, nothing should be
more sacred than private
property.
Property-whether it be a home, business
or claim on future production
(money,
savings accounts, stocks and bonds)-is
the reward for using our minds, bodies
and markets freely to produce the goods
and services demanded by society. The
unrestricted ability to accumulate wealth,
in the form of private property, has
driven man to produce more and more
a

with fewer

resources.

fected

even if the owning railroad
the sale and could put the af¬

resources to more

productive

uses.

•The state of Illinois has “ordered”

a

company to build a new plant under
threat of seizure of its land for transfer to

thought to be mindful of private property
rights.
When one robs a productive Peter to
pay a nonproductive Paul, it is termed a
humanitarian gesture. In the process, you
destroy Peter’s incentive to continue pro¬
duction, and eventually wind up with two

nonproductive Pauls and no Peter to
make the payment. The “road to serf¬
dom” is paved with good intentions.
Certainly, devoted football fans of the

on
are

private property in the
occurring with alarm¬

ing frequency:
•In

1981, the city of Detroit seized the
homes of 1,100 families to make way for
a new factory. That the homeowners
were “compensated” a “fair market
value” ignores the despotic nature of the
seizure.
•The

city of New Bedford, Massachu¬

seeks to prevent the closing of a tool
and die plant by seizing the private
pro¬
perty for public use.
•The Supreme Court recently upheld
setts

an

attempt by Hawaii officials to seize

privately held large estates and sub-divide
them for the benefit of those seeking “af¬
fordable” housing.
•The Supreme Court also ruled
unanimously that states can seize railroad
rights-of-way and sell them to private

pariah for being “in¬

of the

productive is dwarfed by the in¬
satiability of “needs”. And the number
of the “needy” grows geometrically as
such involuntary transfers are ac¬
celerated.

provide

counterparts in Los Angeles and In¬

dianapolis would

transferred is not their

slurry pipelines
seek to bypass the marketplace and ob¬
tain from Congress the power of seizure

doubtful that those making the argument
in Oakland and Baltimore would similar¬

competitor.

•In New York, Maryland and Califor¬
nia, state legislators seek power to seize

professional sports teams
their relocation

to

so as to prevent

other cities.

•The states of Maine, Florida, Texas
and Oregon, among others, are requiring
owners

public

of beachfront property to

access.

•Promoters of coal

How Private is Private
Yet, attacks

a

By nature, people seek to improve the
quality of human life. These im¬
provements have been greatest in those
societies which respect private property.
There is no shortage of imperatives call¬
ing for the involuntary transfer of private
property by act of public authority; and
no shortage of supporters of such
policies-so long as the property to be

a

former Oakland Raiders

over

teams’ return. It is doubtful that their

ly

agree to

farms, ranches and other private

prevent their
movement to other cities and states where
to

improved productivity and stronger
markets offer an improved chance at suc¬
cess. It will not be long before
protection
is demanded against the loss of skilled
workers.

The Fifth Amendment to the Constitu¬

permits eminent domain; com¬
pulsory surrender of private property to

public authority. Historically, eminent

ways.

ex¬

to the

building of public road¬
More recently, as we see, the power

of eminent domain has been stretched
well

own

on

their freedom

to

jobs and businesses

those experiencing difficulty finding af¬
fordable housing. Those owning large
estates evoke little sympathy when it is
announced that their lands

ed for

beyond the “public use” conceptwith concurrence of a Supreme Court

are to

a

suburban ranch home
outside Omaha

as

on a

an

quarter-acre
enclave of the

wealthy? Are those lots the next to be for¬
cibly seized for the “greater public

unleashed, the abuse of private
property rights is difficult to contain. The
nonproductive as well as the productive
should oppose any further destruction of
an economic system which has allowed
even the so-called nonproductive to enjoy
a standard of living unprecedented in
history, or elsewhere on earth today, fl

Officeholder
Profile:

Paul Dillon
by Bonnie Burnett

good”?
unemployment is
distasteful to everyone. But seizing a fac¬
tory solely to provide continued employ¬
ment is to hold a gun to the heads of the
owners in a manner of a looter-and
course,

reduce

formerly proud employees to the
whining rotters. One might
similarly pass a law forbidding the in¬
level of

troduction of
cesses,

own.

Once

be seiz¬

“greater public good.” But what
of those who look upon a three-bedroom

Of

tion

clusively

restraints

their

It is equally

agree.

Surely, there is sympathy in Hawaii for

property for pipeline rights-of-way.
•And Congress is being urged to pass a
law allowing local and state authorities to

domain has been limited almost

Baltimore

elsewhere.

Property?

seize businesses in order

or

Colts, and the local bars and restaurants
which served them, can make an
impas¬
sioned plea for legislation requiring the

move

United States

One is labeled

sensitive” to the needs of the nonproduc¬
tive. Unfortunately, the collective wealth

new

lest they

unemployment.

ideas, patents and pro¬
obsolesence and

cause

Bonnie Burnett

is

a

journalist unci

freelance reporter based in Corvallis,
Oregon. She has worked for the San Jose
Mercury-News and the Benton Bulletin
(Ore.). This article originally appeared in
the Benton Bulletin, and is reprinted with

permission.
You

name

it and Paul Dillon has pro¬

bably done it.
The Philomath
worked

as a

city councilor has

school teacher, construction

worker, farmer, librarian, machinist,
truck driver, Spanish teacher, and as a
member of

a

logging

“fixes houses” when

cupied

crew.
not

Today he

otherwise

oc¬

active member of the Liber¬
tarian Party or as a Philomath city coun¬
as an

cilman.
As a “house fixer,” Dillon handles
everything from leaky faucets to fixing

the front steps, he said. “I’m not a
remodeler. I’m a fixer. I know how to

replace the element in the oven. I’ve even
helped people change hard-to-reach light
bulbs.”
He finds

nothing unusual in his ver¬
ability to handle both academic and
manual occupations.
“I’m a determined generalist,” he
laughed. “I refuse to get into a specialist
bag. My grandfather used to say ‘Speci¬
alism is getting is getting so that
specialists know more and more about
less and less until we get the ultimate
specialist who knows everything about
nothing at all’.”
It doesn’t take long at a city council
meeting to Figure out that Dillon is the
council’s resident philosopher. Not
suprisingly, he has a degree in Philosophy
from Stanford University.
satile
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bad.”

thinks the city
“hiring Operations
Management International (OM1) to
operate the sewer system. I’m really im¬
pressed with the job they’re doing.
Neither sewer or water should be

International
Libertarian
Movement Grows

operated by the city government. The city
should not be in the utilities business.”
Almost any aspect of government can
“almost certainly be operated more effi¬
ciently by the private sector,” he said.
He is strongly opposed to a tax base in¬
crease and cast the only vote against the
increase proposal approved by the coun¬
cil Monday night to go to the voters.
And he doesn’t feel the city should be
living within their current budget, he
thinks they should be reducing it.

The Planet Earth

One of the best moves he

has

made

was

or

fraud

against anyone else and that includes the
government.” he said staunchly. “The
philosophy must be consistent and hang
together. I’m a philosopher and if it
doesn’t hang together, it can’t be right. I
more often take a moral-based position
than a pragmatic one.”
“It

can

be really hard for me on

the

council,” he added. He views the system
as “fundamentally flawed,” with city
government mandated by state and
federal government to
shouldn’t do at all.

Land

use

do things they

planning is his prime

exam¬

ple.
no land use planning
zoning whatever. Just strict
liability...reckless endangerment is
wrong. The courts could handle it on the
basis of respect for individual rights.”

“There should be

or

Dillon became

a

member of the Liber¬

in 1972, the year after it was
founded, because “I really liked what
they were saying. They call themselves
the ‘party of principle’ and it felt philo¬
sophically right.”
He has been a member of the party’s
tarian Party

National Platform Committee twice and
also chaired the state committee

a

couple

of times.
But he decided to leave “ideological
politics” for the “real world politics”
when a vacancy came up on the council in

1981.

city hall to find out how to
apply and Mugs (Margaret Nyman, city
recorder) said, “We’ve got a live one!”
he laughed.
Dillon was appointed to fill the seat
“I went into

for election in 1983. His

and then

ran

term ends

in 1986 and he has no plans to

run

of my
want to do.”

Dillon like the attitudes he found

the Philomath citizenry.
“There was an emphasis on ‘We can

among

take

of it ourselves.’

They were not
looking to the government to bail ’em out
of any troubles.”
Although he was born in New York, he
spent most of his life living on the West
care

Coast.
“I’ve lived in Philomath

longer than
other place in my life,” he said. After
marrying in 1962, the Dillons joined the
Peace Corps from 1962-1965 and worked
in Chile. After graduating from Stanford
in 1966, he earned his master’s degree in
developmental psychology, “kid psych”
according to Dillon, at San Francisco
State. As the same time, he worked for
the school district as a project evaluator
for a Spanish/English bilingual educa¬
any

tion program.
From there, the

family moved to
Guadalajara, Mexico, where Dillon was
principal of the American Junior-Senior
High School. Then came Bear Valley and
last stop, Philomath.
Politics is a favorite hobby, albeit a
time-consuming one, he said.
“I don’t expect to achieve that much
on the council. I realize I’m in a minority
position. I just hope to mitigate some of
the worst positions. And I have
sometimes.

life. I have other things I

And sometimes I have

Dillon has lived in Philomath for

six

drought clos¬
ed the private one-room school where he
taught eighth grade through 12th grades
and one-half years.

When

a

A used merchandise ordinance that

re¬

quired identification of all sellers and
quite a bit of paperwork was toned down
partly through Dillon’s efforts.
“It

was

was no

absurd and

good

reason

bad ordinance and

a

burden. There

for it. It
now

it’s

be

a

use

it pay

subscriber.”

is taking your
money away and saying you will support
the library. If you don’t pay, they take
your house away. Ninety percent who
can’t use it pay to subsidize it for the 10
percent who do.”
“The government

He would

daycare center in Philomath.

allies.”

again.

Politics “could absorb an incredible
amount

Oregon.
They met attending the University of
Oregon in Eugene, he said. “I’m even
more in love with my wife now than I was
then,” he added. They have two sons:
Brad, 18, an exchange student in Italy,
and Niall, 15, who attends Philomath
High School. Lexie Dillon is part owner
of the Willow Wood pre-school and

was a really
just kind of

freedom movement

can

be found in the

pages

is

The philosophy Dillon would govern
by is also the founding principle of the
Libertarian Party.

initiate force

Perhaps the most visible presence of
the trans-national character of the modem

organizations “dedicated to building a
free and peaceful world, respect for in¬
dividual rights and liberties, and an open
and competitive economic system based
on voluntary exchange and free trade.
Members and affiliated organizations
pursue this goal through independent ac¬
tion, using their freely chosen strategies.

who

can

countries around the world,

just? Let those
for it. And that goes for
more

public libraries, too,” he added.
“If the people who use it aren’t willing
to pay for it, why ask those who don’t use
it? I love books, I have over 2,000
volumes in my private collection. I would

one

numerous

ternational. The Libertarian International

Philomath City Councilman Paul Dillon

“No

in

in addition to the United States.

is quick and firm—

answer

fees.

“What could be

Valley, Calif., he and his wife

that individual rights are not
granted by nation-states nor circumscrib¬
ed by manmade borders, it should come
as no surprise that the contemporary
libertarian movement is now represented
agree

And how would he fund government
user

Lexie turned to their ties in western

Since most libertarians

of Free World Chronicle, the bi¬
monthly publication of the Libertarian In¬

services? His

in Bear

-

like to

see

the council

an

The Libertarian International exists to

promote the exchange of information and
ideas, to study diverse strategies and to

fellowship.” While no
formal connection exists between the LP
foster libertarian

and the Libertarian International

several

National

cost.”

Reason

“Public libraries and schools

are

“I call them
government schools. They are a
dangerous institution in America. There
is a pressure within a teacher’s job to present
the
government
and the
government’s schools in a good light
because that’s where the money
from to support them.”

Besides his

is coming

city and party politics,
Dillon likes to read, garden, listen to
classical music, and he is a “fair horse¬
man,” he says. He attends his wife’s per¬
formances in theater productions. He too
was involved in the theater and quit in
1968 after appearing opposite is wife in
one production.
“I knew it had the potential to absorb
my entire life,” he said. “It’s sort of the
way I’m feeling about politics now.”
And he won’t let anything devour all
of his time, there’s too much left to do.
When asked what is left, Dillon re¬
plied, “I might write a book.”
He has had essays, short stories and
poetry published.
“And I’ve never been scuba diving,”
he said thoughtfully. “Maybe I’ll
learn. ”■

(LI)

prominent LP members such as

seriously look at places where the user
could pay instead of “socializing the

sacred cows,” he said.

of individuals and

association

Chair

Foundation

Poole, Jr.

Grant,

Paul

candidate

Presidential

1980 LP

Ed Clark,

President

known supporters

are

and

Robert

of the LI

organization.
In addition to four U.S.

representatives,
regional
representatives
in
Australia,
Belgium/Luxembourg, Denmark, the
United Kingdom, the Netherlands, Nor¬
way, Spain, Sweden and West Germany.

the Libertarian International has

In addition, there are active libertarian

organizations, political parties or in¬
terested individuals in France, Portugal,
Canada, South Africa and Brazil. In fact,
because the international libertarian
movement

dividuals

encompasses a number of in¬
who come from varied

backgrounds, some stemming largely
from the European “classical liberal”
tradition who don ’t

even use

the

term

“libertarian”, it is practically impossible
to

precisely estimate the size and number

of libertarian activists world wide. There

occasional reports

of interest in
in Communistdominated countries, although these ac¬
counts are difficult to verify.
However, there are encouraging signs
are even

libertarian

thought

of libertarian activism in various

coun¬

tries around the world. In Canada, for

example,

there

(or are) two
political parties, in¬
cluding the Libertarian Party of Canada.
The LPC held a series of public meetings
in February in Ottawa. Winnipeg. Van¬
couver. Prince George and Victoria to
unveil their platform and strategy for
dealing with election law changes. The
Libertarian Party of Canada in Manitoba
were

libertarian-oriented

Continued page 44
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“educating the educators”. A cover letter
offering quantities for all of their depart¬
ment’s instructors (at reduced rates or
free, depending on your budget) might be
the next step. The ultimate goal, of
course, is to get the book in the hands of

BOOK REVIEWS
by Jack Dean
Libertarianism in One Lesson, by David

make it
even

non-threatening,

the most hard

to

easy

reading for

Bergland, published by Orpheus Publica¬
tions, 24-pages, paperback, $1.95.

today’s video-oriented culture. Several
tongue-in-cheek cartoons illustrate points

Jack Dean, chairman

made in the text. And the handy 8I/2XII
size makes it convenient to carry in a
loose-leaf notebook.

of the Libertarian
Party of California, is a public relations
consultant and magazine editor. He
managed David Bergland's campaign for
the State Senate in 1978, and his
statewide campaign for U.S. Senate in

This book has been written not so
much to inspire as to educate, though it
does both. Not so much to discuss cur¬

1980.

rent

political problems,

the students themselves.

reach member of

as to

Libertarianism In One Lesson

dinary presidential campaign book. But

where

libertarian will stand

then it wasn’t meant to be.

about any issue, and why.
While several key topics are discussed
in some depth-taxation, social security,

The reader

seeking a philosophical
treatise dealing with esoteric libertarian
theories will be disappointed. But the
Libertarian activist who has been search¬

ing for the ideal introductory work for
friends and acquaintances will be
delighted with this primer by 1984 LP
presidential candidate David Bergland.

a

on

in

other form. It could be the first step
program to attract America’s youth
libertarian position.

The book also has other educational/
outreach potential.
For example, a copy sent to each

political reporter in your area accom¬
panied by a press release will do two
things: get publicity for the book (and the
free copies you’ve provided to local in¬
structors), and at the same time-and
perhaps most important-educate the
reporters without them even knowing it.
In campaigning for the 1984 presiden¬
tial nomination, David Bergland the can¬
didate promised a grassroots campaign
and has delivered one. In writing his cam¬
paign book, David Bergland the author
promised an educational tool that could
be used not just during the ’84 election,
but for many years beyond. Once again,

just

victimless crimes-the book’s greatest
contribution to the student of liber¬

explanation of the

a

to a

education, foreign policy, pollution and

tarianism is its

be

some

a framework within
she will be able to determine

or

nature

of government, its expose of the tradi¬
tional obstacles we all face in thinking

he has delivered.

Libertarianism

May there be
Social

in

many more

editions. ■

Security

Reviewed by Richard A.

One

Cooper

Compelling Belief: The

Culture of
American Schooling, by Stephen Arons,
New York: McGraw-Hill Inc. $19.95

/ Lesson
'Social sq

In

foster

practice, public schools do not
a spirit of inquiry.
Instead, there is

presentation of

a

a

cookbook view of

history which reflects the prejudices of
the dominant elements. Liberals and con¬
servatives bend education to serve their

political and social values in the belief
that what is good enough for them is
good for all.
Aside from intent, the structure of

public schooling intensifies conflict.
Unionized teachers, elected school

boards, political appointees, and the
powerful influence of the unelected
educational bureaucrats who dispense
federal aid guarantees a highly politicized
public school system. Public education
politicizes education. Politicization
means conflicts over the power to control
others. Differences are sharpened, and all
must resort to

political

means to

protect

themselves against attack.
The evils of conflict and conformism

Richard

iUgfSii?1

ex¬

by LP activists as a tool to help build
(or rebuild) local student organizationseither in the image of now defunct Stu¬
dents for a Libertarian Society, or in

provide the

which he

no or¬

unconsciously

pressed or denigrated in education, if on¬
ly by default or silence. We praise some
people and actions, we denounce others.
We give descriptive titles to events which
color perceptions.

used

uninitiated with

Libertarianism In One Lesson is

can

Arons’ view. Of necessity, some values
will be consciously or

Cooper is a graduate of Colum¬
bia University with emphasis on the
history of ideas. He has been active in the
LP and is currently an export
manager
based in West bury, NY. His book
reviews have been widely published in
mainstream

as

well as libertarian publica¬

tions.

wrought by public schooling are not ac¬
cidents, nor unexpected. They were in¬
herent in the system to begin with, and
are present in all countries.
Sociologist
Herbert Spencer wrote that
“Progress is
difference.” We need to experiment in
order to find desirable qualities in the
“survival of the fittest.”

Uniformity

experimentation. Public school¬
ing hinders the marketplace of ideas.
prevents

Constitutional lawyer Stephen Arons
charges that public education violates the

In his

introduction, Bergland states
that his goal “is to assist the instructor in
political science or government who
desires to supplement available course
material with accurate, up-to-date
material about America’s third largest
and fastest growing political party and
the

philosophy

also states that

which it is based.” He
“broader purpose...is to

on
a

make available to students

some

formation about

libertarianism, some
history about the libertarian
movement, the history of the Libertarian
Party, and how the Libertarian Party and
its philosophy fit into the modern
on

distinction it draws between libertarians
and everyone else on the “traditional”

political spectrum. Using a modified ver¬
sion of the “Nolan Chart”,
Bergland il¬
lustrates quite clearly why there is no
place for freedom-loving libertarians in
the commonly accepted
“left-right”
political framework.

basic in¬

relevant

world.” He succeeds

clearly about government, and the clear

all accounts.

Bergland has obviously drawn upon
his teaching background (he was a law
professor for many years) to keep his
writing uncomplicated and to the point.
And the book’s format-24 magazine
sized pages containing 14 short chapters-

He knocks down
to

a

number of fallacies

which people

frequently fall victim
discussing government, and does
especially good job of pointing out,

First Amendment to the Constitution.
The University of Massachusetts

pro¬

fessor

warns

that

compulsory public
education tends to impose a pattern of
thought before which children are largely
defenseless. Arons finds troubling the
natural reaction of parents to schooling
which does not express their values, when
they in turn try to impose their values on
everyone

else’s children.

Uniformity stamps public schooling in
image of the militant societies based

the
on

coercion and status, such as 19th

tinually influenced public school in
America and England, as Spencer knew.
Arons fails to place public
schooling
issues in historical perspective.
He fails to realize that

only

,

Some conservatives have resented the
“secularization of the schools” and the

“disrespect for authority” they perceive

public schools
lip service to free enterprise, like
businessmen and political can¬

pay

many

didates. Public schools promote authori¬
tarianism. Nowhere does the fist of the

when

there. Liberals seek to spread their

State

an

egalitarian beliefs through the schools.
Various pressure groups wish to censor

educators.

time and again, that no political
can guarantee a perfect soci¬

philosophy

ety...that “Utopia is not

one

of the op¬

tions.”

Party activists will immediately see the
outreach potential of this book. A sample
copy sent to the head of every local
school’s government or political science
department can begin the process of

textbooks in order to promote their
world-views and reproduce them in the

coming generation. Arons views this
attempt by the present generation

an

as

to

control the future.

Why do these groups come into con¬
over public schooling? Education is
inherently concerned with values, in
flict

cen¬

tury Prussia and present day Russia.
Prussian schooling and statism has con¬

come

down hardest than

on

home

Compelling Belief lacks historical
background, misinterprets individual¬
ism, and ignores the marketplace alter¬
native. Nonetheless, the cardinal virtues
of Compelling Belief lie in its recognition
of the need for pluralism in education,
which is hampered by public schooling,
and the harm provoked by the winner take-all nature of that system.
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tarian “Movement” Caucus within the

Many Libertarian positions challenge the
assumptions held by non-Libertarians.
When the public hears positions they
don’t understand, they are more likely to
dismiss the position as “unworkable”
rather than question their own assump¬

party. I envision the “movement”

tions.

From page

24

“Movement” Caucus
I’m interested in

establishing

ing concerned with
“means”

as

well

as

Liber¬

a

as

be¬

consequences of the
the “ends”.

Libertarians may want to advocate
moving towards Libertarian positions
without necesarily

readers have any additional
thoughts or suggestions, 1 would be
pleased to hear from them.
If your

Rich Birkett

defending libertarian
philosophy politically. Many Liber¬
tarians are now doing this. They
recognize that elected Libertarians may
not be able to implement all Libertarian
policies simultaneously. Careful analysis

Ann Arbor, MI
Mr. Birkett may

should consider the interaction of Liber¬
tarian law or principles with unlibertarian

Jury Justice

law.

Priorities regarding repealing
unlibertarian laws before enacting Liber¬
tarian laws may be desirable to prevent

unlibertarian consequences. Elected
Libertarians may also propose, or vote

proposals by non-Libertarians,
replacing existing unlibertarian laws with
less objectionable unlibertarian laws.
Decreasing taxes is a good example. The
Caucus, however, should also recognize
that “movement” may (or may not) in¬
hibit the chances of taking the “final”
step to Libertarian law.
The Caucus may appeal to voters who
sympathize with specific Libertarian
positions without alienating voters who
on

do not have
would

a

libertarian orientation. It

recognize that voters

likely to acquire
on

their

a

are

more

libertarian orientation
by persuasion.

rather than

own

be reached by writing
Rd., Ann Arbor,

him at 2790 Carpenter
MI 48104. Ed.

and which will not.

the

Collegedale, TN

“Constitutional” Nixed
John McDivitt (LP News, July) likes
name “Libertarian” but thinks that if

the

it should
be to “Constitutional.” On this I heartily
disagree.
As pointed out in your editor’s note, a
right-wing Constitutionalist Party
already exists. Even absent such a party,
change the party

name,

and limits officeholders to

secutive years

not

share their belief that the U.S. Con¬

which these

goals can be achieved.
jurors can free ourselves from
governmental instructions directing us as
to how we should think, what we should
consider and how we should decide, it
might surprise many of us to learn that
we pass final judgement as to which laws

ty that I and others envision. The ex¬
istence of that document did not prevent

of the governement

Birmingham, AL

stitution is
and that

from

us

getting to the point of today’s

rampant statism, after all.

“Libertarian,”

yes;

“Constitutional,”

no.

Steve Smith

Steve Smith is

candidate

for U.S.
Congress running in Alabama’s Sixth
a

District. Ed.

NOW AVAILABLE!
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Cal. LP Backs
New Gann
Measure
Van

By David Bergland

Chair

Libertarian Candidate tor President

Nuys, CA
Jack

-

Dean

California LP State
reports that the

California LP State Executive Com¬

years

and

one

eight con¬
in office. Also, to pre¬
vent a re-occurance of the legislative
sabotage of Prop. 24, the measure
would make it a felony to hinder im¬
plementation of an approved initiative.
Predictably, the incumbent bipar¬
tisan legislators are not supportive of
Gann’s latest proposal, which will re¬
quire the collection of 630,000
signatures to put the measure on a
statewide ballot, next scheduled for
June 1986. The Democratic leadership
of the legislature reacted with predicta¬
ble opposition, including sarcasm and
questioning of Gann’s motives.
Republican leaders, while more cir¬
cumspect in their criticism (Gann’s
past efforts have been very popular
with rank-and-file Republicans) were
“not eager to endorse a plan that
would

Libertarianism
in One Lesson

odd-

meetings and been well received. But
many libertarians-myself included-do

would not have the ideal libertarian socie¬

will be enforceable

in

months

contributions to the retirement fund,

case

we as

six

to

taken the libertarian message to their

left.

In my own

demonstrates the effectiveness with
If

sessions

dealings, I find Constitu¬

nor

equivalent to holy scripture,
everything would be “hunkydory” if we simply returned to its
precepts. Granted, things would be a lot
better than they are now, but we still

whole of America. The DeLorean

Among the proposed initiative’s re¬
quirements are: reducing legislative

tionalists to be valuable allies. I have

come

signify persons with right-wing (albeit
often quasi-libertarian) beliefs. Liber¬
tarians, as we like to say, are neither right
to

productive place for us to ap¬
ply our Libertarian philosophy is in the
jury box. If we stand firm on our prin¬
ciples, the jury room becomes an ideal
place for us to educate eleven other
jurors. And if we work hard in this area,
we will be successful in producing some
very eyecatching jury verdicts. The media
attention following these extraordinary
jury verdicts will provide us the forum
that we need to get our message to the

sense.

month in
even-numbered years, when legislators
could only consider the state’s budget.
(This is similar to the way the
legislature operated prior to 1966). It
currently meets seven months each
year. The measure also lowers the pay
to legislators from $28,110 per year to
$24,000, requires increased personal

the word “Constitutionalist” has

The most

legislature. Charging that
legislature “has told the people to
go to hell” in their actions to delay and
circumvent the actions passed in Pro¬
position 24, Gann’s latest effort would
sharply reduce the power of the
legislature, at least in a procedural
leaders in the

Gerald L. Sprouse

we ever
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affect

their

dra¬

careers

matically,” according to

one

published

report.
It appears that only the LP will
steadfastly support this effort to im¬
pede the cancerous growth of ever
more powerful government at the state
level. And given Paul Gann’s past suc¬
cessful track record in convincing state
voters to follow his lead, it may be an
issue whose time is coming. ■

mittee

A

★

★

totally new kind of outreach publication
Designed to serve as a supplement to high school
and college texts
Ideal for use by candidates
Perfect for introducing anyone to libertarianism
and the Libertarian Party
Easy-to-read magazine format
Order your copies today!

Please send me

_

Enclosed is my check
the following quantity

copies

for $

of Libertarianism in One Lesson to distribute this fall.
based on a single copy price of $1.95 or on

price breaks:

@$185

10 @$1.55

25 @

100 @$ 95

500 @$ 85

1000 @

5

$1.25
$ 75

50 @

$1.05

2000 @ $ 65

Name

Address

City
Please make check

CA 92626.

State

Zip

payable to: Orpheus Publications, 1773 Bahama Place, Costa Mesa,

passed a resolution at their
August 19 meeting in Van Nuys sup¬
porting the concept of a part-time
legislature. This proposal is gaining
serious attention, since it was announc¬
ed in early August as the next project
by California’s famous Proposition 13
co-author Paul Gann, who heads a
limited government oriented non¬
profit citizens group named People’s
Advocate, Inc. based in Sacramento.
Dean reports that, “Paul Gann and I
will be getting together for lunch soon
to explore how the LP can play an ac¬
tive role in this proposed initiative ef¬
fort.” Gann (who is not an LP
member) has launched his new in¬
itiative proposal partly over his frustra¬
tion
with
the
legislature’s footdragging in enacting changes man¬
dated in Proposition 24 (passed in
June). These changes imposed a 30%
reduction in the legislature’s budget
and reduced the power of the majority

Moving On?
If you have moved or
plan to. please send us
your address correction
or

new

address. The Post Office

will not forward LP News

as

third

class mail unless you

specifically
agree to pay the forwarding post¬
age. We will change your address
when

we

receive

a

return or cor¬

rection from the Post Office, but
you may not receive all
issues in the meantime.

of

your

To

keep up to date with the
Party while you’re moving on,
send your new address to:
LP News Address Correction

c/o Libertarian Party
7887 katy Freeway # 385
Houston. Texas 77024
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International
Libertarians

Don’t just talk about the
free market.
.

.

From page 4 /

DO IT!

also held their

own

version of Tax Pro¬

Day in Winnipeg, and passed out
at the Winnipeg Revenue
Canada building. This received good
newspaper and TV coverage, as well as
radio coverage. Similar events were also
test

anti-tax leaflets

Advertise in LP News

held in Toronto.
A

Largest circulation libertarian publication
in

good deal of the international liber¬

tarian activities center around the transla¬

the world

tion of

English language libertarian works
languages, or in exploring the
libertarian heritage of various other na¬
into other

For ad information

contact

tions. In

a recent

edition of Free World

Chronicle, for instance, there

Editorial Services
21715 Park Brook Drive

of
in

Katy, Texas 77450
(713)492*6608

are

reports

catalogue of libertarian works
German (by Renaissance Bookser-

a new

Libertarian International World

or contact

Convention

Libertarian Party National Office

Egham, Britain - The Libertarian In¬
ternational held its second World
convention (the first was held in

(713)686*1776
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39

according to

“all shades
(and some nonliber¬
tarian) thought were covered by
dozens of speakers.”
The European libertarians are
planning a 1985 convention in
Bergen, Norway, and the Liber¬
one report,

of libertarian

Officeholder Profile

40

Book Reviews
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Spain. ■

vice),

set

for

Barcelona,

poster depicting Friedrich
Hayek from the London-based Liber¬
tarian Alliance, a “new country”
pro¬
posal being considered by Dr. John
Whiting, founder of the libertarianoriented Australian Progress Party, the
a new

formation of the “Institut Von Mises” in

7887 Katy Freeway #385
Houston, TX 77024

Address Correction

Belgium,
NON-PROFIT ORG.
U S. POSTAGE

PAID
HOUSTON. TEXAS
PERMIT NO. 2663

Requested

a

one-day conference devoted

classical liberal writer John Mackinnon Robertson
sponsored by the U.Kr

to

based Adam Smith Club, a new
Netherlands libertarian newsletter call¬
ed ‘Basis en Konsekwentie”, a
newly
developed list of libertarian works in
Scandinavian languages compiled by a
Norwegian magazine, and the formation
of an anti-tax movement in Portugal.

Libertarian activist Jose Stelle, who has
attended several U.Srbased libertarian

functions, including LP Conventions, has
publicized the activities of the Brazilianbased Instituto Liberal, based in Rio de
Janeiro. Formed in

Address Correction

Requested

Conservatives (“Mondale Republi¬
saw 72 candidates of the
Libertarian Party of Canada receive

cans”), also
a

total of 22,000 votes nationwide.

According to Individual Liberty,
“the best results

were

in the Yukon

(next to Alaska), a rapidly develop¬
ing Libertarian area, where Keith
Dye drew 4%; and in longtime

stronghold Peterborough, where
John Hayes got 3.5%. The can¬
didates in Scarborough obtained
2,100 votes.”
The LPC candidate vote averaged
3% in the

ridings (Parlimentary
voting districts) in which races were
run,

somewhat better than the usual

LP vote in

U.S.Congressional races,
(roughly comparable to their Cana¬
dian counterparts). ■

publishing house is also seeking the rights
to Ayn Rand’s novel Atlas
Shrugged, and
if the deal goes forward, the translation
will be supervised by Instituto Liberal
translators. This Institute already has an
impressive Academic Advisory Board,
including Thomas Szasz, Israel Kirzner,
Henri Lepage, Pascal Salin and Walter

tarian International’s Third World

Libertarian
National Committee

entrenched Liberal Party (leftish
social democratic) by the Progressive

publication. Brazil's

Conference is

Special

the decisive defeat of the

saw

economist Walter Williams.

40

Campaign

parlimentary elections,

which

currently scheduled for translation and

Approximately 160 libertarians

23

-

Canadian

Foundation head Robert Poole and

from around the world attended and

Presidential Campaign 25
1984 LP Candidates
28

Dateline: Canada, September 4,
Initial reports from the recent

1984

Zurich) during August 13 through 19
Royal Holloway College, in
southern England.
Speakers at the conference includ¬
ed psychiatrist Peter Breggin, 1972
LP presidential candidate and
philosopher Jdhn Hospers, Reason
at

September/October 1984

Canadian Elections

early 1983, the In¬
stitute w'ill promote libertarian thought
and sponsor translations, courses, and
seminars on ideas promoting a free socie-

ty. A prime function is to obtain careful
translations of libertarian and free market
books into Portuguese. Nine works

by
Hayek, Henry
Hazlitt, Eugen von Bohn-Baw'erk. Mur¬
ray Rothbard and Ludwig von Mises are

authors

such

as

F.A.

number

one

Fiction

Block. The Instituto Liberal can be reach¬
ed at Rua da Assembleia, 10, Sala 3409.

CEP 20011, Rio de Janeiro, RJ, Brazil.
While the strength of libertarian

organizations and activism in many na¬
tions is still weak, the international liber¬
tarian movement is gaining adherents and

slowly making political and intellectual
headway. Those interested in following
the international trends and progress of
the libertarian
contact

the

movement

Libertarian

may want to

International

organization. Currently chaired by co¬
founder (with Bruce Evoy) Vincent
Miller, the group can be reached at:
Libertarian International, World
Headquarters, 824 West Broad Street,
Richmond, VA 23220. (804) 788-7008. ■
Ja Sweden

Message on the back of a postcard
(showing the Swedish Parliment in
Stockholm) received at the LP head¬
quarters, dated August 30:
)
Hello! Addressed “the opposi¬
tion” here in Parliament. Having a
ball

meeting libertarians in Sweden.
Going to speak in Norway tomor¬
Regards, Camille Castorina.
(Ms. Castorina is a economist who

row.

travels

widely and has met with liber¬
over the world). ■

tarians all

